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Abstnact

This thesis is concerned with probabilistic and statistical approaches for pattern recognition in ge-

nomic DNA sequences. Building probabiiistic models with a hidden Markov model (HMM) structure

and investigating runs-related statistics are two distinct mathematical/statistical/computational re-

search topics that have been widely utilized in the area of bioinformatics. This rvork coalesces both

topics and provides ideas on further broadening them.

The use of the finite Nlarkov chain imbedding (FMCI) technique to study DNA patterns under

an HMM is introduced. With a vision of studying multiple runs-related statistics simultaneously

under an HMM through the FMCI technique, this work establishes an investigation of a double runs

statistic under a binary HMM for DNA pattern recognition. An FMCI-based recursive algorithm is

derived and implemented for the determination of the exact distribution of this double runs statistic

under an independent identically distributed (IiD) framework, a Markov chain (MC) framework, and

a binary HMM framework. With this algorithm, a conditional runs test is revised and used to test for

randomness against clustering of signals in DNA. Having studied the distributions of the double runs

statistic under different binary HMM parameter sets, probabilistic profiles of runs are created and

shown to be useful for trapping HMM maximum lil<elihood estimates (MLEs). This MlE-trapping

scheme offers good initial estimates which not only jump-start the Expectation-Maximization (EM)

algorithm, but also prevent the EM estimates from landing on a local maximum. Based on para-

metric bootstrapping with the MlE-trapping scheme, simple methods are used and implemented

to construct confidence intervals for the HMM parameters. Applications of the conditional runs

statistic, the double runs statistic, and the probabilistic profiles in conjunction with binary HMMs

lv



for DNA pattern recognition are demonstratecr using human DNA data.

A multivariate class of probabilistic models, Hidden Multivariate Markov i\dodels (H\4Bs), is

also introduced for modelling DNA sequences. As biochemical and biophysical evidence indicates

that DNA molecules possess many different aspects beyond their compositional content, creating

probabilistic models from a multivariate perspective makes natural biological sense for the analysis

of DNA' A bivariate version of the HM3 is developed for exploration of the joint behaviour of the

C+G richness pattern and the bendabiiity pattern of DNA.
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Chapten 1

T]\TTR,OÐUCTTOI\I

1.1 The Field of Statistical Genetics: An Overview

The discipline of statistics has strong roots in the discipline of genetics. After the rediscovery of

the 1865 paper of J. Gregor Mendel* on the inheritance of the characteristics of peas, modern

genetics began in about 1900 (after Mendel's death). Both Mendel's F'irst and Second, Laws were

fundamentally probabilistic. The science of genetics attempts to understand the properties of the

genetic material. Sínce genes are the basic functional units of heredity, they have naturally and

historically been the focus of genetics as geneticists try to understand the laws of heredity. Heredity

is concerned with the biological similarity of offspring to parents. Variat'ion among organisms is

the biological difference between parents and offspring and between the offspring themselves. In

fact, variation is the raw material of evolution, and it is the key element for genetic studies. As

defined by Griffiths, Miller, Suzuki, Lewontin, and Gelbart, genetics ís the study of genes through

th,eir uariat'ion. The study and understanding of variation is intrinsically statisticai. As a matter

of fact, a lot of the concepts and theories in genetics, from independent assortment to the existence

of repetitive DNA, have been based on quantitative (especially statistical) analyses of genetic data

*J. Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) was later called the father of modern genetics.



(Thompson, 1999 [128]; Griffiths eü al., 2000 [63]).

Early work of Sir Ronald A. Fisherl , S. Wright, and J. B . S. Haldane had formed some foundations

for the interface between statistics and genetics, the field of stat'ist'ical genetics. They realized that

probabilistic modelling, rigorous statistical analysis, and well-founded scientific inference could help

study and understand observable genetic variation. With advances in recombinant DNA technology,

now it is not only possible to study genetic variation at the molecular level from different aspects

(such as biochemical and biophysical aspects), but also feasible to have large-scaie or major DNA

sequencingtasks completed (Thompson, 1999 [128]). In 1990, the Human Genome Project formally

began. Complete genomes of various organisms, including a number of viruses (such as the AIDS

virus, HIV-1f), bacteria (such as Escherichia coli) and the budding yeast Saccharo'Ínyces cereuisiae,

had been first determined. IJnified maps, such as gene rnapsl that integrale genetic linkage maps

and phys'ical maps with the DNA and protein sequence databases, of these organisms' genomes

are now available. At about the end of 1994, an international consortium of genome centers and

groups in North America, Europe, and Japan was organized to coordinate a mapping effort for

constructing a human gene map. A gene map$ of the human genome with sufficient accuracy and

resolution to within a few megabases was first released in about 1996 through an Internet site hosted

by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of the National Institutes of Health

(NIH) on the World Wide Web at URL htip://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SCIENCE96/ (Schuler et al.,

1ee6 [121]).

On the 26th of June 2000, the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and Celera

Genomics announced that they had "working drafts" of the human genome, the sequence of about

ÏSir Ronald A. Fisher (1890-1962) was later called the fathe¡ ofstatistics.

INOTE' The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is the causative agent for the acquired immunodeficiency

syndrome (AIDS). The most common type is known as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) rvhich has

led to the worldwide AIDS epidemic.

$NOTE' An updated version of the human gene map is available on the Wo¡ld Wide Web at URL

http://wwrv.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genemap.



3.1 billion subunits of DNA contained in human chromosomes (Bransrvell, 2000 [23]). Having the

complete human genome sequenced is just the first ultimate goal of the Human Genome Project. An-

other key ultimate goal of the Human Genome Project is to support research, training programs and

curricula to nurture the field of bioinformatics; that is the development of mathematical techniques,

statistical tools and computational strategies for the collection, anaiysis, annotation and storage of

the huge amounts of data from DNA sequencing, mapping, and gene expression experiments/studies

(Collinsf et al., 1998 [36]; Yarbrough & Thompson,2000 [158]). Organizing, managing, exrracr-

ing, analyzing and interpreting massive amounts of sequence data/information are multidisciplinary

missions. To reach this goal, close collaboration among many different scientific disciplines has com-

menced. Since these missions are heavily mathematical, statistical, and computational in nature,

they have created a lot of chaìlenges and research opportunities for mathematicians, statisticians

and computer scientists. A new branch of science has subsequently emerged by crossing a fieid in

the mathematical sciences (such as statistics, computer science, or a cross between statistics and

computer science themselves (e.g. computational statistics)) with a field in the biological sciences

(such as genetics or molecuiar biology). Terms such as statist'ical geneti,cs, computational molecular

biologE, and bioinJormatics are used to denote these "hybrid" disciplines.

A brief description of the field of stuüstical geneti,cs has been given by professor Elizabeth A.

Thompsonll** (Thompson, 1999 [128]), and its definition provided by professor Thompson is quoted

fDr. Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., is the director of the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)

of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, U.S.A.

llDr. Etizabeth A. Thompson (Ph.D. in Statistics) is a professor of the Department of Statistics and the Department

of Biostatistics, an adjunct professor of Genetics, a senior faculty and the designated leader of the Statistical Genetics

Program at the University of Washington in Seattle, U.S.A. She is also an adjunct professor of Statistics at the North

Carolina State University in Raleigh, U.S.A.; and a member of the Program in Mathematics and Molecular Biology

(PMMB).

*.NOTE: The Program in Mathematics and Molecular Biology (PMMB) is a multi-university interdisciplinary

national research and training consortium, funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Burroughs

Wellcome Fbnd (BWF) Interfaces Program. The overall goal of PMMB is the continued expansion of the applications



as follows:

Statistical genet'ics is the development of models and methods for the analysis and

interpretation of genetic data observed at any level from the cell nucleus to the

species. Genetic data may be used for constructing the evolutionary history of

species, characterizing the structure of populations, quantifying genetic diversity

in natural populations and in domesticated species, detecting and localizing genes

affecting human disease, or economic traits in plants and animals, determining the

structure of proteins and the functional and structural domains in DNA sequences.

(http://www.biostat.washington.edu/ statgen/Statgen/what-rnore.shtml)

The title of my thesis ís stati,st'ical pattern recognition in genomic DNA sequences. The rvork

described in my thesis is essentially interdisciplinary in nature, but emphasis is put on the develop-

ment of probabilistic models and runs-related statistics for DNA pattern recogition. It is an active

area of research generally labelled bioinformatics. By professor Thompson's description above, it

certainly falis within the realm of statistical genetics. By the same token, Balding, Bishop and

Cannings, editors of the Handbook of Statistical Genet'ics, have also identified bioinformatics as a

part of statistical genetics (Balding et al., 2001 [10]).

L.2 Research Compendium

The primary focus of this work is on probabilistic and statistical approaches to DNA sequence anal-

ysis, but the models and methods described and developed herein are applicable to other sequence

data. Carefully designed probabilistic models, such as various hidden Marhov models (HMMs) and

the like, have been shown to be capable of capturing important biological information buried in

biomolecularsequences (e.g. Churchill, 1992 [32]; Kroghet al., 1994 [85]; Pedersenet al., 1996 [108];

Burge & Karlin, 7997 [27]; Baldi & Brunak, 1993 [a]; Durbin et al., 1998 [45]; Vingron,2001 [132]).

of mathematics, including statistics and computer science, to molecular biology



Nloreover, specific runs-related statistics and their distributions have also been demonstrated to be

useful for detecting patterns in biomolecuiar sequences (e.g. I{arlin et aI.,1992, 1996, 7997 175,79, 80];

Waterman, 1995 [1aa]; Leung & Yamashita, 1999 [93]; Fu et al., 1999 [59]; Lou, 2000 [99]). Although

distinct streams of research on building different HMMs and on investigating various runs statistics

for biomolecular sequence pattern recognition have been two influential topics in the area of bioin-

formatics, the idea of studying runs statistics under an HÀ4M for biomolecular sequence analysis has

never been proposed. With ideas on further broadening both topics, this work also coalesces them.

A novel idea of using the finite Markov chain imbedding (FMCI) technique to study runs and

patterns in a DNA sequence under an HMM is introduced. With a vision of studying elaborate

multiple runs-related statistics simultaneously under an HMM through the FMCI technique, this

work establishes an investigation of a double runs statistic under a binary HMM for DNA pattern

recognition. The double runs statistic, denoted as (N",-R), is defined for a binary sequence or a

sequence of dichotomous trials (e.g. an outcome is either a success ,9 or a failure -F' at each trial). It

is a bivariate random variable with the first component being the total number of successes (i.e. N")

and the second component being the number of success runs (i.e .R) in a sequence of dichotomous

,5/,F trials. A recursive algorithm based on the FMCI technique is derived and implemented for the

determination of the exact distribution of this double runs statistic under an independent identically

distributed (IID) framework, a Markov chain (MC) framework, and a binary HMM framework. With

this algorithm, a conditional runs test is revised and used to test for randomness against clustering

of signals in DNA sequence data. Having studied the distributions of the double runs statistic

under different binary HMM parameter sets, probabilistic profiles of (¡/",-R) are created. These

probabilistic profiì.es are shown to be useful exploratory tools for trapping parameter estimates of

a binary HMM. Specifically, once the double runs statistic of a sequence of outcomes is observed,

trapping grids built from the probabilistic profiles of (¡/r, .R) can be used to locate the neighbourhood

of the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the parameters of a binary HMM. Subsequently,

good initial estimates can be selected for the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm in the

HMM parameter estimation procedure. Since the trapping scheme offers initial estimates that can



substantially push the EM algorithm to "jump-start" in the neighbourhood of the MLEs, it helps

prevent the EM estimates from landing on a local maximum or a saddle point of the likelihood

surface in most cases. As a result, two difficuit issues associated with the EM algorithm (i.e. having

a slow rate of convergence and landing on a local maximum or a saddle point) in the HMM parameter

estimation procedure are tacl<led simultaneously. Based on parametric bootstrapping rvith the NILE-

trapping scheme, simple methods are also used and implemented to construct confidence intervals

for the HMM parameters.

Applications of the conditional runs statistic, the double runs statistic, and the probabilistic

profiles in conjunction rvith binary HMMs for DNA pattern recognition are demonstrated through

studies using human DNA data provided by Dr. Anders Pedersentl. The core biological interest of

our studies is to recognize the start sites of transcription of RNA polymerase II transcribed genes in

experimentally uncharacterized human DNA sequences. Since we are only trying to reveal the start

site of transcription from a relatively short sequence, it is a simplified version of the DNA decoding

problem in our studies. The statistical treatment for this goal is based on the notion of capturing

the mosaic structure of various signals along a DNA sequence. With general biological findings

supporting the distribution of certain signals in the upstream plomoter region of a gene differing

from that in the downstream) we make use of the conditional runs statistic (ÃlN"), the double runs

statistic (¡ú",11), and an appropriate binary HMM for pattern recognition and the prediction of the

start site of transcription of a RNA polymerase II transcribed gene. A structural aspect of DNA -
DNA bendability or bending propensity 

- is analyzed. Based on the results reported by Pedersen

and his colleagues (Pedersen et al., 1998 [109]), the continuous DNA bendability scales along a DNA

sequence are dichotomized in two ways for two separate analyses in our studies.

A novel multivariate class of probabilistic models extended from the typical hidden Nlarlcov

models, named "Hidden Multivariate Marlçov Models" or abbreviated as HM3s. is also introduced

TTNOTE: Dr' Anders G. Pedersen (Ph.D. & candidatus scientarium (Danish degree) in Biochemistry rvith Molecular

Biology as main subject) is asenior researcher and an assistant professor, at the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis

(CBSA) of the Technical University of Denmark in Lyngby, Denmark.



for modelling DNA sequences. As more and more biochemical and biophysical evidence indicates

that DNA molecules possess many different aspects beyond their compositional content, creating

probabilistic models from a multivariate perspective makes natural biological sense for the analysis of

DNA. Essentially, the development of this class of models is an attempt to open the door for formaÌ

multivariate statistical analyses of multiple biochemicai and biophysical aspects of DNA, especially

for recognition and prediction of promoter regions of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II transcribed

genes. In the light of the fact that both C+G richness and bendability of DNA sequences are

now individually found to have a connection with promoter regions of eukaryotic genes (Antequera

& Bird, 1993 [3]; Bernardi, 1993, 1995 [18, 19]; Cross & Bird, 1995 [37]; Pedersen et al., 1998,

1999 [109, 110]), a bivariate version of HM3s is theoretically developed. The bivariate HM3s offer

a new statistical framework within which the joint behaviour of the C+G richness pattern and

the bendability pattern of DNA sequences can be explored. They may help shed neiv light on

computational promoter prediction and gene identification for experimentally uncharacterized DNA

sequences, and may aid in getting more insights about the transcriptional controi of gene expression

and genome organization.

1.3 Organization

The following chapters of this thesis are organized so as to give the general background material first

before introducing the specific technical details. In Chapter 2, a brief description of the background

and significance on my research work 
-statisticai 

pattern recognition in genomic DNA sequences -
is provided with an emphasis on the recognition of promoter regions of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II

transcribed genes. In Chapter 3, the univariate portrayal of probabilistic models for DNA sequences

is described with a statement on its development and recent trends. Then, the basics of the typical

hidden Markov models (HMMs) are reviewed in order to set the stage for the following chapters. In

Chapter 4, the finite Markov chain imbedding (FMCI) technique for the distribution theory of runs is

reviewed. The recursive algorithm for the calculation of the distribution of the double runs statistic



(¡/",Ã) and the examination of HMM parameter estimation with probabilistic profiles of runs are

presented. Then, applications of the conditional runs statistic (ÃlNr), the double runs statistic

(¡/",Ã), and the probabilistic profiles in conjunction rvith binary HMÌVIs for pattern recognition in

DNA are demonstrated through studies using the human genomic DNA sequence data. In Chapter

5, the logic and impetus for my research on a novel multivariate portrayal of probabilistic models for

DNA sequences are provided. A new class of multivariate probabilistic models, hidden multivariate

Markov models (HM3s), is presented. Finally, in Chapter 6, further extensions and applications of

this work are discussed.



Chapter 2

BACKGROT]hID ANÐ

SIGhTIFTCANCE

2.L The Driving Force: The Human Genome Project

Since James Watson and Flancis Crick proposed the double-helir model for the structure of a DNA

(deoxyribo-nucleic acid) molecule, in 1953, a tremendous series of discoveries and breakthroughs

have been made. The deciphering of the genetic code completed in 1967 was just the beginning

(tr\ank-I{ameneßkii, 1997 [54]). With advances in recombinant DNA technology, it is now possible

to manipulate biomolecular sequences in order to study the biochemical functions and structural

details of genes, and their organizations in genomes. Around 1985, ideas of sequencing the human

genome had been proposed. In 1986, after Renato Duibecco, a Nobel laureate in medicine, published

an article on the implications of how sequencing the human genome would lead to new horizons in

cancer research, an international Workshop on Sequencing the Human Genome was organized. The

workshop brought together scientific leaders from industry, academia, and the national laboratories

to assess the technical feasibility of sequencing the human genome, the probable cost, and the poten-

tial benefits to the nation (Dulbecco, 1986 [ a]; Delisi, 1988 [41]). In 1900, the first international



"Big Science" project in biology and medicine - the Human Genome Project - formally began.

This ambitious project is dedicated to learning more about human health and disease. With the

completion of the whole genomes of various organisms, including a number of viruses (such as the

AIDS virus (HIV-i), the herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), and the hepatitis B virus (HBV)),

bacteria (such as Escherichia coli,), the budding yeast SaccharornlJces cereuisiae, and the round rvorm

Caenorhabditis elegans, the era of whole genome science has begun (Collins et al., 1998 [36]; Entrez*

Databases, 2000).

The Human Genome Project is a truly international effort to understand the structure and

function of the human genome. The international Human Genome Sequencing Consortium includes

the following sixteen research institutes in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Flance, Japan,

and China:

Bayìor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Beijing Human Genome Center, Institute of Genetics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing,

China

3. Gesellschaft für Biotechnologische Forschung mbH, Braunschweig, Germany

4. Genoscope, Evry, France

5. Genome Therapeutics Corporation, Waltham, N4A, U.S.A.

6. Institute for Molecular Biotechnology, Jena, Germany

7. Joint Genome Institute, U.S. Department of Energy, Wainut Creek, CA, U.S.A.

8. Keio University, Tokyo, Japan

9. Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics, Berlin, Germany

10. RII(trN Genomic Sciences Center, Saitama, Japan

11. The Sanger Centre, Hinxton, U.K.

12. Stanford DNA Sequencing and Technology Development Center, Palo AIto, CA, U.S.A.

*NOTE: Entrezisasearchandretrievalsystemthatintegratesinformationfromdatabasesof nucìeotidesequences,

protein sequences, macromolecular structures, whole genomes, and MtrDLINE, at the National Center for Biotech-

nology Information (NCBI) of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Entrez is on the \.Vo¡ld Wide Web at URL

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/Database/index.html.

1.

2.
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13. University of Washington Genome Center, Seattle, WA, U.S.A.

14. University of Washington Multimegabase Sequencing Center, Seattle, WA, U.S.A.

15. Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, MIT, Cambridge, NIA, U.S.A.

16. lVashington University Genome Sequencing Center, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.

(Yarbrough & Thompson, 2000 [158])

The first goal of the Human Genome Project is to sequence the complete human genome and

genomes of at least five other species or model organisms. On the 26th of June, 2000, the National

Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and Celera Genomics announced that they had "work-

ing drafts" of the human genome, the sequence of about 3.1 billion subunits of DNA contained in

human chromosomes (Branswell, 2000 [23]). Now the immediate focus is on convertingthese "worl{-

ing drafts" to "finished" forms. This involves filling the gaps in the "working drafts" and increasing

the overall sequence accuracy to 99.99%. Pieces of the "working drafts" have already helped the

identification of genes for breast cancer susceptibility (BRCA2); hereditary deafness (Pendred syn-

drome); several hereditary skeletal disorders; hemorrhagic stroke; focai segmental glomerulosclerosis,

a puzzling kidney disorder that can lead to end-stage kidney failure; hereditary epilepsy; and one

type of diabetes. Recently, based on the information in the early "working drafts", a drug has been

developed for leukemia and preliminary reports from clinical trials of the drug are showing very

promising results (Yarbrough & Thompson, 2000 [158]).

Other key goals of the Human Genome Project are to create genorne rnaps such as genetic I'ink-

age rnaps and physical maps which can then be used to construct gene n'Laps; to study different

kinds of sequence variation such as single nucieotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions, deletions,

dupiications, and rearrangements; to understand functions of genes, regulatory elements and var-

ious regions of DNA in genomes; to examine the ethical, Iegal, and social implications of genome

research; to implement the results of the Human Genome Project into health care; and to nurture

the development of bioinformatics for the collection, analysis, annotation and storage of the huge

amounts of data from DNA sequencing, mapping, and gene expression experiments/studies. Full
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success of the Human Genome Project critically depends on the development of appropriate sta-

tistical and computational tools and rigorous criteria for establishing and confirming associations

and/or causations among sequence variation, phenotypic variation, and complex diseases. Studying

the functions of genes and DNA elements in a genome requires mathematical, statistical, and com-

putational methods for comparison and analysis of sequence patterns (Marshall, 1996 [100]; Collins

et al., 1998 [36]; Yarbrough & Thompson, 2000 [158]).

2.2 Computational Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics

Some of the early literature in the analysis of biomolecular sequences includes publications by Wa-

terman et al., 1976, 7978, L979, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1g8g lI47 , LJ5, 136, 138, IST, I45, 139, 140, 146,

r4r, r42l; Karlin et al., 1983, 1984, 1985 177,73,76, 811; weir, 1985, 1988 [148, 14g]; Benham,

1985, 1989 [1a, 15]; Bishop & Thompson, 1986 [22]; Brendel et aì.., 1986 [2a]; Searls, 1988 [122];

and Churchill, 1989 [31]. These publications have enlightened researchers, including myself, from

many different disciplines to participate in the muiti-faceted genome research. The understand-

ing of biomolecular sequences in turn gives us knorvledge of the genetic nature of many diseases,

and stimulates scientists to undertal<e new medical research and to develop new drugs or therapies.

As the Human Genome Project progresses, biomolecular sequence data has been generated at an

exponential rate. The need to organize and process the information and to find and interpret en-

coded messages has created problems that are interdisciplinary in nature. For example, questions

in classifying various regions of DNA in genomes; aligning DNA sequences for comparison; testing

whether two different DNA sequences share significant similarities; searching and recognizing pat-

terns within or between DNA sequences; and predicting secondary and/or tertiary structures and

functions of biomolecular sequences are grand mathematical, statistical and computational chal-

Ienges. New terms such as computat'ional molecular biology and bioi,nformat'ics are used to denote

a nev/ field dedicated to mathematical, statistical and computationai analyses of biomolecular se-

quences (Waterman, 1995 [1aa]; Baldi & Brunak, 1998 [a]; Wong, 2000 [153]).
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2.2.L Statistical Pattern Recognition of Biomolecular Sequence Analysis

Biomolecular sequence analysis is a multidisciplinary subject. It includes mathematical, statistical

and computational analyses of DNA, RNA (ribonucleic acid) and protein sequences. Methods for

it have roots in areas of combinatorics, speech recognition, linguistics, and. statistical modelling.

Although most of the problems in biomolecular sequence analysis have generally been thought of

and treated as computational, they are essentially statistical. For instance, one of the key problems

in biomoìecular sequence analysis - the pairwise or multiple sequence alignment problem - has

been woriced on through dynamic programming techniques. It has generally been treated as a

computational optimization/maximization problem with an objective function being the summation

of scores assigned to the gaps, matches, and mismatches in an alignment. Mostly, the choice of these

scores is somervhat arbitrary, for example, a score of +l is assigned to each match, a score of _1

is assigned to each mismatch, and a score of -2 is assigned to each gap. Aligning sequences with

algorithms based on arbitrary scoring schemes often mal<es little or no reference to the underlying

biologicai process (Thorne & Churchili, 1995 [129]; Waierman, 1995 ll44l). As stated by Durbin,

Eddy, Krogh, and Mitchison, the development of more sensitive scoring schemes and the evaluation

of the significance of alignment scores are more the realm of statistics than computer science (Durbin

et al., 1998 [45]).

Probabiliiy theory and statistics have contributed significantly to a lot of problems in biomolec-

ular sequence analysis. In particular, research on the distribution theory of runs and patterns has

been adopted for pattern recognition in biomolecular sequences. Runs and runs-related statistics

are natural statistical descriptions of patterns when we are interested in anaiyzing sequence data.

Knowing the distributions of specific runs and runs-related statistics, we take chance into consid-

eration when we are analyzing patterns (e.g. consensus eÌements) in sequences. Recently, research

work on investigating runs and runs-reìated statistics and their distributions have been shown to be

useful for detecting patterns in biomolecular sequences (e.g. I{arlin et al., 1gg2, 1gg3, 1gg4, 1996,

1997 175,74,78,79,80]; Leung et al., 1994, 1996 19gg lg2,gt, g3]; waterman, 1995 [144, 143]; Fu

et al., 1996, 1999 [57, 59]; and Lou, 2000 [9g]).



Carefully designed probabilistic models have been proven to be valuable tools for biomolecular

sequence analysis. Probabilistic modelling can be used to extract information from complex sequence

data and reveal important features to answer specific biological or genetic qriestions. It provides a

consistent way of reasoning in the presence of uncertainty and establishes a framervorl< for scientific

inferences. The success of various hidden Marl<ov models (HMMs) in capturing and describing intr!

cate biological structures has demonstrated the usefulness of probabilistic and statistical approaches

to pattern recognition in biomolecular sequences. A small selected sample of recent research work on

using and modifying HMNIs for biomolecular sequence analysis includes publications by Churchill

et al., 1992, 1995, 1999 [32,33,35]; Baldi et ai., 1994,1996, 1998 [9,5,2,4]; Krogh et al., 19g4,

1997, 1998 [85, 84, 82, 83]; Pedersen et al., 1996 [108]; yada er at., 1996, 1992, 1998 [155, 156, 157];

Burge & Karlin, 7997 [27]; Durbin et ai., 1998 [45]; Schmidler et aI.,2000 [120]; Wong,2000 [153];

and Balding et al., 2001 [10].

Since biological systems are inherently complex and many facts at the moiecular level are stili

missing, there are many questions that are unanswered or partly answered. The high degree of

uncertainty gives researchers relatively little theory, and drives the need for quantitative research.

The increase in the availability of large amounts of data allows resea¡chers to gain knowledge and

insights from a data-m'ining approach. Recently, researchers in articial'intelligence have been actively

developing new pattern recognition techniques for biomolecular sequence analysis from a machine-

learn'ing perspective (Baldi & Brunak, 1998 [4]). The basic idea of machine-learning is to learn

the theory from the data through a model fitting process that is constantly iteratively updated.

Their philosophy is, in fact, similar to the Bayes'ian school of thinking in statistics. Their goal is

to extract important information by building probabilistic models from a Bayesian point of view.

Although the Bayesian approach has been getting more and more appealing due to recent advances

in computer power, the Marimum Likelihood approach is still considered as the "yardstick" in the

statistics (especially the classical statistics) community. Nevertheless, they are two mainstreams

in statistics, and both have been adopted for biomolecular sequence analyses. A lot of complex

statistical issues in estimating model parameters, testing hypotheses, and comparing various classes
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of models have arisen, and the need for statistical research has greatly increased. Biomolecular

sequence analysis has created a lot of challenging problems and opportunities for statistical pattern

reco o n'iti o n research.

2.3 Recognition of Patterns in Genomic DNA Sequences

2.3.L DNA Sequence, Structure and Function

A DNA molecule consists of two strands of nucleotides. A nucleotide is a unit rvhich has three

subunits: a phosphate group, a sugar (deoxyribose) molecule with five carbon atoms in a ring form,

and a nitrogenous base. There are four different nitrogenous bases: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C),

Guanine (G), and Thymine (T). These nitrogenous bases are of two types: purines (A and G), and

pyrim'idines (C and T). Each nucleotide is characterized by the nitrogenous base it carries. The

locations of the carbon atoms in the sugar molecule are labelled as 1' to 5' in order to define the

orientation of the molecule. A chain of nucleotides (i.e. a polynucleotide) is formed by linking the

sugar molecule of one nucleotide to the phosphate group of another nucleotide. Specifically, a 3'-5'

phosphod'iester I'ink is formed with a phosphate molecule bridging between the 3/-OH group on the

sugar molecule of one nucleotide to the 5'-OH group on the sugar molecule of the next nucleotide.

Thus, a polynucleotide has a sugar-phosphate backbone which consists of 3'-5' phosphod,'iester link-

ages. One end of a polynucleotide has a 5'-OH group on the sugar molecule of a nucleotide which

is termed the 5/ end, and the other end has a 3'-OH group on the sugar molecule of a nucleotide

which is termed the 3' end. By convention, a single-stranded DNA is always specified in the 5/ to

3'orientation (Refer to Figure 2.1) (Alberts et al., 1994 [1]).

The two strands of nucleotides of a DNA molecule have opposit e polarity (i.e. they run in opposite

directions) , and they are describe d as antiparallel Two antiparallel strands of nucleotides are held by

hydrogen bonds beíween complementary nitrogenous bases. The cornplementary base pa'iri,ng refers

to the fact that the nitrogenous base A pairs with the nitrogenous base T, and the nitrogenous

base C pairs with the nitrogenous base G (Refer to Figure 2.I). A complete double-stranded DNA
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Figure 2'1: Schematic overview of the Arrangement of Nucleotides of a DNA Segment (Diagram was

inspired from Interdepartmental Course 56.72.1 notes (Murphy, 199g [106]))

molecule exists in a three-dimensional d,ouble-heli,x structure with the bases projected inwards, and

the sugar-phosphate bacl<bones exposed to the outside of the helix. This structure shields all the

important atoms of the bases, the genetic information, from physical and/or chemical attacks by

theenvironment. Basestacleing'interactionsforcetheoutersurfaceof aDNAmoleculetofbrmtwo

grooves' a wide major grooue and a narrow minor grooue which facilitate sequence-specific DNA-

protein binding andfor interactions (Refer to Figure 2.2) (Sinden, rgg4 [123]; Elliott & Elliori,

1ee7 [51]).

Historically, DNA structures were initially derived ftom X-ray cÌiffraction patterns of DNA fibers

at a high relative humidity condition. In the early 1950's, Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind Frankiin

had shown that DNA fibers exist in two principal forms, one at a low (6b-25%) relative humidity

and the other at ahigh (92%) rcIative humidity (Dickerson, 1992 [4g]). In 1953, James watson and
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Glioo,V-ê Major Grooue -iffj*

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Major and Minor Grooves of the DNA Double-Helix Structure (Double-

helix image rvas dorvnloaded from http:f f academy.d20.co.edu/kadets/lundberg/dna.html)

Francis Crick first used X-ray diffraction studies of Wilkins and Franklin to deduce a model for the

structure of DNA: the doul¡le-helir model. In the early 1960's, two structural forms - the A-form

structure and the B-form structure - of DNA were identified by X-ray diffraction analyses of the

sodium salt of DNA fibers at 75% relative humidity (Fuller et al., 1965 [60]) and at g2% relative

humidity (Langridge et al., 1960 [88, 87]) respectively. Subsequently, two names - the A-form DNA

and the B-form DNA, or simply the A-DNA and B-DNA - were given to these structural forms of

DNA, and the ciassic double-helix structure described by Watson and Cricl< was referred to as the

B-DNA. In 1979, X-ray crystallographic techniques allowed scientists to study DNA structures at

a high resolution. It helped reveal a number of major sequence-dependent structural features that

couid not be observed in DNA fiber diffraction studies. Furthermore, NMR (Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance) methods enable DNA structures to be determined in solution rather than in their solid

crystallized states, and they provide useful information for studying DNA structure and dynamics

(Bates & Maxwell, i993 [11]; Neidle, 1994 [104).

Within the last two decades our understanding of the biochemical and biophysical aspects of

DNA molecule has grown tremendously. One of the major structural features of a DNA molecule is
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its considerable degree of dependence on the sequence context of the nucleotide involved. It is now

known that dosDNA (defined, ordered sequence DNA) including'inuerted repeats, mirror repeats,

direct repeats, and homopurine-homopEri,mid'ine elemenás can form a number of alternative DNA

structures other than the A-DNA and the B-DNA. Some of these alternative structures are termed

C-DNA, D-DNA, H-DNA, S-DNA, T-DNA, and Z-DNA. Experimental work has revealed that DNA

can exhibit a diverse range of conformational states, and two of the most striking manifestations are

the phenomena of intrinsic curuature of DNA and DNA bending or fleribility (Sinden, 1994 [123] &

Sinden et al., 1998 1124)).

fntrins'ic curuature of DNA refers to the deformation of the DNA helix axis arising

from the preferred conformation of particular DNA sequences.

DNA bending or fleæibility refers to the ease with which certain DNA sequences can

be bent, for example by being wrapped around a protein.

(Bates & Maxwell, 1993 [11])

There are many biological processes that involve certain regions of DNA to be flexible enough for

bending and/or looping, and one of such processes is the transcriptional control of gene erpress'i,on

(Murphy, 1998 [105]).

2.3.2 tanscriptional Control of Gene Expression in Eukaryotes

In brief, gene erpression can be conceptualized by the revised central dogma of molecular biology,

i.e. flows of genetic information in all forms of life (Refer to Figure 2.3).

Gene expression is a regulated process that proceeds through a series of different control levels

before the genetic information is released as a final product. Within each control level, there are

many intermediate fine-tuning stages which may modify the information. The relative predominance

ofregulation at each stage and/or control level differs between prokaryotes and eukaryoúes (Twyman,

1ee8 [131]).

Technically, a eukaryote is a cell or an organism with membrane-bound, structurally discrete
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Overview of the Revised Central Dogma in Molecular Biology (Diagram rvas

reproduced from Aduanced Molecular Biology: A Concise Reference by Twyman (Trvyman, 1998 [131]))

nucleus and other well-developed subcellular compartments. Euka¡yotes include all forms of life

except viruses, bacteria, and blue-green algae (Lewin, 1997 [94]). The genome of a eukaryotic

cell contains all the information for making many different RNA molecules and proteins. When a

protein-encoding gene on a DNA sequence is expressed in a cell, the corresponding protein product(s)

is(are) produced. A eukaryotic cell can control the proteins it makes by regulating the passage of

information at any of the many different stages and/or control levels along the pathway from DNA

to RNA to protein (Refer to Figure 2.4) (Murphy, 1998 [105]).

For most genes the level of transcript'ional control is considered to be the most important point

of control. It controls when and how often a given gene is transcribed. It is the first level of

control in gene expression, and it sets off the initiation event of DNA transcription of the gene.

In eukaryotes, there are three enzymes called RNA polymerase I, RNA polymerase II, and RNA

polymerase III that are responsible for DNA transcription of different sets of genes. RNA polymerase

II transcribes all protein-encoding genes. However) numerous proteins are involved and crucial in

assisting RNA polymerase II in initiating DNA transcription. The multiprotein complex so-called

PIC (pre-initiation complex), which includes the enzyme RNA polymerase II and special proteins

so-called GTFs (general transcription factors), recognizes and binds to certain sites or regions of

DNA sequences to initiate transcription. One GTF called TFIID is known to be involved in site-

specific DNA binding, and several other GTFs are known to be in close contact with the DNA
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Figure 2'4: Schematic Overview of Different Levels of Control for the Expression of a protein-

Encoding Gene in Eukaryotes (Diagram rvas modified from Interdepartmental Course s6.72/¡ notes (Mv-

phy, 1998 [105]))

during initiation oftranscription (Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou, lggT [53]; Pedersen et al., lggg [110]).

2'3.3 Recognition of Promoters of Eukaryotic RNA Polymerase II Tlan-

scribed Genes

In 1977, molecular biologists discovered that most eukaryotic genes have thei¡ DNA sequences inter-

rupted by intervening sequences termed 'introns. They cailed segments of a gene which are decoded

to give a RNA product as elrons (Frank-I{ameneßkii, 1gg7 [54]). This discovery raised a lot of

biochemical issues regarding specifying not only the structure of a gene, but also related sequence

regions of a gene' Now, the complex series of biochemical mechanisms that control initiation of

franscription of a eukaryotic RNA poiymerase II transcribed gene are under intense investigation.
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We know that certain sites or regions of DNA sequences in the genome have a regulatory role to

play in controlling initiation of transcription. These regions are referred to as transcriptional regu-

Iatory regions. Generally, they define which DNA strand will be transcribed, and ensure accurate

and efficient initiation of transcription. Transcriptional regulatory regions are classified into three

groups of elements termed basal promoter eiements, UPEs (upstream promoter elements), and

enhancers/silencers (Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou, 1997 [53]; Pedersen et al., 1999 1110]). Since basal

promoter elements and UPEs are usually found in genes that are constitutively expressed (so-called

"housekeeping" genes), they are usually referred to as promoters of a gene. AIso, the region where

the promoters of a gene are located is often referred to as the promoter region of the gene (Refer to

Figure 2.5) (Murphy, 1998 11051).

..

:

Figure 2.5: Schematic Overview of the Structure of a Eukaryotic Gene (Diagram was modified from

Interd,epartmental Course 36.72/¡ totes (Murphy, 1998 [106]))

Basal promoter elements are located "before" , or "upstrearn" (upstream elements are also anno-
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tated rvith "-" symbols by molecular biologists) of, the start point of transcription. They determine

the site of initiation of transcription. Basal promoter el.ements are a short highly conserved TA

rich region termed a TATA-box , andf or a loosely conserved region termed an Inr (initiator region),

and/or CG rich regions (such as CpG islands). Upstream promoter elements (UPEs) are also calied

promoter-proximal elements, and they are Iocated upstream of the start point of transcription. They

increase the rate of transcription by increasing the frequency of initiation. Enhancers/silencers are

also calied promoter-distal elements, and they may be located either upstre am or downstream (down-

stream elements are also annotated with "+" symbols by molecular biologists) of the start point of

transcription. They are used for greater modulation of transcriptional rate. They can act over con-

siderable distances (i.e. up to several thousands base pairs from the start point of transcription) and

function in either orientation. They are often subject to hormonal control, developmental control

and/or tissue specificity (Lewin, 1997 [94]; Murphy, 1998 [105]; Davie, 1999 [40]).

In eukaryotes, most TATA-box containing promoters have the consensus TATAAAA sequence

motif centered about 25 base pairs upstream of the start point of transcription. Some Inr containing

promoters have the consensus YYCAYYYYY sequence motif, where Y is a pyrimidine (i.e. C or

T) (Pedersen et al., 1996 [108]). In addition to TATA-box and/or Inr, there are many CG rich

regions also located upstream of the start point of transcription of many genes. CpG islands are

frequently found in animal genomes, and CpNpG islands are found in plant genomes, where N can

be any nitrogenous base. Some UPEs of RNA polymerase II transcribed genes that are common in

mammals are the consensus GGCCAATCT sequence motif termed a CAAT-box and the consensus

GGGCGG sequence motif termed a GC-box (Lewin, 7997 l9al; Smith et al., 1997 [125]).

Recognizing promoters of a eukaryotic RNA polymerase II transcribed gene can help improve

gene identification task of a protein-encoding gene. More importantly, it also provides us more

knowledge in the area of gene expression at the level of transcriptional control. However, the prob-

Iem of recognizing promoters of a eukaryotic RNA polymerase II transcribed gene is very difficult

because the variable distance between various DNA elements for the recognition by different GTFs,

and a large number of other proteins are involved in the regulation process (Pedersen et al., 1996,
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1998, 1999 [108, 109, 110]). Computer software for recognition ofpatterns are now routinely used by

genome sequencing laboratories to heip locate genes and identify different signals in new sequences.

With more powerful computational facilities, the use of carefully designed statistical models will

become increasingly important for improving existing tools in bioinformatics. Effective use of sta-

tistical methods wiil extend the horizons of genome research.
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Chapter 3

PR,OBABTT,TSTTC MODETS FOR,

D]r[A : TI{E tll\IVAR IATtr

PORTR,AYAL

3.1 Development and Recent Tbends

A DNA molecule consists of two strands of nucleotides, and each nucleotide is characterized by

the nitrogenous base it carries. By the complementary base pairing, the two strands of nucleotides

are complementary to each other. In most mathematical/statistical/computational studies of DNA,

a doubìe-stranded DNA molecule is treated as a single-stranded sequence of nucleotides, and it is

represented as an ordered string of its nitrogenous bases: Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, and Thym'ine.

The four nitrogenous bases are often symbolized by the letters A,C,G, and ?. For a given integer -L

and a finite index set l¿ : {1, ... ,L}, a DNA sequence of length tr has been viewed as a stochastic

process {Y, t 6 fr,} with an underlying probabilistic structure. The random variable Y¿ takes

an element in the alphabet set {4, C,G,T}, and corresponds to the nitrogenous base at the ú-th

position of the DNA sequence. Various classes of models have been designed in the past to model
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DNA sequences. Since our focus is on probabilistic models with a hidden Markov model structure,

rve only briefly mention other classes of probabilistic models in the literature.

One of the simplest probabilistic structures is the independent and identically distributed (IID)

model structure. The nucleotides of a DNA sequence are assumed to have their nitrogenous bases

occurring independently with probabilities Pa,Pc,Pç and P7. This IID model structure is subject

toacontrai.tlr,e{¿,c,c,r¡Pu, =7.Thus, there are4- 1:3freeparameters. Then, the

probability of a particular sequence of length -L is given by:

Pr(Y¡¡,1:y¡t,r) =flnrlY:ut): lf "r,, 
for every ate {A,C,G,T}.

l-t +-ì

(3.1)

When we allow the probabilities of the nitrogenous bases to change with the sequence position in-

dex ú, we have the more general independent and non-identically distributed (INID) model structure.

The nucleotides of a DNA sequence are then assumed to have their nitrogenous bases occurring in-

dependently with probabilities Pa(ú), Pc(t),P6(l) and Pr(t).This INID model structure is subject

to contraints Iv,e{¡,c,c,r)Pu,(¿) :1, Vú e f¿. Thus, there are Lx (4 - 1) :3tr free parameters.

Simiiar to formula (3.1), the probability of aparticular sequence of length,L is given by:

,t'LPr(\r,tl: u¡t,r.1) : lf Pr$t : at) : fJ &, (t),
t-t +- l

for every At € {A,C,G,T}. (3.2)

When we allow for dependence between neighbouring nitrogenous bases, we often model a DNA

sequence with a Markov chain (MC). A first order homogeneous Marl<ov chain with four states has

been used to model certain forms of short range dependence in DNA sequences. Such an MC model

with its state space {A,C,G,7} is characterized by its transition probability matrix:

t(



y¿-r\y¿

A

U

Ay:
ñL¡

L

ACGT

P¿.e P¡c Pac P.qr

Pct Pcc Pcc Pcr

Pc¿, Pcc Pcc Pcr

Pr¿, Prc Prc Prr

^11 
11 ry1nuuf

Pt,s(t) Prc(t) Pac(t) Per(t)

Pc.q(t) Pcc(t) Pcc(t) Pcr(t)

Pce(t) Pcc(t) Pcc(t) Pcr(t)

Pra(t) Prc(t) Prc(t) Prr(t)

where -4y is subject to the contraints Drr{o,",.,r}P¿j :1, Vz € {A,C,G,T}. Thus, there are

4 x 4 - 4: 12 free parameters. The probability of a particular sequence of length tr is given by:

Pr(\t¡l: a¡t,q) : Pr(Yt : y1)Pr(Y2 : A2l,yr).'.Pr(Y¡-1 : At_rlAr_z)Pr(Y¡ : ytlAr_r)

: Pr(Yt: Ur)fi Po,-r',, for every Ut-t,At € {A,C,G,T}.
t:2

(3.3)

There are also non-homogeneous Markov chain models. A first order non-homogeneous Marlcov

chain with its state space {,4, C,G,T} is characterized by its transition probability matrices:

y¿_r\y¿

A

()

Av(t) :
G

ñ
,L

where Ay(t) ís subject to the contraints Ð,.{o,",.,r¡P¿¡(t): I,V'i e {A,C,G,T} k, Vú € f¿.

Thus, there are L x (4 x 4 - 4) = l2l, free parameters. Similar to formula (3.3), the probability of
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a particular sequence of length tr is given by:

L
Pr(\t,rl: a¡,r,1) : Pr(Yt = yt)lJ Pu,_,',(t), for every Ut-t,Ut € {A,C,G,T}. (3.4)

t=2

It is worth mentioning that an order zero homogeneous MC model is an IID model, and an

order zero non-homogeneous MC model is an INID model. Higher order homogeneous and non-

homogeneous MC models have also been proposed for modelling DNA sequences. For example, a

fifth order homogeneous MC has been implemented for modelling non-coding regions of DNA and

a fifth order non-homogeneous MC has been implemented for modeliing coding regions of DNA in

several recent gene finding systems (Burge & Karlin, 1998 [28]).

In recent years) tr¡/o particular classes of probabilistic models - hidden Marl<ov models (HMMs)

and artificial neural networks (ANNs) - have made considerable progress in genomic DNA sequence

pattern recognition and signal prediction. They have attracted a great deal of research attention in

many disciplines. A non-exhaustive list of good references* on HMMs and ANNs includes publica-

tions by Churchill, 7992,7995 [32,33]; Presnell & Cohen, i993 [115]; Snyder & Stormo, 1993 [126];

Baldi et al., 1994 [5, 9]; Krogh et al., 199a 185]; Rawiings & Fox, 199a [117]; Eddy, 1995, 1996,

1997, 1998 [46, 47,48, 49]; Pedersen et al., 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 [111, 108, 113, 109]; Felsen-

stein & Churchill, 1996 [52]; Hatzigeorgiou et al., 1996 [6a]; Kulp et al., 1996 [86]; Burge & Karìin,

1997, 1998 [27,28); Crowley et al., 1997 [38]; Krogh, 1997 l82l; Wu, 1997 [15a]; Yada et al., 1997,

1998 [156, 157]; Amitar, 1998 l2l; Baldi & Brunak, 1998 [a]; Durbin et al., 1998 [45]; Churchill &

Lazareva,1999 [35]; and Baiding et aÌ.,2001.

With surprisingly good performances, probabilistic models in the forms of hidden Markov mod-

els (HMMs), artificial neural networl<s (ANNs) and their variants have become very popular in

DNA sequence analysis. Among the modifications and extensions of HMMs and ANNs, a recent

modification of the HMM is to implement a semiMarkov process rather than a Markov process to

create a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM). A computer program named GENSCAN, which is

based on an HSMM structure developed by Burge and Karlin (Burge & Karlin, 7997 127)), has be-

.NOTE: The selection of these references is completely subject to my personal preference.
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come one of the best performing computational gene-finders in recent literature. Moreover, another

recent scheme incorporates an HN4M with an ANN to create an HMM/ANN hybrid model, which

was named a generalized HMM (Kulp et al., 1996 [86]) or a hidden neural net\¡/orl( (Riis & Krogh,

1997 [119]). A computer program named Gen'ie, which is based on a generalized HMM structure

developed by Kulp, Haussler, Reese and Eeckman (Kulp et al., 1996 [86]; Reese et al., 1997 [118]),

has aiso been relatively successful for recognition of human genes in DNA sequences.

Furthermore, with the rising increase in the use of Bayesian methods due to recent advances

in computer power, creating hybrid models from a Bayesian point of view becomes a leading-edge

strategy. With carefully designed model structures, these hybrid models are believed to have great

potential for further improvements on the recognition of promoter regions of eukaryotic RNA poly-

merase II transcribed genes (Pedersen et al., 1996 [108]; Baldi & Brunak, 1998 [4]). However,

this new strategy has also created other new problems, such as the control for ouer-f itting ín Lhe

ANN component and the justification for the specific choice of a pri,or distribution in the Bayesian

framework, which are still very difficult to deal with and highly debatable.

Having reviewed the literature on probabilistic models for pattern recognition in biomoiecular

sequences (particularly DNA sequences), I realized that almost ali of these models are created or

designed to capture properties of biomolecules based on their compositional content (for example,

the C+G content of DNA sequences) from a "one-dimens'ional perspectiue". Ftom a statistical or

probabilistic point of view, these models are un'iuariate models. Having learned that real DNA, RNA,

and protein molecules all possess many different aspects beyond their compositional content, I have

decided to create a new generation of probabilistic models for biomolecules from a "multi.-dimensional

perspect'iue". In statistical terminology, these models are multiuariate models. Multivariate models

can be used to capture multiple aspects of biomolecules simultaneously. In other words, it is a

multivariate portrayal of biomolecules rather than the univariate portrayal. My research work on

this new class of probabilistic models is presented in Chapter 5: "Probabilistic Models for DNA:

A Multivariate Portrayal". Since both the investigation of runs statistics and the creation of the

new multivariate probabilistic models require knowledge of the uniuari,ate hidden Markov models
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(HMMs), an introduction on the typical

readers rvith the notation and terminology

their common solutions and algorithms.

HMMs is given in the next section so as to familiarize

as well as the basic probiems associated with HMMs and

3.2 Modelling DNA by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs): A

Closer Look

3.2.L Origin, Model Definition and Notation

Hidden Markov models were originally introduced and studied by Baum and Petrie in 1966 (Baum

& Petrie, 1966 [12]). In 1975, the theory of HMMs was first implemented for speech processing

applications by Baker at the Carnegie Mellon University, and by Jeiinek and his colieagues at the

IBM Corporation. Although the basic theory of HMMs was published, widespread understanding

and application occurred only in the late 1980's (Rabiner, 1989 [116]). A majority of applications of

HMMs have been in machine speech and character recognition. However, after Churchiilt pioneered

the use of HMMs to model DNA sequences (Churchill, 1989 [31]), HMMs have become very popular

for pattern recognition in biomolecular sequence analysis.

A typical hidden Markov model (HMM) has been defined as a double stochastic process because

ofits "double layering" structure. One layer is an underlying unobservable/hidden discrete stochastic

process which is assumed to follow a first order Markov chain, and is denoted as the state process

or {X¿, t : 7,2,. . .} of the model. The other layer is an observable stochastic process that is

conditionally independent given the current state of the hidden Markov chain, and it is denoted as

the outcorne process or {Y, t :7,2,. . .} of the model. Specifically, for an HMM of finite length tr

(Refer to Figure 3.1), an outcome random variable (Y¿) follows a probability distribution determined

by the current state (X¿ = z¿) of the hidden Markov chain. Therefore, an HMM of finite length can

tDr. Gary A. Churchill (Ph.D. in Biostatistics)

Group, at the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor,

is currently a staff scientist, who is leading the Statistical Genetics

U.S.A.
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be viewed as a generative system rvhich eventually produces sequences of observations or outcomes.

Owing to this special structure, they are also referred to as statistical models of Markov sources

or probabilistic functions of Markov chains in the communications literature (Rabiner, lggg [116]).

Altlrough most applications of HMMs in the literature are to modelling iliscrete outcomes, with

minor modifications' the HMM theory can aiso be applied to model continuous outcomes (Churchill,

1998 [34])' A rather thorough account of the iypical HMMs for modeliing discrete outcomes (e.g.

DNA base-compositional outcomes) is provided below.

@,t.ø.:'@ Ég@

1r! ttl r ;,Xt, f ' 
4i¡l,.',!-' l. !,,''t

,f YyYt+rr rr¡r VL

Figure 3.1: Graphical Representation of the Dependence Structure of a Typical HMM of Length tr

Assuming the underlying hidden Markov chain is homogeneous, an HMM of lengih tr with

l/ hidden discrete states and M observable discrete outcomes is fully described by the following

elements:

o A set of hidden discrete states: {1,... , ¡/}.

- Hence, the state process/hidden Markov chain is defined on the state space {1, . . . , ¡/}.

o A set of possible discrete outcomes: {I,... ,M}.

- Hence, the outcome random variable takes values in the set {7,... ,M}.

o The initial state distribution of. the hidden Markov chain, zr : (trr,... ,zr¡¡) with

r¡: Pr(X1: i,);

30
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o The transit'ion probabi,li,ty matrix, Ax :la¡¡), of the hidden Markov chain with

wlJ-,\1I¿+t-J|'|L_Ú)1 i,,je{1,...,N}. (3.6)

outcome-emissiono The outcome-em'ission distribution of Y¿ conditioning on X¿ : j or the

probability matri,r, Bvlx = [b31¡¡], with

Òj(¡,) : Pr(Yr: klXt: ¡¡' j € {I,... ,N},,k e {1, ... ,M}. (3 7)

Since both "4x and ßy1y are stochastic matrices, all their entries are non-negative numbers and

their row sums are equal to one (i.e. Ax is subject to the contraints Ir.{r,... ,N}aij : 1, Vz e

{1,...,N}.ßvlxissubjecttothecontraints!0.1r,...,tur}bj¡¡):I,Yje{1,...,¡ii).Whenevery

hidden state can be reached in asingle step from every other hidden state (i.e. a¿¡ ) 0,Vi,j €

{1,...,N}), we have a "fully connected" HMNL In general, when all hidden states are recurrent,

ihe HMM is described as having a. recurrent architecture. Cleariy, a fully connected HMM has a

recurrent architecture. Another HMM architecture is called a left-to-ri,ght architecture. AII hidden

states are transient under a left-to-right architecture. The "mutation-deletion-insertion" (MDI)

model for multiple DNA (or protein) sequence alignment is an example of an HMM with a left-

to-right architecture. The design of an architecture is often driven by the practical application, so

other HMM architectures with both recurrent and non-recurrent components are also constructed in

the literature. Depending on the application, the parameter space of an HMM can be prohibitively

large, and additional constraints and assumptions may need to be imposed in practice (Churchill,

1ee8 [34]).

In a typical HMM, there are at most N - 1 free parameters from the initial state distribution,

at most ¡/(¡/ - 1) free parameters from the transition probability matrix, and at most N(M - 1)

free parameters from the outcome-emission probability matrix. When a fully connected HMM is

considered, the duration in the hidden state z will have a geometric distribution with its mean equals

to ¡f,;, where ¿ € {1,... ,¡/} (Rabiner, 1989 [116]). For convenience, the parameters of an HMM

are sometimes referred to as 0; where 0 : (r,Ax,ßvlx).The probability of a particular sequence

of length .L under the HMM model structure is given by:
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N¡/
Pr(Yp,t1 = a¡,r1) : t t Pr(fl,t1 : ut,rt,x¡r,rl : r¡,rt)

¿r:I ¿L:7
N¡¿

(3.8)

ä.00-

ho¡l¡,

: Ð Ð Pr(Y¡,t1: a[L,Lllr¡r,r,1) x Pr(X¡,r1: r¡,t])
d- 

-l 
4. 

-1

¡/N

^_-1

]VLs-
L rrrb,r(vr) ll o',-,", br,(y')'

4. 
-1 

+-'

The use of HMMs with a recurrent architecture was first introduced to DNA sequence analysis

by Churchili (Churchill, 1989, 1992 [31,32]). In particular, an HMM with binary hidden states (i.e.

X¿ € {0,1}) and binary observable outcomes (i.e. 4 € {0,1}) has been used to analyze the C+G

richness pattern of certain human DNA (Refer to Figure 3.2 for an illustration).

-\--/r

: t I b,r(vì.b,"(Eù...b*r(sr) v'rxt artrz...arL-rrL

lfl:lllÛi

ifl9.1'r

bolo¡,

brlr¡

Figure 3.2: A Binary HMM with a Recurrent Architecture for the Analysis of DNA C+G Richness

Briefly, a DNA sequence is represented as a sequence of dichotomous (or binary) outcomes with

each outcome being either a "ClG" (1) or a "AIT" (0). The two hidden states of the HMM are

defined as the "CG-rich" state (or state 1) and the "CG-poor" state (or state 0). There are at most

òL



1 + 2 + 2 : 5 HMM parameters in this structure. In the following chapters, we refer to this simple

HMM as a binary HMM structure.

Once an HMM architecture is designed, there are three problems of interest associated with an

HMM in pattern recognition. They are the scoring problem, the alignment problem, and the training

problem. These three problems are often linked together (Eddy, 1996 [47]). It is worth mentioning

that we often need to attack the training problem first in practice. Since the algorithm for solving

the training problem is built from components of the algorithms for the other trvo problems, we

first describe the scoring and alignment problems with their common algorithms in the following

subsections. Before proceeding to the details of the three HMM problems and their common solu-

tions/algorithms+, I would like to explicitly re-emphasize the two key model assumptions under the

typical HMM model defined in this subsection.

HMM ASSUMPTION 1 (I.e. X¡r,21 is a first order Marl<ov chain)

Forú:I,...,L;

Pr(X¡: r¡lX¡,t-tl : Ø[1,¿-1] ,rrAX) = Pr(X¿ : rtlX;t : rt-r,r, Ax).

are conditionally independent given X¿.)HMM ASSUMPTION 2 (I.e. l'[r,t-r1 & Yr

Forf:I,...,L;

Pr(Y¡: AtlXt: xt,\t,,t_1l: Ult,t-tl,BvV) : Pr(Y: UtlXr: q,Bylx).

NOTE: The following is also true under the HMM model structure.

Pr(Y¿: 'ytlX¡e: rlt,Llt {r,i-r1 : Aþ,t-tl,BvW) : Pr(Yt : UtlXr: rt,BvB).

INOTE: It is noted that direct implementations of these algorithms will result in an underflow problem when

.L is large (e.9. I > 100), so a scaling procedure is also implemented to prevent numerical underflow in this work.

Since numerical underflow will become a serious problem easily in the hidden multivariate Markov modeÌs (HM3s),

technical details on the implementation of the scaling procedure are described in Chapter 5.
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3.2.2 The HMM Scoring Problern and Its Common Solution/Algorithm

The scoring problem associated with an HMNI is the problem of computing the vaiue of the likelihood

function Lv(0) for an observed sequence '!l¡t,4, as a function of the parameters. When gl¡1,¿1 is a

sequence of discrete outcomes, computing the value of the lil<elihood function at a specific I can be

thought of as equivalent to calculating the probability of getting the observed sequence under a fully-

specified model (although the likelihood function is only defined up to a multiplicative constant).

The probability scoring scheme provides us with a consistent way of reasoning in the presence of

uncertainty. It can also help us to choose the "best" model. Multiple summations in expression

(3.8) generally make the scoring problem intractable through direct computation. However, an

efficient algorithm called the forward algorithm has been developed for solving the scoring problem.

The key idea behind this procedure is based on rewriting the likelihood function Lv(e) in terms

of the "forward" probabilities. The forward probabilities are denoted as a¿(e)'s; where ú is the

time/position index (i.e. ú - 1,.. . ,L), and z is one of the possible discrete states of the hidden

Marl<ov chain (i.e. i e {7,. . . ,¡i }).

DEFINITION

For ú : 1,... ,-L and ? € {1,... ,N};

a¡(i): Pr(Y1: U1,... ,Y: At,Xt: i,l9): Pr(\t,tl: Ult,tltXt: il9).

DERIVATION

Lv(0) : Pr(Y¡,r1: Ag,r¡10)

(Taking the constant of proportionality

¡r'

:Ifr(Y¡t,Ll: AF,LI,Xt : il?)

¡¡
: \- ar.li).

;-1

to be 1, without loss of generality)

(3.e)
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Hence, the scoring problem becomes a problem of computing o¿(z)'s, and a neat recursive reìa-

tionship has been established for the computations of a¿(z)'s (Rabiner, 1989 [116]).

o Algorithmic Solution: The recursive forward algorithm has been the common solution for

the HMM scoring problem. As in all recursive procedures, the forward algorithm consists of

an initialization step, a recursion/induction step, and a termination step. These three steps

are explicitly shown below.

1. Initialization Step:

Forz:1,...,N;

a1(i,) : Pr(Y1 = At,Xr: il?) : Pr(X1: i,l|)Pr(Yt : AtlXr: i.,0)
(3.10)

r;b¿@t).

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

For ú = 1,...,tr- 1 and i,i : I,...,1/;

at+t(j) : Pr(\r,t+rl : U[r,tar], X+r: jl?)
N

: ! rr1qr,¿+11 = a[7,t+1], xt :'i,x+r : jlo)

¡/
= lerçXt : i,Xt+t : jl0)Pr(\1,¿+11 : a¡^¡+LllXt :,i., Xt+t : j,0)

(Bv HMM Assuli¿puoxs I &,2)

N
:lerlXr: i,l?)at¡Pr(\r,r): al,t1lXt: i.,O)Pr(Y+r : at+7lX¿¡1 : j,0)

;-1

¡/
: I P"(l'Ît ,tl : Ulr,tlt Xt : il?)a¿¡bj@,+,)

/N \
: ( )_- a¿(i.)a¡¡ ) bi(,,r, ).\- - / -'"-'"

(3.11)

3. Terrnination Step:
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À¡\-LvlU): ) ar.lxl.
/J

(3.1 2)

3.2.3 The HMM Alignment Problem and Its Common Solution/Algorithm

The alignment problem associated rvith an HMM is the problem of reconstructing estimates of

the hidden part of the model, that is the sequence of the hidden discrete states, when we have

the observed sequence of outcomes y¡1,¿1 . This is often the core matter of interest in a specific

application of pattern recognition, and it is also called the decoding problem in speech recognition.

For example, an HMM alignment problem in DNA sequence analysis would be to reconstruct an

estimate of the underlying hidden state sequence so as to reveal the C+G richness pattern along an

experimentally uncharacterized observed DNA sequence. Two inspiring papers by Churchill have

illustrated different applications of HMMs to reveal different patterns and structures within DNA

sequences as weli as whole genomes of different organisms (Churchill, 1989, 1992 [31,32]).

Conventionally, an HMM needs to be fully specified before attacking the alignment problem.

Since the parameters of the HMM are usually unknown, estimates (often the maximum likelihood

estimates) of them are used to specify the model. There are two general approaches for the alignment

problem when the model is fully specified: a local approach and a global approach. Under the HMM

model structure, algorithms called the backward algorithm and the Viterbi, algorithm have been

developed for solving the alignment problem locally and globaily when the model is fully specified.

The key idea behind these procedures is similar in implementation to the forward algorithm, and

their similarity will become clear after the explicit details of these algorithms are given.

A Local Approach for the HMM Alignrnent Problern

A common local approach is to find the most probable hidden state at each time/position t by using

the corresponding marginal conditional probability Pr(X¿: ntlA\,¡,],d). In other words, it is to

find the ø¿ which will give the highest Pr(X¿ : rtla\,U,0) at each time/position ú. Therefore, this

local approach can be viewed as an estimation of X¿ in a "pointwise" fashion, and it suggests

JO



X¿ = argmax Pr(X¡: rtlyÍ¡1,0).

The backward aigorithm has been commonly used for solving the HNIM local alignment prob-

lem. The idea behind the backrvard algorithm is based on rewriting Pr(X¿ : rtlAl,rl,0) in terms

of the "forward" and "backward" probabilities. The definition and computations of the forward

probabilities have been discussed in the previous subsection on the HMM scoring problem. Now,

the definition and computations of the backward probabilities are discussed below. The backrvard

probabilities are denoted as B¿(i)'s; where ú is the time/position index (i.e. t:!,...,L), and z is

one of the possible discrete states of the hidden Markov chain (i.e. z e {1,... ,¡/}).

DEFINITION

For ú : 1,...,tr - 1 and i e {I,...,1/};

þt(i) : Pr(Y+, : !!t+1,.. . ,Y¡. : ArlXt: i,0) : Pr'(\r+r,t¿: Aþ+r,LllXt: i,0).

DERIVATION

Pr(X¿:rtlU¡t,r',t¡:W

- Pr(\t,tl : ult,4, Xt : rl0)
Lv(e)

_ Pr(Xt: ntl?)Pr(\t,U = aJ,UlXt: rt,0)
Lv(o)

(Bv HMM Assurvrerioru 2)

- Pr(Xt = rtl0)Pr(\t,tl = lltt,qlXt : rt,0)Pr(\t+t,tl: Alt+t,UlXt : :xt,0)
Lv@)

_ Pr(\t,tl : AU,tl, Xt : rtl0)Pr(\t+t,tl : ALt+t,UlXt : rt,0)
Lv(o)

at(nt) þt(rt)
Lv(o)

(3.13)



NOTE: Lv(0) can also be rewritten in terms of the a¿(r¿)'s and B¿(r¿)'s.

Lv(0) : Pr(\r,rl: Ap.,r,1l?)

¡¡
: D P"(l'îr ,L) : yt,Lt,xt : i.lo)

;- l

(Refer to the above derivation)

\-
= ) Atlz)lJ+lz).

Hence, rve need to use the c¿(z)'s calculated from the forward algorithm and computeLhe B¿(i,)'s

in order to complete the backward algorithm.

c Algorithrnic Solution (Local Approach): The recursive backward algorithm has been the

common "local" solution for the HMM alignment problem. It is very similar to the forward

algorithm except it is in a somewhat reverse sense. As in the forward algorithm, it consists of

an initial.ization step, a recursion/induction step, and a termination step. These three steps

are explicitly shown below.

1. Initialization Step:

Forz:1,...,1/;

þt (i) : 1' (3.14)

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

Jð



For f : L _ I,...,1 and,i,j : I,...,N;

þr(i) : pr(yp¡1,¡1 : u¡t+r,r,1lxt :,i, o)

- $ Pt(T,*r,rl : g,tr*, ,r),xt: i,xt+t: jlo)_L

1Vñ/a,

- ¡: rr(1¡t+r,Ll: aft+t,UIXI: i,Xt+t = j,0)pr(X¿:,i,Xt+t: jl|)
r:1 Pr(X¿-

(Bv HMM Assuruerroru 2)

= ! rr(I'[i+r,¿] = a¡t+t,t1lxt+t : j,0)Pr(xt : !, x+t. il?)
i=L Pr(Xt : ilq)

(3.15)
(Bv HMM Assurrlnrroru 1)

- \- p'rv.
L¿'' \' Lt+t,Ll - a¡t+t,qlX+t = j,0)a¡j

(Bv HMM Assuunrroru 2)

=Ðrr(not : Ut+tlX+y = j,0)pr(y¡r+",r1: U¡t¡z,r1lXt+r: j,0)a¿¡

= I òi(''*' l\t+t(i)a¿¡'
j=7

3. Termination Step:

For ú = 1,..., L and, i : 1,...,N;

we can put the a¿(i) andthe B¿(i,) into expression (3.13), and can find the ,,pointwise,,

estimate for each X¿ by

I : urg*u* Pr(X¿ : il4ft,tl,g)

at(i) ß,(i,\
. @r HtIl¿À"¿ Lv(O)

(3.16)

(' Lv(e) is a constant)

: argmax a¿(i,)B¿(i,).

A Global Approach for the HMM Alignment problem

A common global approach is to find the most probable hidden state sequence as a whole by using

the full conditional distribution Pr(x¡,r1 : rg,tlla¡r,r,1,d). In other words, it is to fínd, a. path,
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ø¡r,r,¡, wlrich rvili give the highest Pr(x¡,r,7: x¡,r11a1,r,1,d). This global approach can be viewed

as an estimation of X1,t7, and it suggests

X¡,4 : argmax Pr (X¡,r,1 : :Lþ,Lllu¡,t1, 0).
It1 r 1

Since pr(X¡t¿,1: nlr,Lll4¡r,r1,e¡ = 
P 

.' Pr(Y¡,r.l: a1,r.710) )

we could work with the joint distribution instead of the full conditional distribution to find the most

likely path. The resulting estimate is

î;À = argmax Pr(X¡t,r1: r[t,L),\r,"]: a¡t,t1ll).rlr,Ll

The viterbi algorithm has been commoniy used for solving the HMM global alignment problem.

The idea behind the Viterbi algorithm is based on the following factorization of the joint distribution

with the factorization result, a recursive relationship can be established and it forms the impor-

tant part of the viterbi algorithm. Before providing the explicit details of the viterbi algorithm,

we need to define two quantities. They are denoted by ô¿(z) and,$¿(j),where ú is the time/position

index (i'e' t : 7,''' ,L), and ¿ is one of the possible discrete states of the hidden Markov chain (i.e.

i,€{7,...,¡/}).

DEFINITION

Pr(X¡,r,1 : nj,L),\t,t1: a1,r,110) : Pr(\t¡) : U¡t,r,1lX¡,L) : x:Lt,Ll10)pr(X¡r,r,1 : r¡r,r1l0)

(Bv HMM Assulr,rprroNs 1 & 2)

/-L- \ / L: (il b''''" ) (""il,"'-''' )'ú=1 /\t:2/

: 1T * tb r, (y t) fr- or, -, *,b r, (u,).

For ú : 2,... ,tr and i, j e {I,. .. ,N};
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In other rvords, the quantity d¿(j) is tlie highest probability of a path at time/position ú which

accounts for the first Í observed outcomes and ends in state j; whereas the quantity r/¿(j) is the

state at time/position ú - 1, when the present state is Xt : j , which maximizes the joint probability

over all past state sequences.

o Algorithmic Solution (Global Approach): The Viterbi algorithm, originally developed by

Viterbi (Viterbi, 1967 [133]), has been the common "global" solution for the HMM align-

ment problem. It consists of four steps: an initialization step, a recursion/induction step, a

termination step, and a path backtracking step. These steps are explicitly shown below:

1. Initialization Step:

Forz:1,...,1ú;

ô1(i) : Pr(Xl ='i,Yt : yrl9) : Pr(Xt : il?)Pr(Yt : AtlXt : i.,0) -- r¿b¿fu,). (3.17)

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

For ú : 2,... ,.L and i,i = 7,... ,ly';

õr(j): ^max Pr(X[l,¿-1] : x:],t_tl,Xt: j,Tr,4 : U¡,¿10);¿rr r-rì

and

! /'\ /- \tþt(j) : argmax (ôi-r (;)arlJ .

õr(i):,lï, r"{x[1,¿-1] : rr^¡-rl,X¿: i,Y¡r,t1

l(: m?.x | ( -max Pr(X¡t.t_zl = r¡t,t_z1,Xt_t? L \¿[r,r_2]

x Pr(X¿ : jlXt-t : i,0)Pr(Y: atlXt

f_L: -ou* l6¡-t 
(i,) a.i¡ 

lb 
¡ 6,¡ ;

,þr(j) :arsmax (u r-t fnl "r,)

: A¡,t710)

-; \a_ ø, r ¡1,ú_Il

I: i,q)

: Ytr,¿-rlld) )/ 
1e.rs¡

and

4T

(3.1e)



Terrnination Step:

For¿:1,...,N;

;14'x 
Pr(X¡r ,Ll: rj,Ll,\t,r1: A¡,410): max ð¿(i); (3.20)

and

.ç, : urgrnux d¿(z).
L

(3.21)

4. Path Backtracking Step:

Forú: L-7,...,1;

fi: r¡tr*rçfllr¡. (3.22)

Essentially, the implementation of the recursion/induction step in the Viterbi algorithm is

similar to the recursion/induction step in the forward algorithm, except that the summation

routine in equation (3.11) on page 35 is replaced by a maximization routine in equation (3.18)

above. It is noted that the results from the above local and global approaches for the HMM

alignment problem do not necessarily agree with each other.

So far, we have only discussed the HMM alignment problem when the model is fuily specified,

i.e. we need to know the parameter set 9, or at least an estimate of it in order to use the backward

algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm. Recently, the alignment problem associated with an HMM

has been viewed from a Bayesian perspective. Using a Bayesian formulation, one can obtain or

approximate the posterior distributions Pr(X1 : rtlyÍ,tù and Pr(X¡r, r,1 : r¡r,qlAll,¿]). Various

estimates and features of X¿ and X¡r,2,1 based on these posterior distributions can then be explored

under a Bayesian framework (e.g. Churchill & Lazareva, 1999 [35]). Since there is a strong logical

connection between the HMM alignment problem and the HMM training problem under a Bayesian

framework, the use of a Bayesian approach for the HMM alignment problem will be discussed in the

next subsection.

.).
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3.2.4 The HMM taining Problem and lts Common Solution/Algorithm

The training problem associated with an HMM is the problem of estimating the parameter set á

of the model so as to best account for the observed sequence of outcomes. This is often the most

difficult and challenging probiem. There are two main approaches for the parameter estimation of

an HMM: the maximum likeli,hood approach and the Bayes'ian approach. The maximum likelihood

approach is to find the parameter set that maximizes the lil<elihood function, whereas the Bayesian

approach is to make use of the posterior distribution of the parameter set to do estimation.

Maxirnum Likelihood Approach for the HMM Thaining Problern

Direct maximization of the likelihood function Lv(0) is generally intractable. However, treating

the hidden state sequence X¡r,r,1 as "missing" augmented-data, we can apply the Expectation-

Manimization (EM) algorithm by working with the augmented-data likelthood funct,ion Lvx(0) to

estimate the parameters of the HMM. Under the HMM structure, the augmented-data likelihood

function is:

Lvx(0): Pr(Y1,4

: Trtb*r(ar)

= Alr,rltX¡r,rJ : 11,t¡10)

L

IIa*r-r'.otr(u,)'

(3.23)

Taking the logarithm of the augmented-data likelihood function, we have:

LL
logLyy(0): logzr,, + | log b,,(aò I D tot ent_trt

+-1 +-O

by indicator variables u¡(t)'s & u¿¡(t)'s.) (3.24)

N¡/L
\- ,r. /1 \ lnø -. -l- \- r \- \- /' ' \-t¿ -,r-t ¿vo ¡¡¿ ' /- Lu¡\L)rcgDi(u,) -f 2r L\Iogaii) Lu¿¡\t);
i=1 j=I ¿=r i=l j:r t:2

if.r¡:¡,

otherwise;

(Capturing the "missing data"

N¡¡L

where for t : 7r..., L, u¡(t) :

/1e



and for t : 2,..., L, u¿¡(t) :
ifr¿4:'i&.nt:j,

otherwise.

In many cases, the problem of maximizinglogLyy(0) yields a closed-form solution. The max-

imum likelihood approach has been widely used to deal with the HMM training in different forms

of the DNA decoding problem or the problem of locating functional domains and/or genes in DNA

(e.g. Churchill, 1992 [32]; Krogh, Mian & Haussier, 199a [85]; Felsenstein & Churchill, 1gg6 [52];

Henderson, Salzberg & Fasman, 1997 [65]; and Durbin, Eddy, Krogh & Mitchison, 1gg8 [45]).

o Algorithmic Solution (Maximum Likelihood Approach): The iterative procedure called the

Baum-Welch algorithm developed by Baum and his colleagues (Baum et al., 1g66, 1970 [12, lJ])

or equivalently the EM algorithrn developed by Dempster and his coileagues (Dempsrer er

a1., 7977 [a2]) has been a common solution for training HMMs. The implementation of the

EM algorithm for HMMs involves the use of both the forward algorithm and the backward

algorithm, so it is also referred to as the /orward,-backward algorithm (Baldi & Brunak, 1gg8 [4]).

The algorithm starts with an initial guess/estimate AQ) : (4(o)'r, ái(o),r, {f,;(o),r¡, *h"."

i,i e {I,... ,¡/} and À € {1,...,M}. Then the EM cycles begin. For c:0, 1,..., where c

is the EM cycle index, each cycle has an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization step

(M-step) as foll.ows:

1. E-step:

Replace the "missing data" represented by u¡(t)'s and. u¿¡(t)'s in thelogLyy(g) by their

conditional expectations given the observed outcomes U¡,t1 and. the current parameter

estimate â('). I.".

-(c)
ÇQ¡r"t : n@¡(t)latr,"7,ê@)¡ : Pr(xt: jlatr,"l,ã("))

(By expression (3.13) on page 3Z)

_ at(i)k) pr(Ð@ 
.

^l ¡ì 1

Lv (0._,)
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and

11 þ-)n' : E (u.¡ ¡ (t) la ¡r, 
"1,êG) 

) : P r (x t - t :'i, x t : j lu tr, 
"r,â(") 

)

_ Pr(Xr-, : i, X, : j,\r,"1 : Alr,"llã("))

Lv@''')

_ Pr(\r,"] : AÍ,"llxr-, : i, X, : j,ã\"))Pr(Xr-, : ilã\') )iùk)
L, (ãr",)

(Bv HMM Assur,rpuorus 1 & 2)

: r+a^ ( r, ç4r,, - rt : y ¡r,t- tllx t - t :,i,ê@ 
¡ e, ç4r, "l 

: tJ tt, rtlx t : j,ã(") )
LY (0' '1 x

x Pr(X¿= 7¡â(")¡4{"r)/
: 

-:{ 
(e,14r,r-,.1: vtr,t-Ltlx,-, : t,ê@¡erçvr: atlxr: i,ã("))

L"(6'" ) '

x P r (\¿¡1,¡) : a Lt+t, rllX, : ¡,Ak) ¡ 
p r (X ¿ : i lãk) ¡ Er"l)

_ a,_, (¿)k) úã(") pr(j)t"t 6ùG)

L"(ã'"')

(3.26)

2. M-step:

Tleat the conditional expected values ;ÃG) una ,if,þ(") from the E-step as data and

solve the augmented-data likelihood maximization problem to get an updated estimate

A\c+I) . The closed-form solution is:

, --lc) . ^lc)
á;(c+r) - Di:r,,¡(t)' ' =Di:rr,¡9)'-'; (3.28)

^,-(c)-,.^(cJ
Di:rL'.,",=ru¡¡' (t)'' Ði=r' u¿(t)'

and



^ (c+l)
b¡tol' -[¿)D1r'r,:01 ui(t)' '

' ^(c)Di:ru¡(t) 
.

(Using an indicator variable 1r,; where

\a, : | í1. Y = k, otherwise 1r, : 0.)

¡ ^(CJli:'u¡(t) r,,

(3.2e)

D!:,Çòu'
The EM cycles are iterated until convergence.

The convergence of â(") do", not necessarily give us the global maximum, i.e. the maximum

likelihood estimate (MLE) of the parameter set 0, for the lil<elihood functon. The likelihood surface

of a general HMM often has multiple Ìocal maxima (or multiple modes), so different choices of initiai

estimates may result in landing on different local maxima of the likelihood surface. Depending on

the specific application, the rate of convergence and the degree of multimodality of the lil<elihood

surface vary, and they have created challenging mathematical/statistical/computational probiems.

Many variants of the EM algorithm have been currently proposed in order to speed up the rate of

convergence (Deiails discussed in Mclachlan & Krishnan,IggT [101]). In the next chapter ($4.2.3

p.76-), a novel idea of using the finite Markov chain imbedding technique to calculate distributions

of runs under an HMM is introduced. The investigation of the distributions of runs has led to an

MlE-trapping scheme to substantially enhance the EM algorithm in the HMM parameter estimation

procedure. Briefly, the trapping scheme is based on probabilistic profiles of runs to create a trapping

grid (or trapping grids) to locate the neighbourhood of the MLE of 9. Details are illustrated through

the investigation of a double runs statistic under a binary HMM.

Bayesian Approach for the HMM Tbaining Problem

Briefly, the main focus of Bayesian statistics is on getting the posterior di,str'i.bution of the param-

eter based on prior information and data. Prio¡ information is represented by a prior probability

distribution/density Pr(Model) as the "degree of belief" on the Modet (NOTE: Model is often
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expressed in terms of model parameter 0) prior to receiving current data; whereas data is repre-

sented by the likelihood function Pr(Datallvlodel). In summary, Bayesian estimation/inference is

based on the posterior distribution/density Pr(ModellData). As an aiternative to the maximum

Iil<elihood estimation, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation (or also referred to as the gen-

eralized maximum likelihood estimation (Carlin & Louis, 1996 [29])) has also been used. The MAP

estimation maximizes the posterior distribution Pr(M odellData) rather than the lil<elihood function

Pr(DatalModel) in the maximum likelihood estimation. By Bayes' rule:

Pr(ModellData) -
Pr (D atal\[ odel) Pr (M odel)

(3.30)
Pr(Data)

where Pr(Data) - I*oo",Pr(DatølModel)Pr(tuIodel). Since Pr(Data) can be viewed as a nor-

malizing constant, maximizing the posterior distribution Pr(ModellData) is same as maximizing

Pr(DatalModel) Pr(Model) of equation (3.30).

Under an HMM structure, equation (3.30) can be expressed as follows:

P r (0, X ¡t, r,1l\r, 
"t) 

:'W
P r (\t, ¡¿10, X t, rù P r (X U ql?) P r (0)

pr(y1t,r¡)

p r (\t, q, X tt, rll0) p r (0)
Pr(\r,u)

_ Lvx(0)Pr(0)
P'(\t,q)

(3.31)

füom this formulation) we can get the marginal posterior distribution Pr(0ly1,q) by summing

over all possible paths X¡r,2,1 : íLj,L) in equation (3.31). We can also get any marginal posterior

distribution by integrating out the corresponding selected components of 0 ín Pr(0lg¡1,¡7). For

example, the marginal posterior distribution of b1¡¡a..¡ is
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Pr(b4¡,7¡luf,.,q)

: | .lr,çeg¡,,r1)d,rr d,n¡y d,a1y . . .da¡v¡,¡ dbt1). . .dbter,t-r) dbze). . .- . .dbne,r),

/o oô\
\J.ù2.,

where b11,1,¡¡ is treated as a random variable with a corresponding prior probability distribution.

Maximizing these marginal posterior distributions (e.g. Pr(0lE¡1,4) and Pr(b11¡,7llgtr,¿l)) will give

us the MAP estimates for 0 and any selected component(s) of d. The Bayesian approach has been

used to deai rvith the HMM training problem of various applications in DNA sequence analysis (e.g.

Churchill, 1995 [33]; Hughey & Krogh, 1996 [68]; Crowiey, Roeder & Bina, 1997 [38]); Baidi &

Brunak, 1998 [a]; and ChurchilI kLazareva, 1999 [35]).

Bayesian Approach for the HMM Alignment Problem

As mentioned earlier, the HMM alignment problem can also be viewed from a Bayesian perspective.

Using a Bayesian formulation such as equation (3.31), we can get the marginal posterior distribution

Pr(X¡,r,1: rft,LllAtt,rù by integrating out the parameter d in equation (3.31). We can also get any

marginal posterior distribution by summing over the corresponding selected components of r¡1.¿1 in

Pr(X1,r,1 - rg,LllAl,rl). For example,

D-,v , S S T SÐ-tw.-.t'r\-X¿: ItlAl,Ll : /, L .u ¿ Pr(X¡,Ll: x:Í,LllAÍ,Lù.
r1:1 rt-t=7 Ít+r:I rr:l

(3.33)

A searching routine may then be implemented to find a path, r¡,4, which will give the highest

marginai posterior probability Pr(X¡,q - xg,LllAl,tl); or to find an z¿ which will give the high-

est marginal posterior probability Pr(X¿ = ,tlAÍJ.)). Again, the key idea of using the Bayesian

approach for both the training problem and the alignment problem associated with an HMM is to

get the appropriate marginal posterior distributions. Having these marginal posterior distributions,

\rye can perform Bayesian estimation/inference. However, computations involved in getting these
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marginal posterior distributions are difficult in practice. If our goal is to perform the MAP esti-

mation alone, then the EM algorithm or its variants can, in principle, be used as in the maximum

Iikelihood estimation. Many "EM-like" algorithms have been proposed for the MAP estimation. For

a more ambitious goal to do higher levels of Bayesian inference, other methods are needed to over-

come the computational difficulty involved in getting the exact posterior distributions. Recently,

different Markou Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been proposed for approximating the

desired posterior distributions. Briefly, MCMC methods are computer-intensive statisticaj tech-

niques used to generate random variables from a distribution* indirectly. Instead of dealing with the

distribution directly, an MCMC method uses the conditional distributions iteratively. The Gi,bbs

sampler, a specific MCMC method, has been recently applied to iteratively simulate random sam-

ples from the conditional distributions Pr(X¡r,Ll: r1¡11a1,r,7,9) and Pr(ïly¡1,71,ø¡r,2,1) for the

alignment problem of an HMM (Churchill k Lazareva,1999 [35])). There are still a lot of open

mathematical/statistical/computational questions and issues that need further investigation when

an MCMC method is emploved.

.NOTE: MCMC methods can be

likelihood function (Casella & George,

applied to simulate not only the

1ee2 [30]).
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Chapter 4

R,UI\S STATTSTTCS FOR, D}*IA

PATTtrT¿N RECOGNTITION

4.L Distribution Theorv of Runs: A Review

Historically, problems of counting runs and patterns have been closely associated with probability,

and the original motivation for studying probability was in games of chance: rolling dice, flipping

coins, and card games. After Laplace first defined probability in a finite sample space, there was

much interest in games of chance during the early nineteenth century (Tucker, 1995 [130]). However,

according to Mood, the distribution theory of runs is believed to have started at about the end of

the nineteenth century. In 1897 Karl Pearson started to treat certain distributions of runs as special

cases of the multinomial distribution. The multinomial method for studying the distribution of runs

raised questions of random sampling, and it was known to give incorrect results when it was used

without caution. In 1925 Ising described the number of ways of obtaining a given total number of

runs (regardless of their lengths) from arrangements of two l<inds of elements, as a result a formal

function/formula for the distribution of the number of runs (regardless of their lengths) appeared

(Mood, 1940 [103]). Later in 1939 Stevens proved and discussed the same distribution as a y2
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criterion for significance (Stevens, 1939 [127]). In 1940 Mood, one of the well-known researchers

who had a great influence in the area of the distribution theory of runs, wrote that

"The distribut'ion problem is, of course, a combinatorial one, and the whole deuelopment

depends on sorne identi,ties in combinatory analysis,... "(Mood, 1940 [103]).

In the 1940's research on the distribution theory of runs was primarily concentrated on combina-

torial studies of the conditional distributions of success (and/or failure) runs given the total number

of successes (and/or faiìures) in a sequence of independent identically distributed (IID) trials (e.g.

Mood, 19a0 [103]; Wald & Wolfowitz, 19a0 [134]; Mosteller, 19al [10a]; Wolfowitz, 19a3 1152]; David,

1947 [39]). After a dormant period of about 30 years, the interest in finding the exact distributions

of different versions of runs had been awakened since the mid-1980's (".S. F" et al., 1986, 1994,

1996 155,58,561; Philippou & Makri, 1986 [114]; Hirano, 1986 166]; Godbole, 1990 [61]; Hirano &

Aki, 1993 [67]; Lou, 1996, 1997 [97,98]). Recently, the use of runs statistics and their distributions

has been brought to the area of bioinformatics, especially for pattern recognition in DNA sequences.

For example, current selected work on using various runs and runs-related statistics includes publi

cations by Karlin et alr,7992,1993, 1994, 1996, 1997 175,74,78,79,80]; Leung et al., 1994, 1996

1999 [92,91,93]; Waterman, 1995 [144, 1a3]; Fu et al., 1996, 1999 [57,59]; and Lou,2000 [99]. In

the following subsections, definitions of runs and commonly used runs statistics are first provided.

Then, the traditionai combinatorial approach and the recent finite Markov chain imbedding (FMCI)

approach for studying the distribution theory of runs are described with illustrative examples.

4.IJ What Are Runs and Runs Statistics?

In general, a run is defined as a succession of similar events preceded and succeeded by different

events in a sequence of observations. When a sequence of -L dichotomous trials (e.g. an outcome is

either a success (,5) or a failure (F) at each trial) is considered, a success run is defined as a sequence

of consecutive outcomes of successes preceded and succeeded by failures. The size or length of a

success run refers to the number of successes in the run. Analogously, these definitions are also
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adopted for numerous studies of other runs and patterns. However, it is worth mentioning that new

and/or modified definitions often emerge from different ways of counting when studies of runs and

patterns are applied to practical problems of interest. For example, the five most commonlv used

runs statistics in the literature reviewed by Fu and Kout¡as (Fu & Koutras, 1gg4 [5gi):

Given tr and l, where I < I < L;

.Rt

oRû

NOTE: For convenience, R"¿o¡, is used to denote any

For example, if a sequence of 15 outcomes (i.e. tr =

and we are interested in setting I : 2, then we have:

is the number of success runs of size (or length) exactly l.

is the number of success runs of size (or rengih) greater than or equar to l.

n Rttr is the number of non-overlapping consecutive I successes.

6 Rtú

øR

is the number of overlapping consecutive I successes.

is the size (or length) of the longest success run.

NOTE: In this thesis the number of success

and the total number of successes is denoted as

mentioned above, we have the following:

of the above five runs statistics.

15): ir.95^9,5 F F F S F F S.SFF is observed

FSSSSFFFSFFSÊFF,

F€.9.9^9FF'F SFFSÊFF,

F'.9S SSFJ¡ FSFFSSFF,

F.çg-g¡'f'FSFF3ÊFF,

F'.9.9^9,9 FFFSFFSSFF,
max. size

runs regardless of their lengths is denoted as -R,

l/". Based on all the definitions of runs statistics

Pi Ls¿a¿s -

Rt:Rz-I

R¡ : R27 :2

Rtlt = Ãzlr :3

Rtp: Rzo:4

<t



o Settingl=1,
_D _D: fL1Î = !L,

:R- :P. =ÀI_/( _u

o Rt : Ã¿r - À1¿çr¡r i âncl

.3<l <+ Ä,,,:0

Runs statistics are natural statistical descriptions of patterns when we are interested in analyzing

sequence data. Although a number of creative considerations of different runs statistics can be

designed, this thesis concentrates on studying the joint distribution of the total number of successes

N" and the number of success runs -R in a sequence of dichotomous trials. The bivariate random

variable (¡/r,B) is called a "double runs statistic".

As Fb and Koutras stated, except for a few special cases, the exact distributions of many runs

statistics through the combinatorial approach have remained unknown, especially when the sequence

of trials is not IID (Fu & Koutras, 1994 [58]). In the next subsection, the combinatorial approach

for finding the distributions of a few selected runs statistics is reviewed. The complexity of the

combinatorial approach may explain why it often becomes intractable quickly when we are dealing

with non-trivial runs statistics and/or non-IID trials.

4.L.2 Combinatorial Approach

Traditionaily, the distribution theory of runs has been studied through the combinatorial approach.

The basis of the combinatorial approach is generally making use of the binomial coefficient (i.e.

(i) : il#Ð and the multinomial coefficient (i.e. (",,,",iî..,,".) : nT=ï;;T, where r5 :

Ð"?=rrs, and rs, > 0). As mentioned previously, early research on the combinatorial studies of

impries Io,- 
lo,

OJ



the distribution theory of runs was primarily focused on the conditional distributions of success

(and/or failure) runs given the total number of successes (denoted as n here) in a sequenc e of L

independent identically distributed (IID) trials. For example, given L and n,let Rs.¡, be a random

vector with its first n coordinates being the numbers of success runs of lengths ,i : I,... ,n, and

its last L - n (i.e. (?¿ + i)-ih to Z-th) coordinates being the numbers of failure runs of lengths

j :7r... rL-n; and let rg,¡, : (rsr,...,fS;,...rTin, TFt,...rTFjr...,TFr_n) be a vector of

nonnegative integers corresponding to the collection of ail the observed numbers of runs of successes

and failures of specific lengths respectively. Then one can examine the combinatorial arrangements

of these runs for studying the dist¡ibution of P"srp¡. Specifically, if a sequence of 15 outcomes is

FSSSSFFFSFFSSFF, which has 7 successes and L5 - 7: 8 failures (í.e. L: 15 and n:7),

then the collection of the observed numbers of runs of successes and faiiures of specific lengths is:

TS;Fi : (1, 1,0, 1,0,0,0, 1,2r1,,0,0,0,0,0) because

: Tsz : ?'.go : 1,

-0 fori:3,5,6,7,
i'-^l:^^

rq'.9.9SS¡'J¡FS F FS SFF .'5."
¡- 

- 
m^ 

-'l' ttl - ' llã - 
rr

TF, :2 and,

rF¡ :0 for j - 4,5,6,7,8.

NOTE: Ð¿ rs, :rs ä,nd Do,i.rs,:n; whereasDj rp,:r¡, and D¡ j.rF¡: L-n.

In 1940 Mood stated that there ure (rs,,."1i...,,".) un¿ (,o, ,,r,:.:.,,rr_^) possible different ar-

rangements of the success runs and the failure runs in a sequence of -L dichotomous outcomes

respectively' Moreover, the total number of ways of having a particular set rsril¡, was provided by

Mood (Mood, 1940 [103]):

'"c.
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Total"o*6(rr,r,):(- )f )Arr(rs,rp). (4.1)- \r.9, ,Tszr. . . ,rs^,/ v¡,, rF2 ,. . . 
'TFr_^)

NOTE: Arc(rs,r¡) is the number of ways of arranging rs runs of successes and r¡ runs of

failures so that there are no two adjacent runs of the same kind. I.e.

0 if lrs-r¡l )1,

Arr(rs,rF) = \1 if lrs-rrl :1,

Since there a.e (l) possible arrangements of the r¿ successes and (tr - n) failures in a sequence

of .L outcomes, Mood obtained the distribution of -R5r¡, as follows (Mood, 19a0 [103]):

Pr(r"srp, - rs;F¡) -Total"o^t-(rs'r'); provided that nis known. (4.2)
\nl

F\rrthermore, summing over appropriate terms in the distribution formula @.2) of -R'srr'', with

combinatorial arguments in a sequence of -L IID (or Bernoulli) trials, the following distributions were

also derived by Mood (Mood, 19a0 [103]):

pr(R,u""",, : rs, Rraitu,e : rF) : 
(ir-]r) (";\')'q"?t '"); provided that n is known. (4.3)(L\',1

\n)

I n-1 I l¿_n+11Pr(R,u""","-"s)=y#;providedthatr¿isknown.(4.4)
\n)

NOTE: The total number of success runs is denoted as -R"r"""r" (or also denoted as -R) and the

total number of failure runs is denoted as R¡o¿¡ur".



Theabovedistributionformula(4.3) - Pr(R"u""""r:rg,R¡aitu,":rF) 
-wasalsoprovenby

Wald and Wolfowitz (Wald & Wolfowitz, 19a0 [134]); and the formula (4.4) - Pr(R,u""",, = rs),

or Pr(R: r) in our notation - v/as also previously proven and discussed by Stevens (Stevens,

1939 [i27]). However, when the number of successes (i.e. n) is unknown, there has been no explicit

formuia derived from the combinatorial approach for the distribution of the number of success runs of

length exactly l, i.e. the unconditional distribution of .R¿ still poses problems when the combinatorial

approach is adopted (Fu & I{outras, 1994 [58]).

For a non-trivial runs statistic such as the number of non-overlapping consecutive I successes

(i.e. Ã¿,,) in a sequence of L Bernoulli trials, the combinatorial approach for finding its distribution

becomes rather complex. In 1986 the distribution of Ã1,, in a sequence of -L Bernoulli trials was

established by Philippou and Makri and also by Hirano independently. And in 1990 a specific

formula of this distribution was provided by Godbole as follows (Godbole, 1990 [61]):

Pr(RLr,-r): t
Floor( Lnt" )<¿<¿-¿t l"'r-'(';")

x , eÐ,(iit) l, -tr-r,)l
olilFtoor( ¿-lr-il \ J / \ ' / 

I\¡/J

(4 5)

NOTE: r : 0,1,... ,rmax : Ftoor (f ); u"¿ Ftoor (.) denotes an operator that rounds its

operand to the largest integer not exceeding the operand. Pp: Pr(Yr: F) and Ps : Pr(Y¿: g).

The combinatorial approach for studying distributions of runs in a non-IID probabilistic frame-

work can easily get very complex and computationally demanding even for a simple runs statistic

such as the total number of successes (i.e. ¡i"). For example, if a sequence of L dichotomous trials

{Y¿: t € f¿} is first order non-homogeneous Marhov dependent with the state space f,)y : {.9,-F}

and the transition probability matrices
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yt_t\yt

F

Ay(t) :
.S

approach.

In 1994, an approach called the finite Markov

studying distributions of runs and patterns by Fu

F^9

Ppp(t) P¡s(ú)

Psr(t) Pss(¿)

then a combinatorial method for the distribution of N" suggested by Lou (Lou, 1996 [97]) is as

follows:

P"(¡¿" - n) : er(çW": n). ((Y, : S) u (Y, : F))), \. \\ - ,t/

-- P"((¡¡" : n) n (vr : s)) + Pr((N" : n) n (Yr : r;¡

: Pr(Yt : ,9)Pr(l/" : nlYr: ^9) + Pr(Yl : F)Pr(N" : nlYt : F)

(Using an indicator variable 1r,; where 7y,:7 if Yt:,S, otherwise 1r, :0.)

s / L 
(1-1rr_r )(1-lu, ) 11-1r,_1)lur 1v¿_1(1-t v¿ ) L,1¿_17t' \: Pr(Yt: t' 

' t't'"'"'"È ""r:':I'"-'(!{ 
t"'rtl P¡s(¿) Pse(t) Pss(¿) 

)/

/ _L (1-1rr_r )(1-1r, ) 11-1ur_, )1u, 1rr_, (1-1v, ) rvr_trvt \-r pr(yr: r¡ t (lI p""(¿) pps(¿) psiØ prr(¿) 
)

lilil";*,;jl; \Êi /

(4.6)

Intheabovecombinatorialformula(4.6),theconditionsTur+...*Iu":n-landlrr+...+

1 
- ^ f^- +L^ f:-^+ ,ry" : n ror rne rrrst and second summations imply that there are (l_-i) ana (¿,t) porriule ap,tl

arrangements respectively at a particular value of n. Le. In total, there are (i_i) + (";') = (t")

possible arrangements needed to go through at a particular value of n. E.g. For -L : 500, at

n :250 there are (i33) = 1.167 x 101ae arrangements. It is ciearly very computationally demanding,

especially when -L is large, to obtain the whole distribution of l/" through the above combinatorial

chain imbedding (FMCI) was introduced for

and Koutras (Fu & Koutras, 199a [58]). The



key idea behind this approach is simple, yet profound. We beiieve that it is certainly an attractive

alternative, especially when we are dealing with non-trivial runs statistics and/or non-IID trials, for

the distribution theory of runs. In the follorving subsection, a review of the FMCI approach is given

with an iliustrative example.

4.L.3 Finite Markov Chain Imbedding (FMCI) Approach

The FMCI technique was first invented by professor James C. Fu* for studying the reliability prob-

lems of linearly connected engineering systems in the mid-1980's (Fu, 1986 [55]). it has then been

successfully adopted as a unified approach for finding the exact distributions of the (previously

mentioned) five most commonly used runs statistics - Rt, R¡ , R¿rr, Ã¿0, and å - i" a sequence of

independent identically (or non-identically) distributed dichotomous trials (Fu & Koutras, 1994 [58]).

Later, the concept of using FMCI has also been extended to study the exact distributions of runs

and patterns in a Markov dependent sequence of polychotomous trials (Fu, 1996 [56]). Although

there is much interest in the case of polychotomous trials, further investigation in this topic will be

Ieft for future research (especially for protein sequence analysis). In the case of dichotomous trials,

the distribution theory of runs through the FMCI technique has been studied in the following four

probabilistic frameworks. I.e. Given.L and a finite index set l¿ : {1, ...,L}, a sequence of ,L

dichotomous trials {Y¿ : t €l¡}, with each random variable Y¿ is either a success ^9 or a failure .t.

for all ú € l¿, is considered to be:

n independent and identically distributed with Pr(Y¿ - S) : Ps and Pr(Yt: F): Pp, Vú. Or,

o independent but non-identically distributed with Pr(Y, : S) : Ps(¿) and Pr(Y¿ - F) :

Pp(t),Vú. Or,

*Dr. James C. Fu (Ph.D. in Statistics) is a professor of the Department of Statistics at the Universitv of Manitoba

in Winnipeg, Canada.
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o first order homogeneous Marl<ov dependent with the transition probability matrix:

y¿_r\y¿ F .g

frF lP* PFc I,||Ay: I l, Vt. O.,

^s L "'" 
pss 

.l

o first order non-homogeneous Markov dependent with the transition probability matrices:

Y¿-r\4 F .9

F I errtù prr(¿) 
.l

Ay(t): I l, vt.
,s 

L 
P""(¿) pss(¿) j

NOTE: The FMCI technique can also be extended to the cases of higher order (i.e. order

> 1) homogeneous or nonhomogeneous Markov dependent trials, but they will not be

nrrrqrrerì hpra

The fundamental concepts of the I'MCI technique are as follows:

FMCI DEFINITION (Fu & Koutras, 1994 [58] and Fu, 1996 [56])

A nonnegative integer random variable Rstatst defined from a sequence of tr dichotomous (or

polychotomous) trials, is finite Markov chain imbeddable if

¡ thereexistsafiniteMarkovchain {Z¿:t e f¿} definedonafinitestatespacef): {sr,... ,sà}

with its transition probability matrix.{(ú) at time ú, where ú € l¿, and

o there exists a finite partition {Cr, r : 0,1,... ,r^or} on the state space 0 (where C, and

rmar may depend on ,L), such that

Pr(Rr¿o¡" - r) : Pr(21 € C,), for every r : 0, 1, ... ,r^or. Ø.7)

FMCI THEOREM (Fu & Koutras, 1994 [58])

For a given L,if a statistic Rs¿s¡s ca.n be imbedded into a finite Marlçov chain {Zt,Q,À(ú) : f e

Ðv



f¿], then

p-(R ., - -\ - p-(2, c a-\ - TF^tcIlfrrffrll ry(C.\. fs¡ c'crvi,\iLslars - t ) - t '\LL = vrl - r, 
ul 

tL\L)lw1vr1, rur LrLrJ

where zrFMcI : (Pr(Zr : sr), Pr(21 : sz),...,Pr(27: s¿)) is the

imbedded Marl<ov chain; and U(C,) = Ð",ec* U(sr) with U(sn) being a

having a value of 1 at the g-th coordinate and zero otherwise.

r : 0, 1, ... tlntati (4.8)

initial probabiliiy of the

h x 1 unit column vector

Essentially, the FMCI approach is a reformulation of the problem of finding the exact distribution

of a runs statistic, which has been traditionally dealt with from a combinatorial viewpoint. The

complexity and the computational burden of the combinatorial approach have been the major hurdies

for formulating and computing the distributions of many runs statistics, even for some of the basic

runs statistics such as the number of success runs of length exactly I (i.e. A¿) in the simpiest case

of independent and identically distributed (IID) trials. The combinatorial approach often requires

tremendous effort (if not intractable) when dealing with non-trivial runs statistics and/or non-IID

trials. On the other hand, the idea of the FMCI approach is to imbed the runs statistic of interest

into a finite Markov chain so that the exact distribution of the statistic can then be expressed in

terms of transition probabilities of the imbedded Markov chain. The above formula (a.8) is indeed a

matrix version of tbe Chapman-Kolmogorou Theorem. When the imbedded Markov chain is assumed

tobe homogeneous (i.e. ,a.(r) : Ä, V¿ e f¿), then (fl!, 
^(¿)) 

: .4.¿-1 and the formula (4.8) becomes

the following (F\-r & Koutras, 1994 [58]):

Ð-( Ð - -\ - ^FMCI ¡L-l rrtr- \ f^-r,\rLs¿a¿s-t)-tt tL w\vrJ) rwrêV€f/ f :0, 1,...rTmax. l¿ ql

qi"^ +1"^ Lô" 'ri{rôrence between the non-homogeneous FMCI and the homogeneous FMCI is

their underlying transition probabilities (i.e. the former one with (L - I) time-dependent Â(ú)'s,

whereas the latter one with a single time-independent.4.), without loss of generality, this thesis

work has been mainly concerned with the homogeneous Markov chain imbedding in order to avoid

extreme multi-dimensionality of the parameter space. It is worth mentioning that results from the

non-homogeneous FÀ4CI can be obtained by replacing Â by Á,(t). To illustrate the FMCI technique,

an example is provided below in detail.
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FMCI Example: Distribution of R

For a sequen ce of L first order homogeneous Markov dependent dichotomous trials {Yt , 
(ly 

, Ay :

t € l¡j, the number of success runs - Ã - can be imbedded into a finite Markov chain by

constructing the following:

o A homogeneous Markov chain {2, = (Rr,,Y¿) : t 6 fz,}, where .R", is the number of success

runs in the first ú trials, and Y¡ is the outcome of the ú-th trial.

o AfinitestatespaceQ:{(0,f¡}u{(r,y):r€{1,...,r,,,o,-I};g€{,g,.F'}}rSet,^",;where

| + ir r is even,
and r^or: 

\'
|.+ ir tr is odd'

NOTE: f) : {sr,...,s/,} is a set of 2-tuple (r,g) states, and the number of elements in

ç:size(Q)=h:L+I.

o The transition probability matrix 1¡ = [Pr(Zt : ztlZt-t : z;t)] of the imbedded Markov

chain:

Forú:2,...,L;

(
I Invalid if r : r*o* & tr is odd,

- Pr(Z¿=(r,F)lZ¿-r:(r,S)) = { ;

I

I Pr(Y¿ = FlYt-t: ^9) 
: Ps¡' otherwise.\

(.
11 ifr:r^or&triseven,

- Pr(Z¿: (r,F)lZ¡-r: (r,f)) : { ;

I

I Pr(Y: FlYt-t : F) : Ppp otherwise.\

(.
11 lfr:r*o*&trisodd,

- Pr(Z¿:(r,S)lZr1 :(r,S)) :1 
;

|.tr(n : slY-t: s) : Pss otherwise.

- Pr(Z¿: (rf I,S)lzt-r: (r,F)) : Pr(Yt : SIY-. : F) : Pps lf r 1r*o,.

- Otherwise, the transition probabilities are zero.

NOTE: If -L is an odd integer, then Â remains almost the same except that the state (r^o,F)

is no longer valid, and the state (r^o*,,9) becomes the absorbing state.
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o A finite partition Ç =

space Q; such that Pr(R: r) : Pr(Zt € C,), for every r.

Then, given the initial probability of the imbedded Markov chaín, rF MC I = (Pr(27 = s7),

Pr(21: sz),...,Pr(21: rn)) : (Pr(Zt: (0,-t')), Pr(21: (1,,9)),0,...,0), the FMCI theorem

can be applied and we have:

Pr(R : r) : Pr(Zt e C,) : IFMCI ¡L-7 U(C,), for every r. (4.10)

{(0, F)}

{(", S), (r, F)}

{(r-o,, S), (r*"*, F)}

{ (t"ro", 5)}

For example, if L - 5, then the state space f) =

si,ze(Q) : h :5 + 1 : 6, and the transition probability

{(0, ¡'), (1, S), (1, F),(2,5),(2,.F), (3, S)},

matrix:

ifr:0,

if r e {1, ... ,r^o, - I},

if r : rna" & -L is even,

lf r : rmat & .L is odd,

on the sIate

Zt_t\Zt

(0,F')

(1, s)

(1, F)

(2, S)

(2, F)

(3, s)

(1,s) (1,]")

Prs o

Pss Psp

o Prr

00
00
00

(2, S) (2, l1) (3,.ç)

000

000

P¡s 0 0

Pss Ps¡ 0

0 Prr P¡s

001

(0, F)

Prr

0

0

0

0

0
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REMARK: If the trials {Y, , t 6 f¿} are indeed independent and identicaliy distributed

rather than first order homogeneous Markov dependent, then we can simply adjust the

transition probability matrix of the imbedded Markov chain and apply the FMCi theorem.

I.e.

4¿_t-\Zt

(0, l¡)

(1"9)

By setting P¡F = Psi' : P¡ \ ,"qdlro (1, F)
1\/frnì:

and P¡s : Pss = Ps ) '" -' (2, S)

(2, F)

(3, S)

(0, ¡') (1, "9) (1, F') (2, S) (2, F)

PpPs000

0PsPpO0

00PpPs0

000PsPp

0000P¡

00000

(3, S)

0

0

0

0

P^

1

Pr(R : r) : rFMct ¡ri¡LrU (C,), for every r. (L 11\

As mentioned early, if the trials are non-homogeneous first order Markov dependent, then the

distribution of .R can be obtained by replacing the transition probabilities P¡¡, Pps,Psp,

and P5s in Â with time-dependent transition probabilities P¡¡(ú), Pps(t),Ps¡(ú), and

Pss(t) res{Eto 
.4.(ú). And,

Pr(R: r) : Pr(Zt e C,) : *FMCI(I ntrl) U(C,), for every r. (4.12)
t=2

Furthermore, if the trials are independent but non-identically distributed, then we can re-

place the probabilities Pp, and Ps in .1\gro¡ with time-dependent probabilities P¡(ú), ancl

Ps(¿) r'4ito Àrrrrrl(ú). And,

f^- ^-,^--, ^ l,t 1e\rur çvErJ r. llr.rdlPr(R: r) : Pr(Zt Ç. Cr) : TFMCI (f[ n,rrr, )(Ð)Uç,),
+-t
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4.2 studying Runs and Fatterns in DNA via FMCr: Fbom an

rndependent Identically Distributed (IrD) to a Markov

Chain (MC) to an HMM Fþamework

It is perhaps because of the strong influence of the combinatorial approach to the distribution

theory of runs that most research on runs and patterns in DNA (or RNA or protein) sequences has

been mainly restricted to the independent identically distributed (IID) frameworh (e.g. Karlin et

al',1992,1996, 1997 [75,79,80]; warerman, 1995 [t44]; Leung & yamashira, 1999 [9J]). Although

studies on specific runs-related statistics and their distributions under an IID framework have been

demonstrated to be useful for detecting non-random patterns in DNA, the IID assumption is often

violated in general practice. With the invention of the finite Markov chain imbedding (FMCi)

technique, Fu and his colieagues have started to adopt their FMCI worl< for DNA pattern recognition

under an assumption that nucleotides of a DNA sequence have Markov d.ependent nitrogenous bases

(e.g. Fu et al., 1999 [59]; Lou, 2000 [99]).

Having iearned that carefully designed hidden Markov models (HMMs) are capable of capturing

certain mosaic structures in DNA (e.g. Churchill, 1992 [32]; Krogh et al., 1gg4 [85]; Burge & Karlin,

L997 [2]; Baldi & Brunak, 1998 [a]; Durbin et ar., 1998 [45]; Batding et at., 2001 [10]), a novel

idea of using the FMCI technique to study runs and patterns in DNA under an HMM has emerged.

rn essence, this worl< coalesces research on runs-related statistics and research on HMMs for DNA

pattern recognition through the use of the FMCI technique. With a vision of studying elaborate

multiple runs-related statistics simultaneously under an HMM through the FMCI technique, this

work establishes an investigation of the double runs statistic (¡/",.R) , i.e. the total number of

successes and the number of success runs, in a binary sequence under a binary HMM for DNA

pattern recognition. Before proceeding to the investigation, a general recursive algorithm based on

the FMCI technique is derived and implemented. for the determination of the exact distribution of

this double runs statistic under an IID framework, an MC framework, and a binary HMM framework.
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4.2.L Distribution of a Double Runs Statistic Under an IID or an MC

FYamework

In 1996, Lou developed a numerical method based on the FMCI technique for the determination of

the exact distribution of the double runs statistic (N",Ã) under not only an independent identically

distributed (IID) framework, but also a Markov chain (MC) framework (Lou, 1996 [97]). Since Lou

simply applied the FNiCI formula (4.8) directly to her work, her numericai method suffers from a lot

of non-productiue operations (í.e. 0 + 0 or 0 x 0 operations) in the matrix multiplications [!, n1t¡

(or 
^¿-t 

when homogeneous FMCI is employed) of the FMCI formula. Hence, her method easily

becomes computationally difficult when the sequence length -L is large. A later suggestion by F\r

was that, depending on the definition of the runs statistic of interest, a recursive relationship may

be established for the FMCI formula in order to have more efficient computations. For example,

the FMCI formulae for the single runs statistics R¡, Rr,r, and R¿o can be improved computationally

with an appropriate recursive implementation (Discussed in Fu, 1996 156]).

Having reviewed optimization techniques for matrix computations, I have discovered that the

non-productive operations in the matrix multiplications of the FMCI formula can often be avoided

by adopting various dynamic programming principles and/or constructing well-designed dynamic

data structures. Fu's suggestion of a recursive implementation is indeed a special case of making

use of an inductive dynamic programming principle. We shall revise and improve Lou's work on

the exact distribution of the double runs statistic (¡¡",Ã) by introducing a more computationally

efficient dynamic programming principle. Specifically, a different FMCI construction is achieved,

and a recursive algorithm is derived and implemented for the computations of the probabilities

P"((¡¿", R) : (n,r)) under an IID framework and an MC framework.

Since an IID framework is nested within an MC framework, the FMCI worl< and the recursive

algorithm for computing Pr(N", .R) under an MC framework are presented in detail. For a sequence

of -L first-order homogeneous Markov dependent dichotomous trials {Yt,Qv,Ay : t e f¿}, the

double runs statistic (¡/",Ä) is imbedded into a finite MC by constructing the following:
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o A homogeneous MC {Zt: (Nr,,Rr,,Y) : t € l¡}, where N", is the number of successes in

the first ú trials, -R", is the number of success runs in the first t trials, andYt is the outcome

of the ú-th trial.

o Afinitestatespace0:{0,0,.F}u {{r,r,E):n€{1,...,L};r€{1,...,r^o,}iEe{S,F};

.,'ì l + ir 'L is even'
with r 1 min(n,r*o*) and (n + r) < (L + 1)j, where ,-o, : 

\
l.¿+l if tr is odd'

NOTE: f) : {sr,...,s¡} is a set of 3-tuple (r,r,A) states, and the number of elements in

g : size(Q) : h : 7 + lL._, n.

o The transition probabiiity matrix lv : IPr(Z¡ : ztlZt-t : zt-t)] of the imbedded Markov

chain:

Forú:2,...,L;

- Pr(Z¡: (r¿,r,F)lZt-t: (Ttr,r,S)) : Pr(Y: FIY¿: S) : Ps¡.

- Pr(Z¿ - (n + 1, r * l, S)lZt-, : (TL,r, F)) : Pr(Y : SIY-1 : F) : Pps.

- Pr(Z¿: (ni_7,r,S)lZ¿-1: (n,r,S)): Pr(Y: SIY-1:,9) = Pss.

Then, with the initial probability of the imbedded Markov chain, TFtuICI = (Pr(21: (0, 0,.F)),

Pr(Zy - (1, 1, ^9)),0, . . . ,0), we have the following for every (n, r) pair:

Pr((N",R): (n,r)) = Pr(Zr e C6,,¡) - rFMCI ¡L-L U(C6,,¡), (4.I4)

- Pr(Z¿: (n,r,S)lZt-r: (Tt,r,S)) : f if (n + r) = (L +7).

- Otherwise, the transition probabilities are zero.

(

l{(o'o'F)} ifn:r:0,
o A finite partition C6,,) : { 11rr,r,S¡1 if (n+ r): (L* 1), on the state space

I

[{(tt, 
t, S), (n, r, F)} otherwise,

fì; such that Pr((N",R): (r,r)): Pr(Zt € C6,,¡), for every (n,r) pair.
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whereU(C6,.¡) : I",ec,-,", U("r) with [/(so) being a h x l unit column vector having a value of

1 at the g-th coordinate and zero otherrvise.

Forexample,if L- S,thestatespace0:{(0,0,F),(1,1,S),(1,I,F),(2,I,5),(2,1,F),(2,2,5),

(2,2,F),(3,1,S),(3,1,F),(3,2,S), (3,2,F),(3,3,S),(4,1,^g), (4,t,F),(4,2,5),(5,1,.9)Ì, si.ze(Q):

h: I+>!"=i": 1-t-(1+2+3+4+5) : 16, and the transition probability matrix of the imbedded

Markov chain is:
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In fact, the transition probability matrix Â of this imbedded Markov chain has a form rvhich can

be viewed as a sum of trvo special matices: a block-diagonal matrix D with biock-components Dr's

being block-diagonal matrices themselves, where n:0, 1, ... ,L; and an u,pyter-ltlot:k-stt:7t rnatrir: l.!

with blocl<-components Un's, where n:0,1,... , L - I. Le.

D1 . I.lt

lt^=D+U: D- ¿.,t,,

(4.15)

Dt-t . ll r,-t

UL

r r tt Psp o'l
lo Psrl | |Dt: I I' o¡-1 = ls 1 ol , Dr:r, and

Lo P¡'¡_J | |

Lo o 1.1
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iÎ 2 1 n < rñdri (NOTE: This is a block-diagonal matrix rvith n D1's.)

if r,.." ( n 1 L -1. (NOTB: This matrix has (-L- 1 -n) D1's & an D¡.)î-
Dt.

0

together rvith

'o=1,,, ']

u> 
".

NOTB: rzum¡ =

D<

{r

Ps¡

t
if .L is even,

if -L is odd.

ol
| , U¡,_t =

¿ro )

NOTE: D¡ -

T r lu"lu, = lr" ol , "": 1", l, ut =
L-> )

f"""1

l'landL0lh

Ua

ír21n <¿-2. (NOTE This matrix has an L/¡., numa Ua's, k an U4.)

iÎ 2<.n1r^o",

ifr^". 1n1L-2

Uo if 21n 1r^o", except rvhen .L is odd and n = rnta¿ - 1 then 2,1¡ : P¡s,

p^^

0

0

U1

u<

[" -,
l"-'-.

NOTE: L1¡ =
ifr^""1n1L-2.
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Owing to the special structure of Â and the fact that rFMCr^¿-1 - nFMCI ¡L-2Á., a recursion

can be established for the computation of the exact distribution of the imbedded double runs statistic

(N", A). The recursive algorithm is derived as follows:

DEFINITION

Forú:2,...,,Land(n,r)e{0,...,^L}x{0,...,r^o,}i.vithr1m,in(n,r^o,)and(n+r) <

(I + r);

(NOTE: n : 0 ++ r : 0 ++ (n,r) : (0,0) )

,r(",") : 

{

Pr(Z¿: (0,0, F))

Pr(Z¡ = (n, r,,9))

I Pr(Z¿ : (r¿,r, S)), Pr(Z¡

Pr(Z¿: (0, 0, -F ))

(,(1,1) : (116r- (1,1, S)),pr(21

(a,{r,,1),... , er@,Ò)

Pr(Z¿: (¿, 1, .9))

: (n, r, F)))

if (n,r): (0,0),

if(n+r) :(L+1),

otherwise.

ifn:0,

ifn:1,

if.1<n<L,

if n: L.

and

: (i,1,¡')))
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DERIVATION

For every (n, r) pair;

P"((¡¿", R): (n,")) ot"f o"t Pr(Z1 e C6,,¡)

(Bv FMCI THnonnu)

- rFMCI ¡L-ILI(cþ,,ò)
(4.16)

- rFMCI ¡L-2 IrU(c6,,¡)

('.'Â: D +U,-+ nncunslott)

= Ç"(n)t\",,)

NOTE: 1(''') is a si,ze(Ç7(n)) x I column vector having 1's at the coordinates corresponding to

\t \n,r )'

The recursive algorithm consists of the following three steps.

1. Initialization Step:

For ú : 1; (NOTE: This implies that n: 0 or 1.)

(
le,(o) : Pr(zt: (o,o,F)) íf n:0,

(,(') : ( (4.r7)
t/\
Ie'{tl 

: 
le,ç2, - (1,1, s)),0) ir n:7.

REMARK: (r(r)'r are in fact coordinates o¡ nFMCr.

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

For ú = 2,... ,L andn € {0, ... ,L};

(4.18)

3. Terrnination Step:

For every (n, r) pair;

P"((¡¿", R) = (n,r)) : Pr(Zt e CØ,ò) : Çr(n)L(n,r)

f.)

(4.1e)



NOTE: When {Y¿: t € l¿} are IID, we ¡uu" rFMCI : (Pp,Ps,0,. .. ,0), Pr¡ = PsF :

P¡, and Pps : Pss = P5 in the transition probability matrix ,{ of the imbedded MC.

The same algorithm can be applied directly.

4.2.2 Using Conditional Runs Statistic to Test for Randomness Against

Clustering

One of the most commonly used statistics for testing randomness in a sequence of dichotomous (e.g.

success/failure) outcomes is the number of success runs given the number of successes, i.e. (Ãl/V").

Since N" is a sufficient statistic when we are dealing with IID dichotomous (or Bernoulli) trials, the

distribution Pr(nl¡i" : r¿) does not depend on Ps and P¡ for any given value n. The conditional

runs statistic (1¿lN") becomes an attractive test statistic for testing randomness in binary sequence

data. Once the (joint) distribution of the double runs statistic (Nr,n) is available, the associated

marginal and conditional distributions can be easily obtained. In particular, with the FMCI-based

algorithm, we can compute the exact distribution Pr(r?l,n/" : n) under an IID framework as follows:

(4.20)

Hence, for a given r¿) we can set up a success runs test for randomness (i.e. the null hypothesis IIs:

Y¿'s are IID) by finding the critical/rejection region(s) of the test at a desired level of significance. As

an iilustration, if .L:51, the conditional probabilities Pr(R: rll/" : n) under fIo and the critical

regions of the two-sided success runs tests at the individual 5%f significance level are displayed

graphically in Figure 4.1. For example, when there are 20 successes in a sequence of 51 outcomes,

fNOTtr' Since all tests are based on disc¡ete probability distributions, the tail probabilities may not be equal to

the assigned significance level. An additional (e.g. a randomized test) procedure may be desired to correct for the

continuitv issue.

D^t Ð _ _l ^r _ _, _ P"(N" : n, R: r) e ¡(n)1\n''lr / \rL - 7lrYs : ,r) : prl[r: n) 
: 

Dg6 ç6¡16r¡.
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we will reject the hypothesis of random scattering of successes at the 5% significance level if the

number of success runs is either smaller than 9 or qreater than 15.

25

20

15

10

0
Pr(RlNs)

25

Figure 4.7: Pr(RlN") for all possible .n/" (Left) & the critical regions of the two-sided success runs

tests at the individual5% significance level (Right). (NOTE: Dark points correspond to the critical

regions)

50454035201510
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4.2.3 Distribution of a Double Runs Statistic Under an HMM Flamework

Since there is a strong connection between an HMM structure and an NIC structure, the FMCI

technique can be adopted to study runs and patterns in a sequence of hidden Markov dependent

outcomes {Y, t 6 fr,}. As a demonstration, the connection between an HMM structure and an

MC structure in its simplest form is explicitly established in the following lemma:

If a dichotomous outcome process {Y¿: t ç fr,} has a hidden Nlarkov model structure with

its hidden state process {Xt,Qx,Ax: ú € l¿} following afirst-order homogeneous 2-state Markov

chain, then the stochastic process {(Xt,Yr) : f € f¿} can be represented as a first-order homogeneous

Markov chain with its state space 0¡y : {(.F, F),(F,,S), (,9, F), (^9, S)} and its transition probability

matrix "4.xy.

NOTE

X'-r \X'

.r

,A.x:
^s

F.S

I r"" ,o" I
I l: âDd

L oor ¿ss 
J

(X¿-', y¿-r)\(Xr,Yr)

(F, F)

(F''s)
Axv:

(.s, F)

(.9,,9)

(4 F) (¡" S)

Prrpr Pprps

Prsrp P¡s¡s

Ps¡¡¡ Ps.¡.¡s

Pss¡'¡ Pss¡s

(.9, ¡') (,9,^9)

Ë)--^^ Þ^^-^t Í!òÍ ¡ ¡¡5.!

P¡'ss¡ Pr.sss

Ps¡s¡ Ps¡ss

Psss¡' Pssss

/o



Pr((X¿,Y) -- (u,at)l(Xt-1,Y-t) : (rt-t,at-t),. . . ,(Xr,Yr) : (r,, yt))

: Pr(Xt: rt,Y: I/tlX¡;-r1 : rlr,t-711Y¡¡_ll: g¡r,r-11)

: Pr(Yt: UtlX¡t,t1 : r¡r,tlt\t,t-t1 : g¡r,r-rl) Pr(X¡: r¿lX¡t,t-r1 : u[i,t-rì ,Y¡,t-t1 : U¡r,r-r1)

(.' {Xr: t €l¡} is a lst-order homogeneous MC, and

X¡ &,\t,t-¡ are conditionally independent given X¿-1.)

: Pr(Y: UtlXt: r¿,X¡t;-l = ull,¿-1] ,{r,t-r1 : l/¡t,t_4) Pr(X¿: rtlXt-t = rt-t)

( .'Yt k (X¡r,i-rl, {r,i-r1) are conditionally independent given X¿.)

: Pr(Y: AtlXt: rt) Pr(Xt: xtlXt-t: rt-t)

('.'U U (Xr-r,Y¿-1) are conditionally independent given X¿, and

Xt & Y-t are conditionally independent given X¿-r.)

: Pr(Y: ALIXI: trt,Xt_t: rt-r,Yt-t = y¿-1) Pr(X¿: rtlXt_t: frt_r,Y_t:At_t)

r denoted as ^: fr\t\t : ttr lt: Atlrtr-r: It-¡ , ït-t: Ut-t) 
- 

fÍt_tUt_tttltt

.'. {(Xr,yr)} ir a lst-order homogeneous MC. n

NOTE: In terms of the binary HMM parameters ø¿i's and ó¡¡¡¡'s where i, j,lr e {,S,¡'}, we have:

(Xt-t,yú-r)\(X¿, Y¿)

Axv =

(F P\

(r,,e)

(5,F)

(,s,,5)

(4 ¡.) (¡',,e) (,S, ¡') (,s,,S)

arr br@) apr bpq) o,¡'s Òs(¡') ars bs(s)

apr bp@) app brq) aFS bs@) ø¡s ös(s)

o,sF b1e) asp bpq) ass Ós(F) oss bs(s)

asF bF@) asp brq) øss bs(F) ass bs(s)

With this lemma, we can use the FMCI technique to obtain distributions of various runs-related

statistics under a binary HMM framework by working with {(X¿,Y),Qxv,A;v , t € f¿}. For

instance, by replacing the univariate outcome random variable Y¿ in Subsection $4.2.1 with the

.71



bivariate random variable (Xt,Y) for ail ú, we can simply adjust the FMCI construction rvork in

Subsection $4.2.1 and obtain P"(¡¿", Ã) under a binary HMM framework. The states of the imbedded

MC become 4-tuple (n,r,r,y) states. The recursive algorithm presented earÌier can also be used

with appropriate modifications.

Forexample,if L: S,thestatespaceÍl:{(0,0,4¡'),(0,0,S,¡'),(1,1,4,9),(1,1,,5,S),(1,1,4F),

(1,1,S, F),(2,1,4,5), (2,7,5,5),(2,r,F,F),(2,7,5,F),(2,2,F,5),(2,2,5,5),(2,2,F,F),(2,2,5,F),

(3,1,4,S),(3,1,S,^g),(3,1,4F),(3,1,S,F),(3,2,F,,S),(3,2,S,.9),(3,2,F,¡'),(3,2,5,F),(3,3,4,S),

(3,3,,5, S),(4,1,1¡,,9), (4,7,5,,9),(4,7,F,F),(4,7,5,F),(4,2,F,5),(4,2,5,,5),(5,1,4,g),(5,1,S,,9)Ì,

si.ze(Q): 2(1 + Di=_i "l = 32, and

Â¡r Â¡s

Âsi. t\ss Oz

r\r¡ Oz Oz À¡.s

Áso Oz Oz Âss

¡\r¡ Oz Oz Oz 02 Ârs

Âsr Oz Oz r\ss

Ârr Oz ()z Oz Oz Â¡s

Às¡r Oz Oz ()z Àss

À¡¡ Oz Oz (92 Oz Oz Â¡'s

¡lsr Oz Oz Oz Âss

T2 Oz Oz Oz Oz

L2 Oz 02 Oz

Oz Asr Oz Âss

Iz Oz Oz

02 Tz Oz

rv here

. f".."" po"r.l f"o"o, prorr'l f""""r. po"r.l f""r* po""rl
^rr:l l,^Fs:l |,ns¡':l l,^ss=l I,

LP""oo Psrs¡J 1P"""" Psrssj 1P"""" Psssrl 1P"""" ps"srl

l' ol fo o'l

"=lo'l ' o":lo'l

78



Being able to obtain the exact Pr(N",,R) under a binary HMM framervork, this work establishes

an investigation of the double runs statistic (¡/",.R) in a binary sequence under a binary HMM.

Having studied the distributions of the double runs statistic under different binary HMM parameter

sets, probabilistic profiles of (1t/",,R) are created. With these probabilistic profiles, issues of HMM

parameter estimation are addressed and examined in the following section.

4.3 Examining HMM Parameter Estimation with Probabilis-

tic Profiles of Runs

4.3.1 ldentifiabilitv of HMMs

Strictly speaking, the parameters of a hidden Markov model are not identifiable. The likelihood

function Lv(0) can have the same value with different values of á, i.e. Lv(?t) : Lv(02) where

0t * 02. This implies that maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter set 0 of an HMM

may not be unique. Well-known HMM identifiability problems are due to label-switching of the

hidden states or having non-distinct outcome-emission distributions from different hidden states.

As reported by Churchill, HMM identifiability issues will also arise when aor ]- oro : 1 in a binary

HMM (Churchill, 1998 [3a]). Identifiability problems will make statistical inferences unstabie and

unpredictable. Hence, sensible constraints must be placed on the parameters to avoid identifiability

problems in practice.

From an interpretative point of view, it is worth pointing out that the hidden state process

of a binary HMM will no longer be Markovian when aü i arc : 1 (or equivalently a00 + o11 :

1). Although the first key HMM assumption (i.e. X¡r,2,1 is a Marl<ov chain) implicitly prevents

au * a1s: 1 in a binary HMM from happening, we may expiicitly ensure the hidden state process

to be strictly Markovian by imposing constraints on the transition probabiiity matrix Ax, e.E.

øot I arc I I (or equivalentiy ass * all I 7) in a binary HMM. In general, constraining the

stochastic I/ x l/ matrix Ay Lo have ly' distinct rows will ensure the hidden state process of a



general HMM to be strictly Markovian, and rvill help avoid label-switching of the hidden states.

In addition, by imposing an increasing (or decreasing) order on the outcome-emission probabilities,

e.g. ðo(o) > br(o) or equivalently b111¡ > bo(r) in a binary HMM, we can avoid having non-distincü

outcome-emission distributions from different hidden states.

As a demonstration, HMM identifiability problems are illustrated through probabilistic profiling

of the double runs statistic (¡/",.R) under an unidentifiable binary HMM with iÍo: aoo: orr :0.5

being fixed. Specifically, probabilistic profiles of (N",.R) are graphicaliy shown as contour plots

of different probability distributions of (¡/",Ã) under different (ðo(o) ,b,(r)) sets with ro: aoo:

ørr : 0.5 of a binary HMM (Refer to the first five panels of Figure 4.2). Since the hidden states

of a binary HMM can switch labels freely when ns : ¿00 : eL7 : 0.5, the likelihood function

Lv(0) can always have the exact same value with different values of d, e.g. Lv(no: aoo: aLr:

0.5,óe1s¡ :0.1,ó111¡ :0.1) is exactly the same as Ly(trs: o00: arr :0.5,b0(o):0.9,b111¡ :0.9).

Subsequently, as we can see in the sixth panel of Figure 4.2 and Tabies 4.7, &,4.2,parameters bs¡s¡

and ó111¡ are not identifiable, and the unidentifiableness is reflected in the probabilistic profiles of

the double runs statistic (¡/", A).
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25
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5

0

Figure 4.2: Probability Profiles of (¡/",4) under an Unidentifiable HMM: Contour plots of the

probability distributions of (¡¿,,.R) under different (bo(o),bt(t)) sets with .r"o: aoo: o,rt:0.5 of a

binary HMM. First Panel - bo(o) : 0.1 with Ór(r) : 0.1 (a), 0.3 (b), 0.5 (c), 0.7 (d) or 0.9 (e).

Second Panel - bo(o) :0.3 with ðr(r) :0.1 (f), 0.3 (S), 0.5 (h), 0.7 (i) or 0.9 fi). Third Panel

- bo(o) :0.5 with br(r) :0.1 (k), 0.3 (l), 0.5 (m), 0.7 (n) or 0.9 (o). Fourth Panel - bo(o) :0.7

with b111; :0.1 (p),0.3 (q),0.5 (r),0.7 (s) or 0.9 (t). Fifth Panel - bo(o) :0.9 with b111¡ :0.1

(u), 0.3 (v), 0.5 (w), 0.7 (x) or 0.9 (y). Sixth Panel - Overlaying maxima (labeled as a-y) of the

contour plots. (NOTE: Length of sequence : L:51).
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Table 4.1: Illustration of an Unidentifiable Binary HMM with ro: aoo = o.r7:0.5 and bo(o) : br(r)

or bsls¡ t 0.2: ði11¡ (tr : 51)

Contour Label ðnrnl b',,1 Most likely (n",r) Corresponding Pr (n 
", 

r)

(a) 0.1 0.1

(e) 0.3 0.3

(-) 0.5 0.5

(r) 0.7 0.7

(y) 0.e 0.s

(25, 13)

(25, 13)

(25,13)

(25, 13)

(25, 13)

0.02408774L7100549

0.0240877417100549

0.0240877477100549

0.02408774r7100549

0 .024087 7 417 100549

(b) 0.1 0.3

(h) 0.3 0.5

(") 0.5 0.7

(r) 0.7 0.e

(31,13)

(31,13)

(31, 13)

(31, 13)

0.0256692837557377

0.0256692837557371.

0.025669283755737r

0.0256692837557377

(f) 0.3 0.1

(i) 0.5 0.3

(') 0.7 0.5

(") 0.e 0.7

(20, 13)

(20, 13)

(20, 13)

(20, 13)

0.0255277488578358

0.0255277488578358

0.0255277488578358

0.0255277488578358
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TabIe 4.2: Iliustration of an lJnidentifiable Binary HMM rvith To : aoo : o11 : 0.5 and bs¡s1 t 0.4 :

b111¡ or bo(o) f 0.6 : ð111¡ (I : 5i)

Contour Label óo(o) br(r) Most likely (n",r) Corresponding Pr (n 
", 

r)

(c) 0.i 0.5

(i) 0.3 0.7

(o) 0.5 0.9

lo/

(37

(37

11)

11)

r rl

0.0308042605010935

0.0308042605010935

0.0308042605010935

(k)

(q)

(*)

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.1

0.3

0.5

(15,11)

(15,11)

(15,11)

0.0325645039582989

0.0325645039582989

0.0325645039582989

(d) 0.1 0.7

(j) 0.3 0.e

(41, 9)

(41,9)

0.0460579825008322

0.0460579825008322

(p)

(")

0.7

0.9

0.1

0.3

(9, 8)

(9, 8)

0.0505280921879815

0.0505280921879815
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4.3.2 tapping HMM Parameter Estimates and DNA Decoding

The maximum likelihood approach has been widely used to deal with the hidden Markov model train-

ing (i.e. estimation of 0) in different forms of the DNA decoding problem or the problem of locating

functional domains and/or genes in DNA. As discussed earlier in $3.2.4 (p.a3-), the Expectation-

Maximization algorithm has been a common soiution for finding the maximum likelihood estimate

â of the parameter set of an HMM. Since the rate of convergence of the EM algorithm is only lin-

ear* in the vicinity of the MLE and the likelihood surface of an HMM is generally multimodal, the

EM algorithm is quite vulnerable from its slow convergence and the problem of landing on a iocal

maximum or even a saddie point in HMM training. Many variants of the EM algorithm have been

recently proposed to help speed up the convergence (e.g. Liu & Rubin, i99  [95]; Jamshidian &

Jennrich, 1997 171]; Meng & van Dyk, 1997 [102]; Mclachlan & I(rishnan, 1997 [101]; Liu, Rubin &

Wu, 1998 196]), bui the problem of landing on a local maximum or a saddle point still highly depends

upon the initial estimate which starts the algorithm. Although senselessly selecting initial estimates

over the entire parameter space can be a brute-force way to find â, the number of initial estimates

can easily be prohibitively high. In this subsection, a novel idea of trapping the MLE of an HMM

based on probabilistic profiles of runs is introduced as an enhancement for the EM algorithm in the

HMM parameter estimation. As an establishment, an MlE-trapping scheme based on probabilistic

profiles of the double runs statistic (¡/",Ã) is developed to enhance the EM algorithm in training a

binary HMM.

Since the HMM parameters of interest are often ø¿¡'s and b¡1*¡ 's where i, j e {I,... ,N}&k €

{1,... , M}, u slightly different implementation of the EM algorithm suggested by Leroux and

Puterman is adopted in this work. Following the proposal of Leroux and Puterman, the maximization

task of the EM algorithm is completed by solving the l/ individual lower-dimensional maximization

problems defined by starting from a fixed initial state. In other words, we take the initial probability

.NOTtr: The rate of convergence or equivalently the speed

proportion of "missing data/information" in the prescribed EM

of convergence of the EM algorithm depends on the

framework.
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of each of the N states of the hidden Markov chain in turn to be one, then solve the corresponding l/

Iorver-dimensional maximization problems respectively, and choose the initial state which gives the

largest maximized logLyy(0) in the end (Leroux & Puterman, i992 [90]). Hence, the parameter set

0 - (tri's, a¿¡'s, b¡1x¡'s) is indeed treated as 0 : (a¿¡'s, b¡1t¡'s) in the HMM estimation procedure.

To avoid HMM identifiability problems and to prepare for our applications of binary HMMs to

DNA pattern recognition, we impose constraints a66 ) 0.5 and ø11 ) 0.5 on the state-transition

probabilities and the constraint bo(o) ) ò11e¡ (or equivalently bo(o) ) 1-br(r) ê Òr(r) > bo(r)) on the

outcome-emission probabilities in this work. These constraints are sensible for our applications of

binary HMMs to recognize the start sites of transcription of Rl'{A polymerase II transcribed genes

(Details in section $a.a p.102-). With these identifiability constraints, the machinery developed in

$a.2.3 (p.76-) is used to calculate the exact probability distributions of the double runs statistic

(N",Ã) under different binary HMM parameter sets. Having studied Pr(N",.R) under various

combinations of different values of ass,arr,bo(o), & ór(r), extensive probabilistic profiles of (//",r3)

are created and used to form the basis of the MlE-trapping scheme. For example, we can create

probabilistic profiles of (N",.R) under 2x25 x 36:1800 binary HMM sets (i.e. r¡:0.0 or 1.0

with øss & all equal to either 0.55,0.65,0.75,0.85, or 0.95 and ö61¡¡ & ðr(r) equal to any one of the

36 combinations in Table 4.3).

Essentially, the MlE-trapping scheme is to use a trapping grid (or trapping grids), which is (are)

built from probabilistic profiles of a runs statistic, to locate the neighbourhood of the MLE of I

(i.e. â). It is worth mentioning that, ideally, we would have to have an at least 4-tuple statistic

(".g. u well-designed quadruplel runs statistic) to sufficiently correspond to the 4-tuple parameter g

(i.e. oee, orr, ðo(o), ð111¡) of a binary HMM. If probabilistic distributions/profiles of such a sufficient

4-tuple statistic under different binary HMM parameter sets are available, we could then build a

four-dimensional trapping grid to locate the neighbourhood of â. Wlth probabilistic profiles of the

double runs statistic (N", Ã), a "less-than-ideal" MlE-trapping scheme is developed through the use

rNOTE: Studies of elaborate multiple ¡uns-related statistics under an IIMM through the FMCI technique are left

for future research.
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Table 4.3:

Constraints

ó¡16¡ ) Ò11e¡

Examples of Binary HMM Parameter Sets with zi's : 0.0 or 1.0 under Identifiabiiitv

aoo ) 0.5 and an ) 0.5 on the State-tansition Probabiiities and the Constraint

(or Equivalently bsls¡ > 1- ôrtrl) on the Outcome-Emission Probabilities

øoo au óo(o) ör(i)

0.55 0.55 0.2 0.9

0.3 0.8 or 0.9

0.4 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9

0.5 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9

0.6 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9

0.7 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9

0.8 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9

0.9 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9 or 0.9

0.55 0.65

(same 36 combinations of ós1s¡ & btttl)

0.95 0.95

(same 36 combinations of Ò616¡ & brtrl)
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of many pieces of different two-dimensional (2-D) trapping grids instead. Specifically, lìie suppose

that ál| and ói (or any two of the four components in â) are known to be á¡-e and á11 , then a 2-D

trapping grid conditioning on ("10,ãfi) is built to locate the neighbourhood of 6(oì ana {ff (or

the two unknown components in â) . nor any sequence length,L, the grid points of a 2-D trapping

grid are defined with respect to the doubie runs statistic (¡/",.R) as follows:

DEFINITION

e The horizontal-axis of a 2-D trapping grid represents the number of successes (i.e. N"), and

the vertical-axis of the grid represents the number of success runs (i.e. .R).

o The center point of a trapping grid is (N",Ã) : (N"tå1,Ãf +l),where l/"1r; : fnor(T)
/ N,rtr \andÄlr¡ :Floor\ z )

. More generally, grid points are defined with N" : N"(#),N"t#1,...,N"1*¡,...,N"1¡T;')

and,R:Ã(#l ,Rt#¡,...,R1*),...,Ã1 uir'),whereï"kil, arepositiveintegersandl/"1¡¡ :

Floorl(L + 1)*] k R*t: Floorlrni,n(N,,L+7- ¡/")*].

NOTE: r 1 m'in(n",r*o,) and (n, + r) < (L + 1), where rmar =

In a 2-D trapping grid conditioning on @10,6lr), each specific grid point (l/" = nr,,R = r) is

linl<ed to the pair of b¡1s¡ and b111;, sa] (øõ1,úItl), which results the highest value of Pr(N" :

n,, R : r) among the probabilistic profiies of (N" , .R) created under various combinations of different

values of bsls; and b111¡ with the same (ffi,áñ). At expected, at least in the intuitive sense, we

have found that (óe1s¡,br(t)) is indeed close to (bo(o),bt(r)) conditioning on a fixed (ffi,á[). This

finding is supported by our investigations based on simulated sequences. Binary sequences are

simulated under different binary HMMs with specific 0's, then â', ur" obtained by using a large

number of different initial estimates (e.g. using the 25 x 36 : 900 combinations of different values

(-
| + if z is even,
(

| ,ll ir r. iq nrrrr(2
ator that rounds its operandThe * symbol denotes a positive fraction and Floor (.) is an oper

to the largest integer not exceeding the operand.
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of ass,ør1,b0(0), & ör(r) in Table 4.3 to form a set of initial estimates) for the EM algorithm to

avoid landing on local maxima. By compari"C (6õ),[[¡¡ fro* the 2-D trapping grid condition-

ing on ("lo,"l) with (['1s---j,{[¡ fto* the EM algorithm, we find the difference is about *0.1.

This difference can also be decreased if the 2-D trapping grid is built from even more extensive

probabilistic profiies of (l/",.R).

Hence, once the double runs statistic of a sequence of outcomes is observed, the 2-D trapping grid

can be used as a compass to locate the neighbourhood of t6õj, ¿rõ I conditioning on (áõ0, ái, ). At

an illustration, a 2-D trapping grid conditioning on (,ñ0,,íir) : (0.65,0.65) is shown in Figure 4.3.

If we observe the double runs statistic equais to the center point of the grid, i.u. (¡¿" : N rG /z), R :

Rg¡z), then the neighbourhood of ([fl,[[¡) conditioning on (á;0, îlr): (0.65,0.65) is around

t¿qrl, ¿ttrll : (0.6,0.6).

Since the grid points (¡1",.R) are expressed as different fractions ofthe sequence length.L, a

trapping grid can be re-used (or partially re-used) for different values of tr. For example, the

trapping grid in Figure 4.3 can be used for L = 51, 101,501 etc. (i.e. if we observe the double

runs statistic equals to the center pointl (N" : Ns(r/z),R: Rç¡z¡), then the neighbourhood

of (6õ,G) conditioning on (áõ0,6í): (0.65,0.65) is around f¿qrt,¡ttrll : (0.6,0.6) for any

L). Similarly, conditioning on a different (áo-0,áir) pair, we can build a different 2-D trapping

grid. Having studied different trapping grids, a generai linking relationship between (l/",r8) and

(br(Ð,ór(Ð) isfound. Thatis,foranyparticularvalueofN":n",if -Rincreasesthenatleastoneof

the two components in ([10), [l¡ ¡ a..tuuses. In addition, a special "symmetric" linking relationship

is reveaied when áp-e :61r. That is, for any particular value of R: r, if (N" : N"(o),Ã: r) is

tinked to (ffi,fr1¡¡ ttr"" (N" : N"1r-*¡ ,R: r) is linked to the pair (bs1s¡ : úõ,ðrfrl :6õl).

For example, (l/" : I/"1r¡a¡, R: Rç1+¡) is linked to (0.9,0.5) and (N" : Nse/a)tR: R¡¡a) is

linked to (0.5,0.9) in Figure 4.3.

Since a trapping grid can be used as a compass to locate the neighbourhood of (6ò,úi,)

ÍNOTE'Thecente¡gridpointsforL=51,101,501 are(N"-ZO,R:13),(N"=51,R-25),and(N" =2SI,R=
1 ?51 racno¡+ir¡alr¡
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E-g- Suppose the MLE of (aoo, arl) : (û-65, 0.65i

Ns(1ta) Ns(112) Ns(3Ia)
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i
4..... rv (0.9 , 0-5)'..'.,.'.'...

t

Figure 4.3: Trapping Grid for l6õj,úõl Conditioning on (áõ0,árr) : (0.65,0.65).

(NorE: N"1r7+¡ : Floor (Ln) ,N,g.¡z¡ : Ftoor (!),Ns(3/a) = Ftoor (3L!) ,Rg¡+l :

,roorl-¿n(N"++t-N")l .Ãr' ro, : Floor f 
m¿n(N"'4+r-N')l . un¿ Rtctnt : ,roorlt^¿n(w"'++t-N')1 .^-"" 1 4 )'-"\L/¿) -"'"',1 2 ) '*^'*-"(r/c/ -""'', L- 4 )',

Probabilistic profiles of (¡/",,R) for this trapping grid are created under the 36 combinations of

different vaiues of bsls¡ and ó111¡ in Table 4.3 with (aoo, ørr) : (0.65,0.65) and the sequence length

tr : 501.)
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conditioning on (áòã,áir), it is sound to collect the 4-tuple (6lo,6lr,øt,rl,Afrll from each trapping

grid to form a set of initial estimates for the EM algorithm in training a binary HMM. In other

words, these trapping grids indeed serve as screening tools for good initial estimates for the EM

algorithm. Hence, instead of using senseless combinations of different vaiues of ass,a11,bs¡s¡, &

ö111¡ as initial estimates for the EM algorithm, the MlE-trapping scheme offers screened initial

estimates that can substantially push the EM algorithm to jump-start in the neighbourhood of

â. Fo. example, as mentioned earlier, the set of initial EM estimates senselessly selected from 25

x 36 : 900 combinations of different values of ass,al1,b0(0) , & ör(r) in Table 4.3 can be shrunl<

dramatically (from 900 of them to only 25 or by a 36-fold decrease) with the MlE-trapping scheme.

In summary, the MlE-trapping scheme based on probabilistic profiles of the double runs statistic

(N", Ã) enhances the EM algorithm by providing fewer and better initial estimates which can jump-

start the EM algorithm in the neighbourhood of â. As a result, two difficult issues associated

with the EM algorithm (i.e. having a slow rate of convergence and landing on a local maximum

or saddle point of the likelihood surface) in the HMM parameter estimation procedure are tackled

simultaneously.

4.3.3 Constructing Confidence Intervals by Parametric Bootstrapping

With assumptions to avoid identifiability problems, there are some vigorous proofs on asymptotic

properties of the maximum likelihood estimators â fo. ge.r".ul hidden Markov models in recent liter-

ature. In 1992, Leroux proved that the consistency of the maximum likelihood estimators for general

hidden Marl<ov models (Leroux, 1992 [89]). Then later, Bickel and his colleagues proved that the

maximum likelihood estimators for general hidden Markov models are asymptotically normal under

mild regularity conditions (Bickel et al., 1996, 1998 [20, 21]). In addition to the theoretical insights*

*NOTE: The mathematical and statistical proofs on the consistency and asymptotic normality of the maximum

likelihood estimâtors for HMMs certainly shed some new light on the deveìopment of more sophisticated bootstrap-

based methods to construct better confidence intervals/regions for the HMM parameter 0. This is an interesting

branch of research to be explo¡ed in the future.
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gained from these mathematical and statistical proofs, we employ a computer-based resampling ap-

proach - the parametric bootstrap - to construct simple confidence intervals for the individual

components of the HMM parameter set 0. Since the maximum likelihood approach is the approach

that we use for the HMM parameter estimation, our first task is to get bootstrap replications of the

MLE A.

Specifically, we first incorporate the MLE-trapping scheme developed in subsection $4.3.2 into the

parametric bootstrap paradigm and build an "HMM-MLE bootstrap engine" to generate bootstrap

replications of â. In our notation, a[i)it,a[i)ly. ,yÍl,/|, ,rÍ,?ìo denote the B" independent

bootstrap samples (or realizations) simulated from a fitted HMM. The fitted HMM is the HMM

that fitted to the actual sequence data gr¡1,¿1 , hence, we resulted with the MLE A corresponding

to the data. Having developed an HMM simulator, bootstrap samples are obtained from setting

the parameters of the HMM simulator equal to the â. Then, corresponding to each bootstrap

sample, we fit an HMM of the same type with the same identifiability constraints and get the

corresponding MLE through the MlE-trapping scheme and the EM algorithm. As a result, we have

B" bootstrap replications of â, and they are denoted u, âf,A1,...,A|,",...,â|, ln"fur to Figure

4.4 f.or a schematic illustration).
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Bootstrap Samples:
(Simulated Seqs.)
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of an HMM-MLE Bootstrap Engine (NOTE: Each simulated sequence is of

the same length tr)

Two simple bootstrap-based methods (generaily described in Efron & Tibshirani, 1993 [50]) are

used to construct confidence intervals for the individual components of the HMM parameter set 0.

For a fitted binary HMM, an individual component of the MLE â is also denoted ur â, i.e. â can be

iì0,ãi,be1e;, or b111;. Similarly, an individual component of abootstrap replication of d is denoted

. ^ ^ ^ô ^0
as da, i.e. da can be óf,|',ái",bo(o) -, or b111;

1. Percentile Method:

The (1 - 2a) percentile interval for an individual d is defined by

[di"l, ofi-*¡), (4.2r)

, îô ,âôwhere ái", and di1_o¡ are the B" x a-th and the B" x (1 - a)-th values in the ordered list of

the B" âo's.
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z- Student's t Method:

The (1 - 2c) Student's ú interval for an individuai I is defined by

l1 - tf-"t x sa(îö), î - tf)rx sa1âo)1, (4.22)

rvhere tf-il : -tf)r, e.C. ¿31ejr = -¿9i0jr = 1.68 when -L:51 and a:0.05, and sd(âo) is

the standard deviation of the B" â0'r. Th" Iower bound of a Student's ú interval is set to the

minimum possible value of 0, say 0*¿n, if we have î - tl-"1 x sa(âo) 10*¿n. Similarly, the

upper bound of a Student's ú interval is set to one if we have â- tf), x sa1âo¡ > f .

NOTE: The variance-covariance matrix of 0 is denoted as:

Cou(6ì0,ãi) Cou(ffi,Ç) Cou(6is,û))

V ar(iì,ãì) Cou(6i,ffi) Cou(Çy, úõ)

C ou(bs¡1,6ì) V ar(bqp1, bo(o)) C ou(bs@¡,b1G¡)

Cou(by1¡,iis) Cou(fuç¡,6i1) Cou(byç¡, bo(o)) Var(b1ç¡, bt(t))

and the bootstrap estimate for the V(9) is calculated by:

v(e) =

/^ ^\V O,T \AOO, AOO )

Cou(6ì,6ìo)

Uou(0s1e¡, cas,)

^ôv(0') = å(ut-il)'(ul e') , (4.23)Þ1DS - L

where

(4r4\

With the MlE-trapping scheme based on the previously mentioned 2 x 25 x 36 : 1800 prob-

abilistic profiles of the double runs statistic (N",Ã), we use the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine

to generate bootstrap replications of â of a constrained binary HMM. As in $4.3.2, the iden-

tifiability constraints â,r€ a6¡ > 0.5, all ) 0.5 and bels; ) Òr(o). For an illustrative study, we
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suppose that a constrained binary HMM is fitted to an actual binary sequence, and the MLE

ê = (ñ:1.0,áôì:0.9,ái:0.7,6õi = 0.8,úÈ):0.4). Based on 100 bootstrap replications, we

study the effects of having a different sequence length I (".S. L :57,101,501,1001, or 5001) and

compare the corresponding g0% percentile interval and the correspondingg0% Student's ú interval

for each individual component of d. As -t increases from 51 to 5001, we observe the following five

roueh trendsT:

o Each entry of tends to decrease in absolute value. (Refer to V¿=51(âo), yr:ror(âo),vr@')

v 
"=ror(êo 

), V r:rcot(âo), ana Yr:roor (âo))

Since the parametric bootstrap standard deviation estimate sa(î0) is the square root of the

corresponding diagonal element otV¡1ão¡,it is generally getting smaller and smaller (Refer

to Table 4.4).

Both the median âfroq¡ una the mean îo ur" approaching to the MLE A (Refer to Table 4.4).

The bootstrap sampiing distribution of d is becoming more and more symmetric and Ìooking

more normal-shaped (Refer to Table 4.4 and Figures 4.5,4.6,4.7, k, 4.8).

o The discrepancy between the percentile interval and the Student's ú interval is diminishing

(Refer to Table 4.5 and Figures 4.5,4.6,4.7, &, 4.8).

The above findings are not at all surprising, especially with the theoretical proofs on the con-

sistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE A. Since the coverage probability of the percentile

method or the Student's ú method will usually not exactiy equal the desired 100(1- 2c-)%, either the

percentile interval or the Student's ú interval is only an approximate confidence interval for d. As

recommended by Efron and Tibshirani, in general, one should prefer the percentile intervai over the

Student's ú interval if the bootstrap sampling distribution is quite asymmetric (Efron & Tibshirani,

1993 [50]). The precision of the coverage probability of these simple methods and the development

TNOTE; Based on only 100 bootstrap replications, the five trends may be affected by the presence of outliers.
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of more sophisticated bootstrap-based methods to construct confidence intervals/regions with more

precise coverage probability for the HMM parameter 0 are to be expiored in the future.

vt =sr(ãa ) =

Y¡_rú(ãa¡:

V":ror(ão ) :

Vt =toot(âo) =

0.01.42

-0.0040

-0.0067

0.0013

-0.0040

0.0266

0.0095

-0.0011

-0.0067

0.0095

0.0105

5.385 x 10-5

0.0013

-0.0011

5.385 x 10-5

0.03671

0.0062

-0.0012

-0.0040

0.0040

-0.0012

0.0175

0.0067

-0.0048

-0.0040

0.0067

0.0097

0.0016

0.0040

-0.0048

0.0016

0.0426

0.0011

0.0008

-0.0004

0.0021

0.0008

0.0084

0.0016

-0.0010

-0.0004

0.0016

0.0017

0.0007

0.0021

-0.0010

0.0007

0.0211

rnrl

1.571 x 10-5 2.492 x t0-5 6.033 x 10-6 -5.008 x 10-6

2.492 x 10-5 4.862 x L}-a r.492 x r}-a 2.964 x r}-a

6.033 x 10-6 r.492 x 70-a 1.611 x 10-a 3.116 x 10-a

-5.008 x 10-6 2.964x r}-a 3.116 x 10-a 9.805 x 10-a

0.0006

0.0010

-0.0001

0.0002

0.0010 -0.0001 0.0002

0.0060 0.0008 -0.0019

0.0008 0.0010 0.0013

-0.0019 0.0013 0.0116

Yr=soor(ão) =

(NOTE: Many covariance entries of.V¡,:51(ê0) do not follow the first trend.)
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Table 4.4: Percentiles, Means and Standard Deviations of â0 Based on 100 Bootstrap Replications

with .L : 51, 101, 501, 1001, 5001 (NOTE: fi' : 1.0, á;ò : 0.9, fi - 0.7,6õ : 0.8, and úò : 0.¿

are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

ÇoL

Percentile

5% rc% 25% 50% 75% e0% 95%

Mean

-0o

Std. Dev.

sd(îo)

áôòo 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.561 0.659 0.799 0.893 0.9i5 0.948 0.961

0.7i5 0.785 0.871 0.894 0.911 0.968 0.982

0.869 0.880 0.896 0.901 0.908 0.945 0.976

0.876 0.886 . 0.898 0.901 0.906 0.920 0.932

0.897 0.898 0.899 0.900 0.901 0.903 0.904

0.843

0.878

0.905

0.902

0.901

0.1 192

0.0789

0.0334

0.0253

0.0040

áio 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.586 0.612 0.643 0.738 0.994 0.999 1.000

0.557 0.626 0.664 0.704 0.857 0.955 0.999

0.614 0.645 0.665 0.697 0.745 0.885 0.922

0.591 0.656 0.677 0.695 0.777 0.772 0.883

0.679 0.683 0.695 0.700 0.708 0.718 0.721

0.796

U. /ÐJ

0.720

0.702

0.703

0.1632

0.t322

0.0916

0.0774

0.0221

^obo(o) 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.728 0.748 0.802 0.903 0.999 1.000 1.000

0.714 0.726 0.764 0.820 0.937 0.997 0.999

0.753 0.758 0.777 0.797 0.823 0.847 0.868

0.756 0.764 0.781 0.798 0.820 0.837 0.845

0.780 0.783 0.791 0.800 0.808 0.814 0.820

0.892

0.846

0.804

0.802

0.800

0.1025

0.0984

0.0474

0.0314

0.0127

^Ô0r(r) Ð1

101

501

1001

5001

0.157 0.190 0.247 0.318 0.426 0.642 0.772

0.221 0.250 0.297 0.359 0.471 0.740 0.994

0.245 0.264 0.316 0.384 0.447 0.547 0.727

0.264 0.274 0.326 0.387 0.432 0.474 0.559

0.339 0.351 0.377 0.397 0.415 0.433 0.437

U.JO /

0.429

0.407

0.394

0.394

0.1916

0.2065

0.7452

0.1078

0.0313
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Table 4.5: The 90% Percentile Intervals and the Student's ú Intervals for d Based on 100 Bootstrap

Replications of with L:57,101,501,1001,5001 (NOTE: ú!ònt : 1.68, ¿?òe05 : 1.66, ¿T3too : 1.645.

îd: 1.0,áõì : 0.9,6it:0],ñõl : 0.8, and úõ : 0.4 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap

engine)

HlVIM 90% Percentile Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Student's ú Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound0

51

101

501

1001

5001

0.561

0.715

0.869

0.876

0.897

0.961

0.982

0.976

0.932

0.904

0.699

0.769

0.845

0.858

0.893

1.000

1.000

u.9,tb

0.942

0.907

ãtt 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.586 1.000

0.557 0.999

0.614 0.922

0.591 0.883

0.679 0.72r

0.426 0.974

0.481 0.919

0.549 0.851

0.573 0.827

0.664 0.736

bo(o) 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.728 1.000

0.714 0.999

0.753 0.868

0.756 0.845

0.780 0.820

0.628 0.972

0.637 0.963

0.732 0.868

0.748 0.852

0.779 0.821

br(r) 51

101

501

1001

5001

0.757 0.772

0.227 0.994

0.245 0.727

0.264 0.559

0.339 0.437

0.078 0.722

0.057 0.743

0.161 0.639

0.223 0.577

0.348 0.452
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Figure 4.5: Bootstrap Sampling Distributions of áoì of a Constrained Binary HMM. Top Panel -
L:5I (Left), L:l0I (Right). Middle Panel - L- 501 (Left), tr:1001 (Right). Bottom

Panel - L - 5001 (Left), Side-by-side Box-plot (Right). (NOTE:-7r^O-: 1.0,áôì:0.9,ái :

0.7, óñ) : 0.8, and ðii[ : 0.4 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine. Solid lines indicate

^ô , ^ôøes" (thick) & ooìisoz) (thin), dotted line indicates the iower & upper bounds of the 90% Student's

ú interval, dashed line indicates the áiòfr* I k 6io?nrn)
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4.4 Applications: Analysis of Human Genomic DNA Se-

quences

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the conditional runs statistic (Al¡¡"), the double runs

statistic (¡ú",Ã), and the probabilistic profiles in conjunction with abinary HMNI for DNA pattern

recognition. The objectives are to detect non-random clustering of selected "signals" and to help

reveal the start sites of transcription of RNA polymerase II transcribed genes. Based on general

biological findings, we define appropriate signals with respect to DNA bendability in our studies.

We treat the DNA sequence data as experimentally uncharacterized DNA sequence data during our

pattern recognition analysis.

4.4.L Descriptions of DNA Sequence Data Sets

After very thorough reduction of data redundancy*, data of 624 human genomic DNA sequences

were provided by Dr. Anders Pedersen at the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis of the Tech-

nical University of Denmark. These data were originally extracted from the GenBank database

release 95. Sequences contain ambiguous nucleotide symbols and/or non-experimentally determined

transcriptional start sites were discarded during their data revision process. Each sequence is of

Iength 501 nucleotides (nt), and has 250 nt upstream of an experimentally determined start site of

transcription of a RNA polymerase II transcribed gene. The data were subdivided into two data

sets: "DcSet" and "DncSet". DcSet contains 262 sequences with coding subsequences and DncSet

contains 362 sequences without any coding subsequencest in the 250 nt downstream region of the

start site of transcription (Pedersen et al., 1998 [109]). The GenBank LOCUS names and accession

numbers of the sequences in the first data set DcSet (Refer to Appendix A) and the second data set

DncSet (Refer to Appendix B) are appended at the end of the thesis.

.NOTE: Sequence data in databases are knorvn to be redundant due to the presence of identical sequences being

submitted to the database more than once or genes belonging to gene families (Pedersen et al.,1998 [109]).

lNOTtr, Each sequence in DncSet is indeed having a 5/ untranslated region of 250 nt or longer downstream.
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4.4.2 Analysis of DNA Bendability Signals

Since Brukner and his colleagues derived the sequence-dependent DNA bendability scales (or bending

propensity) of trinucleotides directly from DNase I digestion data (Brukner et al., 1995 [25]), a

number of studies has been conducted to analyze bendability scales along a DNA sequence (e.g.

Baldi et al., 1998, 1999 [8,6]; Pedersen et al., i998 1109]). In particular, studies on DNase I-

derived bendability scales by Pedersen and his colleagues indicated that the upstream region of

the start site of transcription is generally less bendable or flexible than the downstream region

(Pedersen et al., 1998 1109]). Their analysis of the two data sets showed that the downstream

region being generally more bendable or flexible is not due to codon usage bias. They found that

the bendability difference between upstream and downstream regions could be explained by the

preferential usage of a number of certain low-bendability trinucleotides upstream and certain high-

bendability trinucleotides downstream. Specifically, they found that 10 out of the 13 most over-

represented trinucleotides in the downstream region have high DNase l-derived bendability scales,

and the 6 most over-represented trinucleotides in the upstream region all have low DNase l-derived

bendability scales (Pedersen et al., 1998 [109]).

Using the DNase l-derived trinucleotide bendability scaies (as in Pedersen et al., 1998 [109]), we

view a DNA sequence as a sequence of overlapping trinucleotides, and we first obtain â sequence

of corresponding bendability scales for each DNA sequence in both data sets. Simple plots of the

average bendability scaÌes are shown in Figure 4.9 (Top panel). In terms of the average bendability

scales, the upstream region indeed appears to be less bendable or flexible than the downstream

region. However, when we look at the bendability scales along an individuai sequence, it becomes

rather difficult to see the bendability difference between upstream and downstream regions even a

significant difference exists. For example, plots of individual bendability scales of a sequence from

GenBank locus HUMMETIPG in DcSet and a sequence from GenBank locus HSDYSESl in DncSet

are shown in Figure 4.9 (Bottom panel).

Based on the premise that the bendability difference between upstream and downstream regions

could be explained by the preferential usage of a number of certain low-bendability trinucÌeotides
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Figure 4.9: Top Panel - Average bendability scales of the DcSet (Left) & the DncSet (Right).

Bottorn Panel - Bendability scales of a sequence from GenBank locus HUMMETIPG (Left) &

a sequence from GenBank locus HSDYSES1 (Right). (NOTE: Dashed line indicates the true start

site of transcription)

upstream and certain high-bendability trinucleotides downstream, we analyze runs of "bendability

signals" to detect clustering patterns. According to the findings reported by Pedersen and his

colleagues (Pedersen et aI.,1998 [109]), we have decided to dichotomize bendability scales in two ways

for two separate studies: "H10" and "L6" studies. In the H10 study, we dichotomize bendability

scales by treating the 10 trinucleotides TCT, GCA, GCC, CAG, CTG, GAG, CTC, AGC, GCT,

and TGC, mentioned in Pedersen et al., 1998 [109], as seiected high "H10 bendability signals". In

other words, a DNA sequence is represented as a sequence of binary (high "1" or low "0") H10

bendability signals. Similarly, we dichotomize bendability scales by treating the 6 trinucleotides

9^

È
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GGG, CCC, AAA, TTT, AAT, and ATT, mentioned in Pedersen et al., 1998 [109], as selected low

"L6 bendability signals" in the L6 study. Having observed runs statistics N" and 1? in terms of the

H10 (or L6) bendability signals in each DNA sequence, we have found almost all DNA sequences* fall

into the lower critical/rejection regions of the conditional runs tests for randomness at the individual

significant level of 5% (Refer to Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10: Conditional Runs Test. Runs tests based on ,R given ly'" = n for testing randomness

of selected high bendability signals of individual DNA sequences in DcSet (Left) & DncSet (Right).

Top Panel - Use of binary H10 signal representation. Bottom Panel - Use of binary L6 signal

representation. (NOTE: Significance level : 5 Vo, dark regions are critical regions, and an observed

(¡/",Ã) is denoted as a f for a sequence in DcSet & as a * for a sequence in DncSet)

.NOTE: Two sequences from the same GenBank locus HSU52Ì11, the Homo sapiens X28 region which nears the

adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) protein locus, appear to have random H10 bendabitity signals.
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Hence, we reject the null hypothesis of randomness and conclude non-random clustering of H10

(or L6) bendability signals in most sequences in the data sets. In other words, the individual H10

(or L6) signals in a DNA sequence tend to stick together to form non-random blocks/clusters of

signals. These blocks/clusters of signals are reflected by the conditional runs statistic (ÃlN"). With

the premise of the preferential usage of certain bendability signals in the upstream and downstream

regions, the conclusion of non-random clustering of bendability signals from the runs resrs sup-

ports the notion of viewing a DNA sequence as having distinct regions which are homogeneous in

bendability signal composition. This is our justification to employ an HMM to capture this mosaic

structure for the prediction of the start site of transcription of a RNA polymerase II transcribed

gene. Specifically, a DNA sequence in terms of binary H10 (or L6) bendability signals is modeled

by a binary HMM as follows. (Refer to Figure 4.11)

.ia-1'.0i
':t:.';,:: :,.1 t:,.:

,.gglr.r

brlr ¡, bdri

Figure 4.11: A Binary HMM for the Analysis of DNA Bendabiiity Pattern. (NOTE: Bendability

scales are dichotomized as binary H10 (or L6) bendabiiity signals for the H10 (or L6) study)

The binary HMM has two hidden states, i.e. "rigid-state" (or state 0) and "bendable-state"

(or state 1), and two observabÌe outcomes, i.e the binary H10 (or L6) bendability signals. As

en dabl d
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discussed in $4.3.1 (p.79-), sensible const¡aints must be placed on the parameter space to avoid HMM

identifiability problems in practice. Having been inspired by Churchill's work (especially Churchill,

1989 & 1992 [31, 32]), we decide to follow his logic to avoid HMNI identifiability problems. First, we

explicitly ensure the hidden binary state process to be strictly iVlarkovian by imposing constraints

øse ) 0.5 and ø11 ) 0.5 on the transition probability matrix "4x. These constraints are stronger than

the general constraint as1 *416 I 1 (or equivalently aee *û.11 I 1), but weaker than the ones such as

ase > 0.999 and all > 0.999 used by Churchill (Churchill, 1989 & 1992 [31,32]). With constraints

a¡6 ) 0.5 and o11 ) 0.5, v/e are essentially casting the hidden states of a binary HMM to have

at least a slight tendency to persist. Secondly, since the rigid-state should emit a low bendability

signal more likely than the bendable-state, the HMM identifiability constraint bo(o) ) ô11s¡ on the

outcome-emission probabilities makes sense. Equivalently, b111¡ > bo(t) is a sensible constraint, and

it is a consequence of bs16; > òr(o) (NOTE: bo(o) ) br(o) e Òo(o) ) 1- br(r) <+ br(r) > ôotrl).

Now, we demonstrate the use of the double runs statistic (¡i",Ã) and the probabilistic profiles

of (¡¿",Ã) in conjunction with a binary HMM for the prediction of the start site of transcription

in the two previously mentioned individual DNA sequences (i.e. a sequence from GenBank locus

HUMMETIPG in DcSet and a DNA sequence from GenBank locus HSDYSES1 in DncSet). For

the HUMMETIPG sequence in terms of binary H10 signals, the observed double runs statistic

(¡f",Ã) : (142,62). Based on the 25 x36 = 900 probabilistic profiles created in $4.3.2 (p.84-), ihe

MlE-trapping scheme offers 25 screened initial estimates for the EM algorithm (Refer to Table 4.6).
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Tabie 4.6: Initial EM Estimat"r, â(o)'s, Offered by the MlE-Tfapping Scheme for Training a Binary

HMM to Fit the H10 signals of the HUMMETIPG Sequence. (NOTE: 25 2-D trapping grids are

built. Each trapping grid is conditioning on a unique (¿oo,arr) pair, where ass &, an equal to

either 0.55,0.65,0.75,0.85, or 0.95. An individual trapping grid is built from probabilistic profiles

of (¡/",Ã) under the 36 combinations of different values of ós1s¡ and b111; in Table 4.3. The double

head arrow "*" indicates the initial EM estimate which is closest to the MLE.)

^ r0) ^ f o) ,^ (0) ,^ (0)
aoo att' 0o(o) Dr(r) ^ (o) ^ (o) ,^ (o) ,^ (o)ago' at 0o(o) 0r(r)

0.55 0.55 0.9 0.4

0.65 0.9 0.4

0.75 0.9 0.4

0.85 0.9 0.3

0.95 0.9 0.3

0.65 0.55 0.9 0.5

0.65 0.9 0.4

0.75 0.9 0.4

0.85 0.9 0.3

0.95 0.9 0.3

0.75 0.55 0.9 0.6

0.65 0.9 0.6

0.75 0.9 0.5

0.85 0.9 0.4

0.95 0.9 0.3

0.85 0.55 0.9 0.7

0.65 0.9 0.6

0.75 0.9 0.5

0.85 0.9 0.4

0.95 0.9 0.3

0.95 0.55 0.9 0.9

0.65 0.9 0.8

0.75 0.9 0.7

0.85 0.9 0.6

0.95 0.9 0.4 (-
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Using these 25 initial estimates for the EM algorithm, rve obtain the MLE (óôò, ái , 6õj, ¿îl) =

(0.983,0.998,0.888, 0.417). We then calculate the probabiiity of the state being bendable at each po-

sition given the observed sequence g¡r,sor1 , i.e. the HMM decoding probability Pr(X¿: llTr,sorl),

to reconstruct the underlying hidden process of the sequence. Similarly, for the HSDYSES1 se-

quence in terms of binary L6 signals, the observed double runs statistic (¡¡",Ã) = (408,44). The

MlE-trapping scheme offers another set of 25 screened initial estimates for the EM algorithm, and

we obrain (6ò,ái,øõj,úòl : (0.990,0.992,0.319,0.940). ptors of pr(X¿:1llir,¡orl) for rhe

HUMMETIPG sequence and the HSDYStr51 sequence are shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Plots of HMM Decoding Probabilities. Pr(X¿ : 1lY¡r,sor1) for a sequence from the

GenBanl< locus HUMMETIPtrG (Left) & a sequence from the GenBank locus HSDYSESl (Right).

(NOTE: Dashed line indicates the true start site of transcription, ú is the sequence position index)

Each plot in Figure 4.12 reveals a ciear persistent bendable region of length about 250 nt. This

bendable region starts sharply at about the mid-point of the sequence, so it suggests the location of

the start site of transcription in the neighbourhood of position 251. We note that it coincides rather

closely with the true start site of transcription of the sequence. Based on 100 bootstrap replications

of the fitted binary HMM for the HUMMETIPG (or HSDYSESl) sequence, we obtain the bootstrap

estimate for the V(â), ttre 90% percentile interval and the 90% Student's ú interval.

ß
e

g'
ã
3
e
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Results from the parametric bootstrapping are summarized as follows:

o Almost all entries of V(â0) for the HUMMETIPG sequence are bigger (in absolute value) than

the corresponding ones for the HSDYSESl sequence.

o All bootstrap sampling distributions of áll and ái are extremely skewed for both sequences.

However, the bootstrap sampling distributions of 6õ) and {[¡ are quite symmetric and

normal-shaped for the HSDYSES1 sequence. (Refer to Tables 4.7 U 4.9 and Figures 4.I3 k

4.74).

ø The discrepancy between the percentile interval and the Student's f interval is generally bigger

for the HUMMETIPG sequence. (Refer to Tables 4.8 &,4.70 and Figures 4.13 k 4.74).

AII these bootstrap findings are pointing to the fact that the binary HMM is a more robust

decoding tool for the HSDYSESl sequence than for the HUMMETIPG sequence (although it seems

performing weil for either sequence). Actually, we also see this fact earlier in Figure 4.12. I.e. The

plot of HMM decoding probabilities shows a more convincing indication of a clear persistent bendable

region of length about 250 nt in the HSDYSESl sequence than in the HUMMETIPG sequence.

NOTE: vçêo¡ =

0.0191 0.0013 0.0006 -0.0017

0.0013 0.0018 -0.0005 -0.0024

0.0006 -0.0005 0.0171 0.0002

-0.0017 -0.0024 0.0002 0.0046

1.489 x 10-a -6.630 x 10-5 -3.098

-6.630 x 10-5 1.991 x 10-3 7.342 x

-3.098 x 10-5 7.342 x 10-6 1.463 x

-3.237 x 10-6 -3.306 x 10-a -3.198

1 Sequence.

for the HUMMETIPG Seouence.

and

vçêo¡ =

x 10-5 -3.237 x 10-6

10-6 -3.306 x 1o-a

1o-3 -3.198 x to-a

x 10-a 8.121 x 10-a

for the HSDYSES
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Table 4.7: Percentiles, tVleans and Standard Deviations of â0 Based on 100 Bootstrap Replications

of the Fitted Binary HMNI for the HUMMETIPG Sequence (NOTE: îì : 0.0, ó0ì : 0.983, ái :

0.998,6;) : 0.888, and [fl; : 0.4I7 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

0a

Percentile

5% r0% 25% 50% 75% e0% e5%

Mean

-ô(t

Std. Dev.

sa(10)

øoo'

^ôatt-

^ô
bo(o)

^Ô
br(r)

0.600 0.640 0.778 0.911 0.979 0.991 0.994

0.934 0.976 0.990 0.996 0.998 0.999 1.000

0.601 0.632 0.758 0.885 0.94i 0.995 0.999

0.375 0.381 0.403 0.422 0.447 0.479 0.503

0.859

0.985

0.847

0.434

0.1383

0.0422

0.1307

0.0678

Table 4.8: The 90% Percentile Intervals & Student's ú Intervals for d Based on 100 Bootstrap

Replications of the Fitted Binary HMM for the HUMMETIPG Sequence (NOTE: îo- : 0.0, áõ :

0.983,áì :0.998,6f0--'l = 0.888, and úe) : 0.477 arefed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

0

90% Percentile Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Student's ú Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

ooo

att

bo(o)

bi(r)

0.600 0.994

0.934 1.000

0.601 0.999

0.375 0.503

0.756 1.000

0.929 1.000

0.673 1.000

0.305 0.529
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Figure 4.13: Bootstrap Sampling Distributions of â of the Fitted Binary HMM for the HUM-

METIPEG Sequence. Top Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of áôò (Left), Bootstrap
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Table 4.9: Percentiles, Means and Standard Deviations of â0 Based on 100 Bootstrap Replications

of the Fitted Binary HMNI for the HSDYSES1 Sequence (NOTE: ír^o- : 1.0,áôò = 0.990,íi7:

0.992,6õ) : 0.319, and flf,¡ : 0.940 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

0a

Percentile

5% 1.0% 25% 50% 75% e0% s5%

NIean

-0o

Std. Dev.

saçîo¡

^ôooo-

^ôul7

^ôL-u0(0)

^ôL'
u1 (1)

0.958 0.969 0.985 0.990 0.994 0.996 0.997

0.949 0.966 0.98i 0.990 0.994 0.997 0.999

0.262 0.279 0.300 0.319 0.342 0.368 0.381

0.895 0.906 0.926 0.945 0.957 0.971 0.980

0.986

0.978

0.32r

0.939

0.0122

0.0446

0.0382

0.0285

Table 4.10: 90% Percentile Intervals & Student's ú Intervals for 0 Based on 100 Bootstrap Replica-

tions of the Fitted Binary HMM for the HSDYSESl Sequence (NOTE: âo- : 1.0, áôi : 0.990, áì =
0.992,6ò : 0.319, and {[ : 0.940 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

0

90% Percentiie Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Student's ú Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

@oo

att

Lu0(0)

br(r)

0.958 0.997

0.949 0.999

0.262 0.381

0.895 0.980

0.970 1.000

0.919 1.000

0.256 0.382

0.893 0.987
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Figure 4.14: Bootstrap Sampling Distributions of â of the Fitted Binary HMM for the HSDYSESl

Sequence. Top Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of áii (Left), Bootstrap Sampling Distri-

bution of rífr (Right). Bottom Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of ffi (Left), Bootstrap

Sampling Distribution of úÈ) (Right). (NOTE: î6 = 1.0,áôò : 0.990,ii - 0.992,6(0.--) : 0.319,

and ô111¡ : 0.940 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine. Solid lines indicate Bo (thick) &

âlroo., ltni"), dotted iine indicates the lower & upper bounds of the 90% Student's ú interval, dashed
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If rve restrict only one change-point betrveen the homogeneous regions (e.g. once the hidden

state process is in the bendable-state, it persists and does not switch back to the rigid-state),

the binary HMNÍ becomes a single change-point model (as in Churchill, 1989 131]). Repeating

the analysis rvith a single change-point model to prevent transitions from the bendable-state to

the rigid-state, i.e. the binary HMM with 410 : 0, the MlE-trapping scheme is now based on

5 x 36 = 180 probabilistic profiles with ø11 : 1 and offers 5 initial estimates for the EM al-

gorirhm. As a result, (áôì,6aj,úi,l : (0.992,0.TgT,0.480) for rhe HUMMETIpG sequence,

and (á6|,bo(o),òt(r)) : (0.995,0.293,0.928) for the HSDYSESl sequence. Again, we can calcu-

Iate Pr(X¿: lllir,rorl) to reconstruct the underlying hidden process of the sequence. In addition,

Pr(X¿ : 0, Xt+t: lll"ir,rotl) can be interpreted as the posterior density of the change-point at posi-

tion ú under the single change-point model when the prior distribution for the Iocation of the change-

point is taken as geometric with parameter a¡1 (Churchill, 1989 [31]). Plots of Pr(X¡ = llTr,sorl)

and Pr(X¡:0,X¿+r :11)'îr,sorl) are shown in Figure 4.15.

Plots in Figure 4.15 show a smooth distinction between a persistent bendable region and a

persistent rigid region. Interpretations of the Pr(X¿ = 1l),ît,sorl) plots in Figure 4.15 are consistent

with the ones in Figure 4.12. Moreover, the HUMMETIPG sequence has the posterior density of

the change-point highly concentrated at position 270 with a90% maximum posterior density region

between position 246 and position 303. Similarly, the HSDYSESl sequence has the posterior density

of the change-point highly concentrated at position 247 wíth a 90% maximum posterior density

region between position 245 and position 257. The location of the true start site of transcription

is at position 251 and it is inside the g0% maximum posterior density region of either sequence

respectively.

Similarly, we obtain the bootstrap estimate for the V(â), ttre 90% percentile interval and the

90% Student's ú interval based on 100 bootstrap replications of the fitted single change-point model

for the HUMMETIPG (or HSDYSESl) sequence. Results from the parametric bootstrapping are

shown as foilows. These results are again pointing to the similar fact stated eariier.
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Figure 4.15: Plots of HMM Decoding Probabilities under Single Change-Point Assumption. Proba-

bilities of hidden states of a sequence from the GenBank locus HUMMETIPEG (Left) & a sequence

from the GenBanl< locus HSDYSESl (Right) Top Panel - Pr(X¿:11]'ir,rotl). Bottorn Panel

- Pr(X¡=0,Xt+t: llYlt,sotl). (NOTE: Dashed line indicates the true start site of transcription,

f is the sequence position index)
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NOTE: Based on the fitted single change-point model for the HUNINIETIPG Sequence,

^ôv@-):

0.0066 0 -4.4LI x 10-3 -0.0005

0 00 0

-4.47I x 10-3 0 2.408 x 10-2 -4.323 x 10-5

-0.0005 0 -4.323 x 10-5 4.336 x 10-a

Table 4.11: Percentiles, Means and Standard Deviations of da Based on 100 Bootstrap Replications

of the Fitted Single Change-Point Model for the HUMMETIPG Sequence (NOTE:6:1.0,áõì =

0.992,a¡:1.000,óo(o) :0.797, and òr(r) :0.430 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap engine)

HMM

0e

Percentile

5% 70% 25% 50% 75% s0% 95%

Mean

-0o

Std. Dev.

sd(îo)

aoo -

^0L-u0(0)

^ôL-ul(1)

0.758 0.806 0.869 0.913 0.950 0.974 0.988

0.562 0.575 0.604 0.671 0.871 0.993 0.999

0.393 0.403 0.413 0.431 0.445 0.453 0.457

0.897

0.735

0.429

0.0815

0.1552

0.0208

Table 4.12: 90% Percentile Intervals & Student's ú Intervals for d Based on 100 Bootstrap

Replications of the Fitted Single Change-Point Model for the HUMMETIPG Sequence (NOTE:

ñ : 1.0,áõì : 0.992,etr :1.000,6õ) : 0.797, and f[¡ : 0.430 are fed into the HMM-MLE

bootstrap engine)

HMM

0

90% Percentile Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Student's ú Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

@oo

Lu0(0)

br(r)

0.758 0.988

0.562 0.999

0.393 0.457

0.858 1.000

0.542 1.000

0.396 0.464
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Figure 4.16: Bootstrap Sampling Distributions of â of the Fitted Single Change-Point Model for the

HUMMETIPG Sequence. Top Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of ffi (Left), Bootstrap

Sampling Distribution of 6õl (Right). Bottom Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of flff¡.

(NOTE: îo-: 1.0,áõì :0.992,arr : 1.000,6f0--'l = 0.797, anð, úõ :0.430 are fed into the HMM-

MLE bootstrap engine. Solid lines indicate âõ ltni.t¡ kî?roo, (thin), dotted line indicates the lower

& upper bounds of theg0% Student's ú interval, dashed line indicates the {sø; kî?r5%))
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NOTE: Based on the fitted single change-point model for the HSDYSESl Sequence,

^a)v@-) =

1.003 x 10-3 0 1.338 x 10-a -r.7r7 x 10-5

0 00 0

1.338 x 10-a 0 0.0038 -1.249 x 10-a

-7.717 x 10-5 0 -1.249 x 10-a 1.369 x 10-3

Table 4.13: Percentiles, Means and Standard Deviations of de Based on 100 Bootstrap Replications

of the Fitted Single Change-Point Model for the HSDYSESl Sequence. (NOTE: i^j:1.0,áõ =

0.995,a11 :1.000,6õl :0.293, and úÈ) :0.928 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstran ensinel

HMM

0a

Percentile

5% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95%

Mean

::_
0o

Std. Dev.

sa1î07

^ô@oo 
-

^o
óo(o)

^oór(r)

0.926 0.952 0.985 0.994 0.996 0.997 0.998

0.219 0.233 0.268 0.293 0.317 0.350 0.406

0.877 0.898 0.917 0.927 0.94i 0.952 0.963

0.983

0.294

0.925

0.0317

0.0620

0.0370

Table 4.14: The g0% Percentile Intervals & Student's ú Intervals for d Based on 100 Bootstrap

Replications of the Fitted Singie Change-Point Model for the HSDYSE5l Sequence. (NOTE: l^e' :

1.0,áôì:0.995,4rr :1.000,6(o-) :0.293, and úò :0.928 are fed into the HMM-MLE bootstrap

engine)

HMM I 90% Percentile Interval

0 | Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Student's ú Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

ooo

Lu0(0)

br (r)

0.926

0.2r9

0.877

0.998

0.406

0.963

0.943

0.191

0.867

1.000

0.395

0.989
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Figure 4.17: Bootstrap Sampling Distributions of â of the Fitted Single Change-Point Model for

the HSDYSESl Sequence. Top Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of rísò (Left), Bootstrap

Sampling Distribution of ffi (Right). Bottom Panel - Bootstrap Sampling Distribution of úA)

(NOTE: fid:1.0,áôì:0.995,4rr :1.000,6õ) :0.293, and ûl = 0.928 are fed into the HMM-

MLE bootstrap engine. Solid lines indicate âõ ltfti.t ¡ kîc.ro^, (thin), dotted line indicates the lower

8z upper bounds of the g0% Student's f interval, dashed line indicates the âf5x; U î$rn¡)
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4.4.3 Concluding Remarks and Implications

Based on the conditionai runs testst, no sequence appears to have random L6 bendability signals.

However, two sequences from the same GenBank locus HSU52111, the Homo sapiens X28 region

which nears the adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) protein locus, appear to have random H10 bendability

signals. On the surface, there are many different repeat famiÌies within this HSU52111 locus, so

further investigations on this locus may be worthwhile. Aìthough non-random clustering of H10

(or L6) signals is in most sequences in the data sets, only certain individual sequences (e.g. the

HUNIMETIPG sequence and the HSDYSE51 sequence) have more high H10 (or L6) bendability

signals in the downstream region than in the upstream region. In fact, there are 183 out of 262

sequences (about 70%) in DcSet and 251 out of 362 sequences (about 70%) in DncSet have more

high H10 signals in the downstream region. Similarly, 208 out of 262 sequences (about 80%) in DcSet

and 235 out of 362 sequences (about 65%) in DncSet have more high L6 signals in the downstream

region.

When a DNA sequence has distinct homogeneous bendability regions with the preferential usage

of high H10 (or L6) bendability signals in the downstream region, the use of Pr(X¿:11{1,5e11) to

reconstruct the hidden process based on a simple binary HMM indeed helps reveal the start site of

transcription. The MlE-trapping scheme, based on probabilistic profiles of the double runs statistic

(¡/", Ã), substantially enhances the EM algorithm in training an HMM. With this trapping srraregy,

the EM algorithm reaches convergence very rapidly (about 10 iterations with each initial estimate)

in our analysis.

TNOTE: More formally, an adjustment (e.g. by the Bonferroni procedure) for multiple testing should be imple-

mented to protect an overall desired level of significance when we are considering multiple sequences.
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Chapter 5

PR,OHAETT,TST'TC MODET,S FOR,

ÐNA: A MUTTTVARTATE

PORTR,AYAT

5.1 The Logic and Impetus

Having reviewed the literature on biochemical and biophysical features of DNA molecules and the

literature on hidden Markov models, I have a vision of a novel multi,uariate class of HMMs, which

I named hidden multivariate Markov models or abbreviated as HM3s, for pattern recognition in

genomic DNA sequences (especially for recognition of promoter regions of eukaryotic genes). As

more and more biochemical and biophysical evidence indicates that DNA molecules possess many

different aspects beyond their compositional content, creating probabilistic models from a "mult'i-

dimensional/multiuariate perspectiue" makes natural biological sense for modelling DNA. Based on

the success of the typical HMMs, I believe that this new generation of probabilistic models, HM3s,

wiil help capture additional features and provide more insights among multiple aspects of DNA

molecules. An obvious main advantage of these multivariate models over their univariate "parents"
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is the opening of the door for multivariate analyses of different joint behaviours of different aspects

of DNA hidden in various biochemical and biophysical findings ldata. These multivariate analyses

would not be possible in the univariate setting.

Since DNA three-dimensional structure has been found to be influenced by the exact nucleotide

sequence and is important for- transcriptional control of gene expression (Hunter, 1993, 1996 169, 70];

Goodsell & Dickerson, 1994 [62]; Brukner et al., 1995 [25]; Wotffe & Drew, 1995 [151]; Wolffe,

1998 [150]), researchers have been trying to capture additional features ofDNA through structural

analyses (Benham, 1996, 1999 [16, 17]; Karas et al., 1996 [72]; Baldi et al., 1998 [8]; Pedersen et al.,

1998, 1999 [109, 110]). Among these researchers, Benham* introduced two interesting computational

methods, which incorporate concepts in thermodynamics and DNA topology, for the prediction of

DNA reguiatory regions. His ambitious methods are reported as more sensitive than most of the other

existing sequence-based computational methods for predicting DNA regulatory regions (Benham,

1996, 1999 [16, 17]). Although my research thinking on the development of hidden multivariate

Markov models (HM3s) is quite different from Benham's work, his work (especially his 1996 paper)

has enlightened me to incorporate structural information of DNA molecules to hope to further

improve existing sequence-based methods for pattern recognition in DNA sequences. In the light of

the fact that two important aspects of genomic DNA sequences, a base-compositional aspect such

as C+G richness and a structural aspect such as bendability, are now individually found to have a

connection with promoter regions of eukaryotic genes (Antequera & Bird, 1993 [3]; Bernardi, 1993,

1995 [18, 19]; Cross & Bird, 1995 [37]; Pedersen et al., 1998, 1999 [109, 110]), a bivariate class of

HM3s is proposed.

*Dr. Craig J. Benham (Ph.D. in Mathematics) is a professor and the acting chair of the Department of Biomath-

ematical Sciences at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine of the City University of New Yo¡k .in New York, U.S.A.
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Developing the theory of a bivariate class of hidden multivariate Marl<ov models is an attempt to

first establish some groundwork for the theory of "full-blown" hidden multivariate Markov models

HM3sI . The bivariate HM3s offer a new statistical framervork within which the joint behaviour of

the C+G richness pattern and the bendability pattern of DNA sequences can be explored. They

may help shed new light on computational promoter prediction and gene identification for experi-

mentally uncharacterized DNA Sequences. Since knowing the position of a promoter can deiineate

or approximate one end of the corresponding gene, improvements on the computational prediction

of promoters rvilì in turn help develop "smarter" computer systems for gene identification. Further-

more, they may aid in getting more insights about the transcriptional control of gene expression

and genome organization. Since HM3s could be considered as a multivariate version of the typical

hidden Markov models (HMMs), it is possible to develop computer algorithms analogous to the ones

used under HMMs for HM3s.

5.2 Modelling DNA by Hidden Multivariate Markov Models

(HM3s): The Theory

5.2.L Designs of Model Structures: Definition and Notation

In parallel with the "double layering" structure of a hidden Markov model (HMM), a bivariate hidden

multivariate Markov model (HNI3 ) is defined as a double stochastic process of bivariate vectors. Since

it is possible to design and construct many different modei structures of an HM3, three specific model

structures have been carefully selected and proposed for the exploration of the joint behaviour of the

C+G richness pattern and the bendability pattern of DNA sequences. The essence of this work is to

consider/treat a DNA sequence as a sequence of bivariate outcomes, a base-compositional outcome

TNOTE' Although the original vision of HM3s includes a

only concerned with the development of a bivariate class of

hidden bivariate Markov rnodeìs (I{BMMs).

much larger class of probabilistic modeÌs, this work is

HM3s, so a more appropriate name fo¡ them may be
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and a structural outcome, which is governed by an underlying unobservable/hidden bivariate process

and a set of outcome distributions/densities.

The three selected model structures all share the same design of having the "first layer" of an

HM3 acted as an underlying unobservable/hidden discrete stochastic process of bivariate vectors

which is assumed to follow a bivariate Markov chain, and it is denoted as a biuariate state process or

{Xr : (X t,, X t t,) , ú : 1, 2, . . .}. However, a design of specific dependence structure among random

variables/vectors in the "second layer" of an HM3 and the random variables/vectors in the "first

layer" provides a special overall model structure for the applications to DNA pattern recognition.

The "second layer" of each of the three HM3 model structures is an observable stochastic process

of bivariate vectors, whose design will be described in detaii for each selected model structure in

the foilowing subsections, and it is denoted as a biuariate outcome process or {Y¿ : (Yt,,Y1,),t =

7,2,. . . ). In this subsection, ur¿ is a discrete C+G richness state (e.g. CG-rich state or CG-poor

state), rJJ, ís a discrete bendabi.Ii,ty state (e.g. bendable state or rigid state), 9.r, is a discrete DI$A

base-compositional outcome (".g. u discrete value of a binary representation* of the bases such as a

strong hydrogen bonding base (C or G : "1") or a weak hydrogen bonding base (A or T : "0")),

andyT¡, is a continuous DNA structural outcome (e.g. bendability scale derived by Brukner et al.,

1995 [25]) at the ú-th position along a genomic DNA sequence.

Since recent research on characterizing the bending propensity of DNA has indicated that in-

corporating more sequence context information may improve models for derivation of sequence-

dependent bending propensity parameters, tri- or tetranucleotide-based modelsÏ are considered to

be important improvements than dinucleotide-based counterparts (Hunter, 1993 [69]; Brukner et aI.,

*NOTE: Generally, the¡e are three binary representations that could be considered. 1. Purine (A or G) versus

pyrimidine (C or T).2. Strong (C or G) versus weak (A or T) hydrogen bonding. And, 3. Keto (G or T) versus

amino (A or C) forms.

INOTE: Extension to tetranucleotide-based models will require a much larger set of experimental data on DNase

I digestion profiles than the one currently available. Models which incorporate tetranucleotide sequence context

info¡mation or beyond rvill be of future research (Brukner et al., 1995 [25]).
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1995 [25, 26]). In 1995, Brukner and his colleagues derived the sequence-dependent DNA bending

propensity parameters of trinucleotides directly from DNase I digestion data (Refer to Table 5.1).

These parameters were also compared with experimental X-ray crystallography data obtained on

Table 5.1: DNase I Derived Trinucleotide Bendability Scales (Brukner et al., 1995 [25])

Tbinucleotide Bendat¡ility Scale

AAA/TTT -0.274

AAC/GTT -0.205

AAG/CTT -0.081

AAT/ATT -0.280

ACA/TGT -0.006

ACC/GGT -0.032

ACG/CGT -0.033

ACT/AGT -0.183

AGA/TCT 0.027

AGC/GCT 0.017

AGG/CCT -0.057

ATA/TAT 0.182

ATC/GAT -0.110

ATG/CAT 0.134

CAA/TTG 0.015

CAC/GTG 0.040

Tbinucleotide Bendability Scale

CAG/CTG 0.175

CCA/TGG -0.246

CCClGGG -0.012

CCG/CGG -0.136

CGA/TCG -0.003

CGC/GCG -0.077

CTA/TAG 0.090

CTC/GAG 0.031

GAA/TTC -0.037

GAC/GTC -0.013

GCA/TGC 0.076

GCC/GGC 0.107

GGA/TCC 0.013

GTA/TAC 0.025

TAA/TTA 0.068

TCA/TGA 0.194

bent DNA, and they were found to be in good agreement (Brukner et a1., 1995 [25]). Since regions

of a DNA sequence that are flexible or inherently bent towards the major groove would be more

accessible to Dl{ase I digestion, high bendability scales indicate bending towards the major groove.

Technically, these bendability scales may be due to either the dynamic property (flexibiliiy) or the
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static property (intrinsic curvature) of the DNA molecule. The work by Brukner and his colleagues

has stimulated a number of research studies on DNA bendability such as recent rvork by Baldi and

Pedersen and their colleagues (Baldi et al., 1998,1999 [8,6]; Pedersen et aI.,1998,2000 1109,112]).

These recent papers, especially the 1998 paper by Pedersen and his colleagues, have certainly shed

a lot of light on my research.

Using the DNA bending propensity parameters of trinucleotides derived by Brukner and his

colleagues, it is possible to obtain a sequence of bendability scales for a given DNA sequence.

Therefore, each position (except the first and last position) along a given DNA sequence can be

represented by not only a discrete base-compositional outcome E¡,, but also a continuous trinucleotide

bendability outcome y¡¡, . For example, we can represent a DNA sequence as a sequence of bivariate

outcomes by using the following assignment procedure (Refer to Figure 5.1 for an iilustration):

1 if the nucleotide at the ú-th position has a Cytosine or a Guanine

0 otherwise

and

A r r, : bendability scale of the trinucleotide with its middle nucleotide Iocated at the ú-th position.

,r,:{
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of a Bivariate Data Representation of a DNA Sequence

The "sirnplest" Model Structure of an HMB

The "simplest" model structure of an HM3 or denoted as the Simplest HM3 is designed to have

the following dependence structure. The "first layer" of the Simplest HM3 is a hidden discrete

bivariate stochastic process which follows a bivariate Markov chain, i.e. the hidden bivariate state

process. The "second layer" of the Simplest HM3 is an observable stochastic process of bivariate

vectors with each component of a bivariate outcome random vector (Yt,,Ytt,) follows a probability

distribution/density determined by the corresponding component of the current discrete state vector

((Xn,Xtt,): (ïr,,r¡7,)) of the hidden bivariate Markov chain (Refer to Figure 5.2).

In summary, assuming the underlying hidden bivariate Markov chain is homogeneous, the Sim-

plest H\4sÏ with N¡ hidden discrete C+G richness states, I/rr hidden discrete bendability states

TNOTE' One will have the simplest case of the Simplest HM3 when Nr : Nr¡ = M = 2 (Refer to page 125)
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Figure 5.2: Graphical Representation of the Dependence Structure of the Simplest HM3

and M observable discrete DNA base-compositional outcomes is fully described by the following

elements:

e A set of hidden discrete C+G richness states: {1,...,N¡}; and aset of hidden d'iscretebend-

abi,Iity states: {1, . . ., //¡¡}

- Hence,ahiddenbivariateMarlçovchain{X¿:(XL,Xtt,),t:7,2,...}isdefinedonthe

bivariate state space {1,...,NI} x {1,...,N¡¡}.

o A set of possible discrete DNA base-compositional outcomes: {1, . . . , M}

- Hence, the discrete component {Yt,t : I,2,. . . } of a bivariate outcome process {Y¿

(Yt,,YtL),t:1,2,... ) takes values in the set {1,... ,M}.

- And, the continuous component {Y1y,,t : I,2,...} of the bivariate outcome process

{Y¿ : (Yt,,Ytt,),t:7,2,...} takes values in the set of real numbers, ft.

The ini,tial state distr'ibuti,on of the hidden bivariate Markov chain as represented bv zr :

(ø-1r,r¡, .. ' ,7Í(rr¡,Nrr¡) with

zr¡:Pr(X1 :i);

t29
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- Or, rçi¡,.r¡,1 -- Pr((Xlr,Xttr): (it,i,1)).

ø The state-transition d'istributi,on or the transition probability rnatrir, Ax : lai¡l or Ía¡ ¿,,¿,,)(jr,jrr))],

of the hidden bivariate Markov chain rvith

a¡j = Pr(Xt¡1 : jlX¿ : i); i, j e {1,... ,Nr} x {1,... ,I/¡¡}. (52)

- Or, aç1,i,,t.¡t)(jt,j¡t)): Pr((X¡,*,,Xu,*,) : (jt, j¡)l(Xr,,Xrr,): (iy,i¡r)).

o The discrete outcome-emission distribution of Y¡, conditioning on X¡, - jt or the outcome-

eTn'iss'ion probabili,ty matrir, ßv,lx, = [ó¡r1r¡], with

bj,&): Pr(Y¡,:klX¡,: it)' lr € {I,...,Nr},k e {1,...,M}. (5.3)

o The cont'inuous outcome-emiss,ion density of Yl¡, conditioning on Xy¡, : j7¡

f ¡,,(atn); itt € {I,. . . , N¡¡}, Utt, € Vl. (5 4)

- An attempt to explicitly define f ¡,,(Atn) is to assume that it is from a well-known para-

metric family of probability density functions.

E.g. It takes the form of a normal density function:

1 -!t!IIt-P 
jrr \2

Íi,,(att,¡ : ---j: e " oitt
o¡,,t/Z7r

Now, the parameters of this Simplest HM3 become 0 : (n,Ax,ßy,lx,,@); where @ is the

parameter set of /¡rr(Arr,),V¡r, (for example, ó: (ltr,...,lrNtt,o7,...tdNrr)). The likelihood

function Lv(e) of this modei can be expressed as follows:

IMPORIANT REMARK

Pr(Y¡t,r,1 : y[1,¿] l0) is now representing a rather complex function which involves both discrete

probability distributions and continuous probability densities.
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Lv (0) : Pr(Y ¡,4 : y¡r,2,1 l0)

NN
: t t Pr(Y¡,r1: y¡r,r,1lx¡r,r,1,ßv,1x,,Ó)Pr(X¡,r,l = x[1,¿]ln,Ax) (5 5)

x1=1 xL:I
NN

: I t Pr(Ytt,,tt : IlI1t,r1l,I1,,"1,Bv,lx,)Lv,,(þ)Pr(x¡,rl : x¡1,¿lþr,Ax);
x1:1 xL:I

where

Pr(Ytlr,tt : UI1t,r-11'I1r,"1,Bv,V) : br,r(u,r) 'br,r(o,r)' ' 'br,"kt,") : lI!:rbr,rfu,r)i

Lv,, (ó) = f ,',, (a t n)' f *,,r(a r rr)' " f r t t r (a t t ") 
: lI!=, f ,,,, (a t t,);

and

Pr(X¡r,2,; : xlr,¿] l7r, Ax) :lrxt'Qxtxz "'Qxt-rxt : r*rlI!:zaxt-txt.

úú TYiplet" Model Structures of an HM3

Since the Simplest HM3 ignores the finest details of the dependency between a particular bendability

scale and its specific trinucleotide base combination. More elaborate model structures may be of

interest. In particular, two different HM3 model structures are designed to try to reflect the finest

details of the dependency between the bendability scale and its trinucleotide base combination. They

are defined as "triplet" model structures of an HM3. One is named as the X¡-TYiplet HM3 (Refer

to Figure 5.3), and the other is named as the Y¡-Ttiplet HM3 (Refer to Figure 5.4).

As in the Simplest HM3, the "first layer" of the X7-Triplet HM3 is a hidden bivariate Markov

chain. However, the "second layer" of the X¡-Triplet HM3 is an observable bivariate process with the

discrete outcome random variable Y¡, depends only on the corresponding hidden state X¡, = :Dr¿, and

the continuous outcome random variable Y¡7, depends on the corresponding hidden stale X ¡ ¡, = n ¡ 1,

andthreeothernearesthiddenstatesX¡,-r:rI¿-t,XIr:u¡r,àndXlr+t:æ¡,*r. Specif.icalIy,Yy,

follows a probability distribution determined by the current state ø¡, , andYT¡, follows a probability

density determined by the states ø¡¡,,tr,_r,r¡,, âûd ø¡,*, (For listability purpose, I us€ Ø/{,_r,,+rl

to represent lE L _,, r L, î t,*r).

Again, as in the Simplest HM3, the "first layer" of the Y7-Triplet HM3 is a hidden bivariate
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Figure 5.3: Graphical Representation of the Dependence Structure of the X¡-Tliplet HM3

Markov chain. However, the "second iayer" of the Y¡-Triplet HM3 is an observable bivariate process

with the discrete outcome random variable Y¡, depends only on the corresponding hidden state

Xr,: ix¡,, afld the continuous outcome random variable Y¡7, depends on the corresponding hidden

state X¡¡, : ïIIt and three other nearest discrete outcomes Yrr_, : UIr_r,YIr: AI,, andYrr*r:

g,r,*r. Specifically, Y¡, follows a probability distribution determined by the cur¡ent state z1¿, and

Y¡¡, follorvs a probability density determined by the state z¡¡,, and the nearest discrete outcomes

AI,-t,Ur,, and y¡,*, (For listability purpose, I use E¡,,-r,,*r, to represent Ur,-t,Ar,,Ur,+r).

In summary, the X¡-Tliplet HM3 or the Y¡-Triplet HM3 with l/r hidden discrete C+G richness

states, l/¡¡ hidden discrete bendability states and M observable discrete DNA base-compositional

outcomes is fully described by the similar elements in the Simplest HM3 except the corresponding

continuous outcome-emission density is now involved with more terms.

o The cont'inuous outcorne-emissi,on densitu of

V'- - ^^ñ;;+i^h;ñ,r1Iú uurrurLruul.rrg on XIIr: jtI,XI¡r-r,rat. : rllr-t,r¡r¡ in the X¡-Triplet HM3

ljrtxrl¡-t,t¡tr(urn); itt e {7,"',Ntt},nl¡,-t.,¡t1 € {1,"' ,¡L},g¡¡, € ft. (5.6)
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Figure 5.4: Graphical Representation of the Dependence Structure of the Y¡-Tripiet HM3

yIl¿ conditioning on XII, = iII,YI1,_r,rar. : Urlt_t,t¡t, in the Y¡-Triplet HM3

Íj,,o,r,-r.,*rr(atr,); itt e {r,'.. ,l/¡¡}, alrt-t,t+t) € {1'.. . ,M},g¡¡, € w. (5 7)

- It is now more challenging to explore these continuous outcome-emission densities. Srm-

ilar to the Simplest HM3 case, an attempt to explicitly define fjttttrt_t,t+t,(grr,) and

fi¡tlrttt_t.¿+tt (g¡¡,) is to assume that they are from a weil-known parametric family of

probability density functions.

- Other attempts, such as making use of non-parametric density estimation techniques and

empirical distributions derived from data, may also provide ways to define f irr ar1,_t,,¡tr(Utt,)

and f ¡,, uryt_t,t4t1 (g¡r,). Further explorations are left for future research.

Ail three selected model structures of an HM3 - the Simplest HNI3, the X7-Triplet HM3 and

the Y¡-Triplet HM3 - can be used for modelling DNA. A conceptual framework of applying an

HM3 to capture a base-compositional property (e.g. C+G richness) and a structural property (e.g.

trinucleotide-based bendability) of DNA is provided in Figure 5.5.
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5.2.2 The Simplest HM3: The First Step

Since the development of the Simplest HM3 wili form a foundation for the X¡-TYiplet HM3, the

Y¡-Triplet HM3, and other even more complicated HM3s, the focal point is the Simplest HM3.

In parallel with the typical HMMs, three similar problems - the scoring problem, the alignment

problem, and the training problem - are associated with the Simplest HM3. The definitions of

these problems are same as in HMMs, except the following:

ø The realization of the hidden discrete state sequence is now a bivariate sequence. I.e.

x¡r,rl : {(rh,lrt1),. -.,(*t,,Írr,),...,(*tr,r¡")}.

t The observed outcome sequence is now a bivariate sequence with the first component y¡,

being a discrete outcome and the second component grr, being a continuous outcome at each

DNAr Sequencè

1aÀ



time/position ú : 1, 2,..., L. T.e.

y[1,¿] : {(a\,atn),...,(at,,att,), -..,(at",att")}'

o And, the parameter set 0 = (¡r,Ax,ßv,lx,,@) is now even more highly dimensional.

With appropriate modifications, the forrvard algorithm, the backward algorithm, the Viterbi

algorithm, and the EM algorithm can be applied for solving the scoring problem, the alignment

problem, and the training problem associated with the Simplest HM3. An important remark should

be emphasized on the interpretations of terms that involve both the discrete and continuous com-

ponents of the outcome sequence.

TMPORTANT REMARK

For ú : 1,...,.L and 1 < ¿+T < L;

Similar to the likelihood function Lv@) or Pr(Y¡,rt : y[1,¿]10), Pr(Yp¡+rl: y¡r,r+r;19) is

now representing a function which involves both discrete probability distributions and continuous

probability densities.

Before proceeding to the details of these problems and their solutions/algorithms, I would iike to

explicitly re-emphasize the three key model assumptions under the Simplest HM3 model structure.

SIMPLEST HM3 ASSUMPTION 1

(I.e. X¡r,r,¡ is a first-order bivariate Markov chain)

Forú:7,...,L;

Pr(X¿: x¿lX¡r,i-rl : x[1,¿-1] , ¡r,Ax) = Pr(Xt: x¿lX¿-r :xt-Ltr,Ax).

SIMPLEST HM3 ASSUMPTION 2

(I.e. Yr,r,,_r, k Yy, are conditionally independent given X¡, .)

Forú:I,...,L;

Pr(Y1,:At,lXt,:rr,,YrF,,_t1 :Ar¡,,_t1,Byrlx):Pr(Y¡,:At,lX¡,:ixr,,ßylxr).
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NOTE: The following is also true under the Simplest HM3 model structure.

Pr(Y1, : UtrlXIg,¡,1 : tI¡,r1,YI¡,-t.: Ulot-t,Bvrlxr) : Pr(Yt, : aIrlXt, :

,cIt rByrlx r).

SIMPLEST HM3 ASSUMPTION 3

(I.e. Y¡1rr.,_r, kYrr, are conditionally independent given X¡¡,.)

Forú:L,...,L;

f x r t ¿ a r t 11,t-t1(a 
t tr) : f * r r, (a I L)'

NOTE: The following is also true under the Simplest HM3 model structure.

f * " yr,") u I r¡t,t-tl(a I ¡') : l' ", 
(a t l')'

5.2.3 The Simplest HM3 Scoring Problem and lts Solution/Algorithm

The scoring problem associated wiih the Simplest HM3 is the problem of computing the value of

the likelihood function Lv(0) for a bivariate outcome sequence yll,¿] : {(ar,arr)¡r,r,l} given all the

parameters are known. As for the HMM scoring problem, the forward algorithm (with appropriate

modifications) can be used for solving the Simplest HM3 scoring problem. The forward probabilities

o¿(z)'s defined previously in the HMM subsections can be extended for the Simplest HM3. They are

denoted as oi(i) 's; rvhere ú is the time/position index (i.e. t:7,... ,L), and i is one of the possible

discrete bivariate states of the hidden bivariate Markov chain (i.e. i e {1,... ,Nr} x {1,... ,Nrt}).

DEFINITION

, N¡¡Ì;

ai(i) : Pr(Y1 : yl,...,Y¿ : yt,Xt :il0) : p¡11¿[1,¿] : y[l,q,X¿ : il0).

From an interpretative viewpoint, the of(i)'s are different from the straightforward discrete
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forrvard probabilities a¿(i,)'s. These oi(i)'s are termed as the forward m'ixes to reflect their part-

discrete-part-continuous "hybrid nature".

NOTE: Analogous to the previous derivations under an HNIM, rve now have:

Lv(O): Pr(Y¡r,r,1 : V¡t,ql9)

: t Pr(Y¡r,u,1 =y[r,r],X¿:x¿lg)
over all x¿

(Setting t: L)

: \- oî(xr).
oruT* *"

And,fort:1,...,L-I;

ai+t(*r+r) - Pr(Y¡r,r+rl : y[1,¿+1] ,X¿+r - x¿+rl0)

(Bv Srrr,lei,nsr HM3 Assulr,rprroNs 1, 2 & 3)

/: ( t ai(x¿)a*,*,*, )b','*, kt,,*)f'rt,¡r(arr,*,¡'
'over all x¿

Although the simplicity of the Simplest HM3 may allow the use of the forward algorithm described

previousiy for solving the Simplest HM3 scoring problem, the problem of underflow may prohibit

direct use. We have investigated the impact of the sequence length -L on the computation of L.t(0)

by the forward algorithm under the Simplest HM3 with l/¡ : N¡¡ : M :2 and f¡,,(E¡¡,) being

a normal density function. Our investigations have shown that the problem of underflow indeed

becomes prominent even for relatively short sequence lengths. Specifically, with all model parameters

set at moderate size, when the length of the sequence,L is about 23, the computation of /y(0) by

the forward algorithm suffers from rather serious underflow. In other words, during the computation

process, the a|(i)'s get very small rvhen t -+ 23 and they eventually become indistinguishable from

zero (i.e. underflow to zero). Scaling the ai(i)'s at each time/position point can avoid the problem

of underflow, so a scaling procedure is implemented within the forward algorithm. This forward

algorithm with a scaling subroutine will avoid the problem of underflow and will in turn compute
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the value of the likelihood function Lv(e) for a bivariate outcome sequence ylr,¿l on a logarithm

scale. Specific algorithmic details are provided below.

" Algorithmic Solution: The recursive forrvard algorithm rvith an added scaling subroutine

consists of an initialization step, a recursion/induction step, and a termination step. These

three steps are explicitly shown below.

1. Initialization Step:

Fori: (it,itt) € {1,...,Nr} x {1,...,&r};

oi(i)'""rn'r = ai(i)

: Pr(Yr = yl, Xl : ilp) : Pr(X1 : il|)Pr(Yl : yl lXr : i, d) (5 8)

: 1T¡b¿, (u, ) f i,, (A t t r).

And,

Adjustmenfi : Q. (5.e)

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

For ú: 1,... ,tr - 1 and i,i e {1,... ,¡¿r} x {1,.. . ,Ntt};

*i-.r0)'o'" : ( _l .ai(i)'"ur"do,:)b¡,to,,*,tÍi,,(atL*'). (5.10)
'over all i

And,

1

Scale¿¡1: Nr;N// I,,."i*,û)'o'". (5.11)
over ail J

Then, scale ûf+r0)"o'" by the scale factor Scale¿¡1

oi+r 6).""r"d _ oi*r (i)"o'" . (5.12)
Scale¿¡1 '

AIso, update the adjustment

Adjustrnent+t: Adjustmentl llogScale¿¡1. (5.13)
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3. Termination Step:

IosLy(o):be( t ";(i))\o'"ãlt i /

='"r(Mfis"ot",*,)
: to, (",P,,, oi(i)"u'"d) + Adiustrnent r.

(5.14)

5.2.4 The Simplest HM3 Alignment Problem and Its Solution/Algorithm

The alignment problem associated with the Simplest HM3 is the problem of reconstructing estimates

of the sequence of the hidden discrete bivariate states, when we have the observed sequence of

bivariate outcomes y¡t,r,1 . Having a bivariate model setting, we can investigate the joint behaviour

of the hidden bivariate states to help reveal potentially interesting patterns and structures that we

would have missed in individual univariate modei settings. This will open the door for not only the

incorporation/implementation of existing powerful multivariate statistical techniques, but also the

development of innovative multivariate statisticai methods to further improve pattern recognition

tools.

As for the HMM alignment problem, we can first attack the Simplest HM3 alignment problem

by assuming all the model parameters are "known" (or use the maximum likelihood estimates of

the parameters to specify the model). We can follow a similar local approach and a similar global

approach discussed previously in the HMM subsections to solve the problem. With appropriate

modificalions, the backward algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm can be used to obtain a "local"

solution and a "global" solution for the Simplest HM3 alignment problem when the model is fully

specified.

A Local Approach for the Simplest HM3 Alignment Problern

Similar to the local approach mentioned in the HMM alignment problem, a local approach for solving

the Simplest HM3 alignment problem is to find the most probable hidden bivariate state at each
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time/positionúbyusingthecorrespondingmarginalconditionalprobabilityPr(X¿:x¿ly¡1,¿1,0). In

other rvords, it is to find the x¿ which will give the highest Pr(X¡ : x¿ lytr,¿t , d) at each time/position

t. I.e.

X¿ : argmax Pr(X¿: xtly¡,q,0).

In parallel rvith the HNIM case, the key idea of the backward algorithm for solving the Simplest

HM3 local alignment problem is based on rev/riting Pr(X¡: x¿ly[1,¿] ,g) in terms of the "forward"

and "backward" quantities (i.e. analogous to the probabilities a¿(i)'s and B¿(i)'s under an HMM

setting). The forward quantities (i.e. the forward mixes) have been discussed in the previous

subsection on the HM3 scoring problem. Now, I wiil discuss the backward quantities. The backward

probabilities þt(i)'s defined previously in the HMM subsections can be extended for the Simplest

HM3. They are denoted as Bf(i)'s; where ú is the time/position index (i.e. t:7,...,-L), and

i is one of the possible discrete bivariate states of the hidden bivariate Marl<ov chain (i.e. i e

{1, . . . , N¡} x {1, . . . , ¡¿¡¡}).

DEFINITION

For ú : 1,...,tr and i € {1,...,N¡} x {1,...,1/¡¡};

Pi G) : Pr (Y ¿¡1 : Vt+r t . . .,Y r : V tlX, : i, 0) : Pr(Y¡r¡r, Ll : y1t+1,L1 lX¿ = i, 0).

The Bf (i)'s are different from the straightforward discrete backward probabilities þt(i)'s. To

resemble the terminology of forward mi,res fot the ai(i)'s, these Bf (i)'s are termed as the backward

mires to reflect their part-discrete-part-continuous "hybrid nature".
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NOTE: Analogous to the previous derivations under an HNÍM, we now have:

Pr(X1:x¿ly[l,¿],r, =ffi
(Bv Srrr,rnr,esr HM3 Assun¿prrorus 2 & 3)

- ai$¿)Bi@¿)
- - L"(0)

And, for t: L - 1,... ,1;

0iF¿) : Pr(Y¡t+t,Ll : ylt+l,L)lX¿ : x¿, 9)

(Bv Srrr,relnsr HM3 Assurr¡p'uoNs 1, 2 & 3)

: D b*,r*r(r,r*r)f*,,,*r(aIIr*r)þi+r$r+r)ox¿xr+r'
over all x¿"r1

Since the backward algorithm is a reverse version of the forward algorithm, so it also suffers

from the problem of underflow (as the forward algorithm) during the computation process of the

ÉJ(i)'s. Same scaling trick implemented within the forward algorithm can be applied again for the

computations of the backward mixes. Furthermore, I should point out the fact that the scaling

procedure added in the forward algorithm is nested within the recursion loop, and the scaling factor

at time/position ú (i.e. the Scale¿) is the same for all forward mixes oi (i)'s at a particular ú. The same

fact also holds for the scaling procedure added in the backward algorithm below. Therefore, scaiing

the forward and backward mixes will not change their original ranking at a particular time/position,

and it preserves the location of the maximum. Specific algorithmic details are provided below.

e Algorithmic Solution: The recursive backward algorithm with an added scaling subroutine

consists of an initialization step, a recursion/induction step, and a termination step. These

three steps are explicitly shown below.

1. Initialization Step:
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For i: (it,i7) € {1,... ,NI} x {1,... ,&r};

P;(i)'""'uo : PT,G)
(5.15)

-l

2. Recursion/Induct,ion Step:

For ú: L-7,...,1 and i,i e {1,...,¡ú1} x {1,...,1/¡r};

Éi(i)'o'": t bj,{r,,*,)fj,,(au,*,)Éi*r(j)"n'"do,.¡. (5.16)
rll j

And,

Scale¡ t Pi(i)"'*. (5.i7)
N¡ x N¡¡ o,?, uri-'

Then, scale PJ(i)"o'" by the scale factor Scalet

Á+ /:\core
BJ(i)'"o'"d : H#, (5.18)

3. Termination Step:

For ú: 1,... ,L and i e {1,... ,N1} x {1,... ,l/¡¡};

We can use the r;(i)"ul"d and the Éf (i¡"ut"a to find the "pointwise" estimate for each

X¿ by

fr : urg..tu* Pr(X¡: ilytr,¿l, g)
i

ai (i)ÉJ (i): ar8max -#
i LY\O)

( Ly(O) is a constant)
(5.1e)

: argmax of (i)Bi(i)
i

(.' Scaling won't change the location of the maximum)

: argmax o; (i).."'"dpJ (i¡scatea.
i

A Global Approach for the Sirnplest HM3 Alignment Problem

Similarly, a global approach for solving the Simplest HMs alignment problem is to find the most

probable hidden bivariate state sequence as a whole by using the full conditional distribution

Pr(X1,q: x¡r,rl lV¡r,r¡ , 0). It can be viewed as an estimation of X¡r,.r1 , and it suggests
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X¡r,rl : argmax Pr(X¡r,r,1 : x[r,t]lY¡,r,1,0).
xf r, ¿l

\Ve can use the Viterbi algorithm as in $3.2.3 (p.39-), but quantities correspondingto ô¿(z) and

þ¿(j) arc defined on a logarithm scale in order to avoid the numerical underflow problem.

DEFINITION

For l:2,... ,L and i,i e {1,... ,¡¿r} x {1,... ,&r};

ði0) : _Tl3l, loCPr(X¡r,i-rl = x[1,¿-1],X¿ = j,Y¡r,tl = yir,qld);

and

o Algorithmic Solution (Global Approach): The four steps of the Viterbi algorithm become

fhp follnrr¡ino

1. Initialization Step:

For i € {1,...,NI} x {1,...,N¡¡};

ôî(i) : log (ziiô¡, (v,,¡fr,,(Urr,)) . (5.20)

,þi(j) : arsmax (ot-,,t, + tos o,:) .

2. Recursion/Induction Step:

For ú:2,... ,L and i,i e {1,... ,Ni} x {I,... ,&r};

ð;0) : *'* 
[a;-,(i) 

+ togo,r] *,o, (b¡,(o,,)f ¡,,(u,,)) ; (5.21)

and

/\
,þi 0 = argmax ( ôi-t (i) * logo¡¡ ).i\/

3. Termination Step:

For i € {1,...,N¡} t {1,...,N¡¡};

(5.22)

g¡5 losPr(X¡r,rl : x¡r,2,1,Y¡r,2,1 :yl,Lll0) : ma* ôi(i); (5.23)
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and

Ç - urg*ux ôi(i).
I

(5 9,1\

4. Path Backtracking Step:

Forú: L-I,...,1;

X, = tbÏ,.lX'-, ). (5.25)

5.2.5 The Sirnplest HM3 Tbaining Problem and Its Solution/Algorithm

Maxirnurn Likelihood Approach for the HM3 Tþaining Protrlern

Direct maximization of the likelihood function Lv(0) is going to be extremely difficult, if not

impossible. Treating the hidden bivariate state sequence X¡r,2,1 as "missing" augmented-data, we

can apply the EM algorithm by working with the augmented-data likelihood funct,ion Lyy(O) to

estimate the parameters of the HM3. Under the simplest HM3 structure, the augmented-data

likelihood function is

Lvx(0) : Pr(Y¡,4: yIi,-r], X¡r,rl : x¡r,l1l0)

L L (5.26)
" T-T: r*t lI ort,llJt)Jrrt,(u,,,) Il o*,-t*, '

+-1 1-t

Taking the logarithm of the augmented-data likelihood function, we have
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Iog L,ry(0) : log n'*, + f log b,,, (a,) + t IoE Í,,,, çy,,,¡
¡-t +-1

L
-r \- l^' ./_- '-g Oxr - r xr

+-t

(Capturing the "missing data" by indicator variables u¡(l)'s,

u¡,(t)'s, u¡,,(t)'s & u¡¡(f)'s.)

- \-0,./l\r^-- , \-'å. lrL *,y') logr¡ * L >-z;, (Ú) Iog bi, (v,,)
i j¡ t=7

(5.27)

_t,-I,

{, :;":-;

,', ,r,,, : 
{l

I
t,

LL
* I f u¡,, (t)IoE fj,,tu,,,l + D f{tos ø;¡) | u¡¡(t);

jrr t:7 i j t:2

whe¡e for t : I,..., L, ui(t)
if x¿ - (rr,,îrr,) : i: (it,i'¡),

otherwise;

ujr\t):
tf r¡¡r: j¡t,

otherwise;

andfort:2,...
ifx¿-1 :i&x¿:j,

otherwise.

Algorithrnic Solution (Maximum Likelihood Approach): For convenience, vre assume that

the continuous outcome-emission takes the form of a normal densitv function. i.e.

'I r,lIlt-Fjtt rz

fi,,(a,t): *fu 
e-2\ oirr )

The EM algorithm for training an HM3 starts with an initial guess/estimut" â(o) : 14(o) 'r,

^(0)fr(o)'r,úùl'""r, iÇi@)'s,lì(o)'s),wherei,j e {1,...,Nr}x{1,... ,l/rr}andk e {t,... ,M}.

Then the EM cycles begin. For c= 0, 1,..., where cis the EM cycleindex, each cyclehas an

expectation step (E-step) and a maximization step (M-siep) as foÌlows.
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1. E-step:

Replace the "missing data" represented by ui(ú)'s, ui,(t)'s, u¡,,(t)'s and u;¡(ú)'s in the

log4y¡(0) by their conditional expectations given the observed outcomes y[1,¿] and the

currenr paramerer estimate â(") . I...

lþ{"1 : ø@i(t)lytr,"1,êk) 7: Pr(X¿ : ilytr,rr, â("))

_ ai(i)(")pj(i)(") (5'28)

^1.ì )

Lv (0,",)

Çò"' = E(uj,(¿)lyrr,¿1,â'") : I rr1x, : jlyt,,rl,â("))
rII 

(5.29)

- \';1À(")
- 1' *J\") )

JII

------> (c) ^lc) ^r c)u¡,,(t)' : E(uj,,(¿)lylt,¿1, 0'-') : LPr(X¿ : jlytr,¿1, d'-')

(5.30)

- \-;:À'",)
- /- *¡Y"l t

JI

and

,f6t"l : E@i:(t)lvtr,"1,â@¡ = Pr(X¿-r : i,x¿: jlytr,rl,â("))

ai-rg)k)ÇÇ¡(") f ,,,(a,,,)(a p; ç¡Gta¡at

rr(ê(")) '

- ' 
, v t t 

' 
- Plit G) 

,z
where /¡r, (yrr,)(") : ,=]¡7ç " 

" 'ârG) Keeping tracl< of the scale factors

during the scaling procedures, the a/(i)'s and Bi(i)'s can be reconstructed from their

scaled counterparts of(i)""'l"d's and Bl(i)'""ledrr ¡ot all ú and i.

2. M-step:

Tteat the conditional expected values t¿rto una rtlÌ¡(') from the E-step as data and

solve the augmented-data lil<elihood maximization problem to get an updated estimate

^l¡-rl I
0'-'-' . The closed-form solution is

(5.31)
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^lClô(c+il = ui(1) ,

rar, : o;

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

- 
r ----...-- (")

;(c+t¡ - Di=rut(t)

-t 
' 

---:-=(")'

li-r'u1(t)

,-(c*I)oitUr)

where the indicator variable 70,, :7 if Y¡,

^(c+1)þitt :

and

' ^(c)DLru¡,,(t)' 
'att,

, 

- 

(c)

Di=tu¡,, (t)

i 
^{C¡

D!=, l¡,, (i)'-' (a,,, - fi)(c+t ) 
7zF

Ði=ru¡,,(t)'

, 
^IClDi:ru¡,(t)' 'Lr,,

, ^(c)Dl:r"¡,(t)
: k, otherwise

^ lc+l1
^2JIT

The EM cycles are iterated until convergence.

5.2.6 The Simplest HM3 Simulator

Similar to an HMM, the Simplest HM3 can be viewed as a generative system which eventually

produces sequences of bivariate observations or outcomes. Wiih a simulator of the Simplest HM3,

we can examine different properties of parameter estimators, and can investigate model features

by conducting simulation studies. A simulator for the Simplest HM3 has been fully developed and

tested. A graphical representation of it is shown in Figure 5.6.

With user-defined HM3 model parameters, i.e. 0: (n,A*,ßv,lx,,@); the length of individual

sequence, i.e. L; and a desired number of sequences as input for the simulator, several data sets
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Figure 5.6: Graphical Representation of the Simplest HM3 Simulator

have been generated under the Simplest HM3 with Nr : I/¡¡ : M :2 and f¡,,(g¡¡,) being a

normal density function. Preliminary analyses on the simulated data have helped "visualize" some

of the features of the Simplest HM3. For example, with different sets of model parameters, an

informal investigation on the level of randomness within a simulated sequence of length tr : 5000

has suggested the idea of developing some type of runs-related statistics for capturing certain data

structures. F\rrther investigations are left open for future research.
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Chapter 6
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The main focus of this work has been on the investigation of the double runs statistic (N", A) under a

binary HMM for DNA pattern recognition. Having studied the double runs statistic under different

binary HMM parameter sets, probabilistic profiles of (¡/",-R) are created. The creation of the

probabilistic profiles of (N", Ã) has essentially provided a "backbone" for the MlE-trapping scheme.

With the MlE-trapping scheme, a HMM-MLE bootstrap engine is built and used for constructing

simple confidence intervals for the HMM parameters. Applications of the conditional runs statistic,

the double runs statistic, and the probabilistic profiles in conjunction with binary HMMs for DNA

pattern recognition are demonstrated through the analysis of dichotomized DNA bendability scales.

Owing to the continuous nature of the bendability scales, an HMM with continuous outcome-emission

densities may be capable of capturing the mosaic bendability structure better than the HMMs used

in this thesis. However, the existing FMCI technique and the runs statistics are only defined

for sequences of discrete outcomes. The work on developing a continuous Markov (or a semi-

Markov) process imbedding technique to analyze a sequence of continuous outcomes stiil requires

some ingenuity, and it is to be explored in the future. F\rrthermore, other structural features of DNA,
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such as propeller-tv/isting of DNA base-pairs, have also been quantified in continuous scales. Hence,

extending the simple FMCI concepts to describe patterns in a sequence of continuous outcomes may

provide a more direct approach for the analysis of these structural features.

In conclusion, the key contribution of this work is the use of the finite Markov chain imbedding

technique to study runs and patterns in a sequence under a hidden Markov model framework.

The FMCI technique can certainly be extended to study various multiple runs and patterns of

a sequence of polychotomous outcomes under a more complex HMM structure. However, as the

Iength of the sequence tr increases and/or the number of parameters increases due to a complex

structure, the computational burden also increases. Additional assumptions on model parameters

and/or computational tricks will be needed in these cases.
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Appemdix,&

Data Set DcSet: It contains 262 human genomic DNA sequences. Each sequence has coding

subsequences in the 250 nt downstream region of the start site of transcription of a RNA Polymerase

II transcribed gene.

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HBNLFl x58140

HSAlMBGl x54816

HSA2MGLBl 217717

HSACAAl x65140

HSACKIlO xr4487

HSAMY2Bl x07057

HSAPOA2G x02905

HSAPRT Y00486

HSARGl x72662

HSATIHlOl x69532

HSB3A x72861.

HSCALRTl x56668

HSCAM3Xl x52606

HSCATGl x04085

HSCNTFGl x55889

HSCOL4A12 x72784

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSU66061 u66061

HSU78073 u78073

HSUPA x024r9

HSVATPB2R 237165

HSXBXVIII x71937

HUM2ODl D32056

HUMAlGLY2 M27540

HUMADAG M73792

HUMADH6 M68895

HUMADRBRA J02960

HUMAFP M16110

HUMAGG M11567

HUMALIFA M63420

HUMANFA K02043

HUMANT2X M57424

HUMAPEB M99703
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSCPHTO x52851

HSCRBPl2 x07437

HSCRCANTA Z2T8I8

HSCST3G x52255

HSCTPIlTS x90780

HSCYP2DTB x58468

HSCYP4SO x02612

TISDNAAMHi x89013

TISDNAMIA x84707

HSDRTK123 x98208

TISEPBT2El x85116

HSERCC2S x5222I

HSERFlS x79066

HSERPG x02158

HSEWSOl x72990

HSFBRGG x02415

HSG13G x98053

HSGCAP2 270295

HSGCKRiNI Y09593

HSGCSFG x03656

HSGELS3 x07065

HSGI2Al x07854

HSGLBN v00517

HSGLUDll x66300

HSGPIPIl x51501

HSGYPC x]4242

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMAPOA4C Mr4642

HUMAPOAiCI J00098

HUMAPOCIB M20903

HUMAPOLIAA L07899

HUMATPlA2 J05096

HUMATPSAS D28126

HUMATPSYB M27r32

HUMBNPA M3r776

HUMCAIX M33987

HUMCDl9A M84371

HUMCFTC M58478

HUMCFVI] J02933

HUMCGlAlP J02829

HUMCHYMASE M64269

HUMCOLSAlA M26939

HUMCRYABA M28638

HUMCRYGBC M19364

HUMCS3 M15894

HUMCSPA M72150

HUMCYPTA L13460

HUMCYPIIE J02843

HUMDEFSA M97925

HUMDES M63391

HUMDHLPDH M99384

HUMEDHBlT M27138

HUMFABP M18079
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSH2B2H2 x57138

HSHAiLSG x65858

HSHCClGEN Z'49269

HSHEPSH x07732

HSHIST x57985

HSHLASBA x03100

HSHMGlTG x13546

HSHNRNPA xt2677

HSHOX3D x61755

HSIFDl v00531

HSIFNAR x60459

HSIFNG v00536

HSIGGRE3B 246223

TISILlRECA x64532

HSIL8RB4 u11869

HSIRBPG x53044

HSKALGENE x82034

HSKERTEl x13320

HSLACD69l 230426

HSLACTG x05153

HSLAGiG x53682

HSLCATG x04981

HSLPAPGEN x97267

HSLYSOZY x14008

HSMBPlA x15954

HSMDCDIXl Z25827

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMFERHX J04755

HUMFiBRB M64983

HUMFOS K00650

TIUMGOSl9B M24110

HUMGALTB M96264

HUMGCIA L29478

HUMGLAA M20317

HUMGLPEX M83094

HUMGLUT4B M91463

HUMGRPT8 M19645

HUMGUSBA M65002

HUMHlT M60094

HUMHBAl J00182

HUMHBA4 J00153

TIUMHIS3PRM M26150

HUMHIS4 M16707

HUMHKATPC M63962

HUMHMGl4A M21339

HUMHMGIY L17131

HUMHP2HPR M69197

HUMHSPTOD M17777

HUMI3O9 tvlÐ / Ðuo

IIUMIFNBlF J00218

HUMIGFBPlA M74587

HUMIL2PR M13879

HUMIL4A }'l23442
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GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HSMHCGEl x03339

HSMHCPUlS 214977

HSMLClGl x58851

HSMPOG x75377

HSMTFDNA x64269

HSMUC18l x68264

HSNGALGEN x99133

HSNIDEXON x82245

HSP4sSCC xr4257

HSPARPl x56140

HSPAT133 x69438

HSPHKBEl x84909

HSPR2645C x75755

HSPRB45 x07882

HSPRKAR2A x99455

HSPROLl x00368

HSPROSCHY x7r874

HSPS2Gl x05030

HSPTPAXl x86428

HSPVALB x63578

HSRPBGl x02775

HSRPIIl45 223702

HSRPS3AGE x87373

HSSGlSG2 247556

HSSLIPG x04502

HSSPHAR x82554

GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HUMILS J03478

HUMILgA ivl86593

HUMIMPDH L33842

HUMINSPR M10039

HUMKERlS M24842

HUMKER2A M21389

HUMKRTlX M98776

HUMLCKA M21510

HUMLUCT D14283

HUMLYTOXBB L110i6

HUMMAGlA M77487

HUMMDRl M14758

HUMMETIF M10943

HUMMETIPG M13073

HUMMHB2TB M72967

HUMMHDCsB K02405

HUMMIF L19686

HUMMITCORA L76842

HUMMLC3 J05027

HUMMSSPOl D82351

HUMMYCL2A J03069

HUMNPATB D83244

HUMNUCLEO M60858

HUMP45C17 M19489

i{UMPALD M11844

HUMPBGDl M18799
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSSPRO x05006

HSSURF3 x61923

T1ST28B x05929

HSTCR3Gl x06026

HSTCRT3D x03934

TISTOPlS x52601

HSTRELFA x73534

HSTUBB2 x02344

HSU04636 u04636

HSU08198 u08198

HSU1i270 u77270

HSU16815 u16815

HSU16824 u76824

HSUi9107 u19107

HSU20230 u20230

TISU2173O u27730

HSU22028 u22028

HSU258i6 u25816

H9U27266 u27266

HSU30787 u30787

HSU31120 u31120

HSU31767 u3r767

HSU32576 u32576

HSU33446 u33446

HSU37055 u37055

HSU37106 u37106

GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HUMPCBD L41560

HUMPEM M61170

HUMPGAMMG J05073

HUMPGEPEB M65126

HUMPNMTA J03280

HUMPOLBA J04201

HUMPPl4B M34046

HUMPP2AA M60483

HUMPSAA M27274

HUMRIGA M32405

HUMRIGBCHA M89796

HUMRODlX M96759

HUMRPS68 M77232

HUMSOD2TS L34157

HUMSOMI J00306

HUMSPERSYN M6423i

HUMSRYZ L08063

HUMTDTB M21195

HUMTEFl M63896

HUMTFAOl M15673

HUMTFPB J02846

HUMTKRA M15205

HUMTNFAB M16441

HUMTPI M10036

HUMTROC M37984

HUMTYRA M27160



GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSU40369 u40369

HSU4i284 u41284

HSU46692 u46692

HSU48795 u48795

HSU50136 u50136

HSU51243 u51243

HSU52111 u52111

HSU5211i u52111

HSU56979 u56979

HSU63108 u63108

HSU65896 u65896

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUNfUDPCNA M61829

HUIVÍVAVPO M59834

HUMXRCCl M36089

s52659 s52659

s53354 s53354

s58717 s58717

s68860 s68860

s70567 s70567

s72043 s72043

s74230 s74230

s79876 s79876
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Appeyedåx B

Data Set DncSet: It contains 362 human genomic DNA sequences. Each sequence does not have

any coding subsequences in the 250 nt downstream region of the start site of transcription of a RNA

Polymerase II transcribed gene (i.e. a 5' IJTR of at least 250 nt downstream).

GenBank Locus Accession Number

D85375S1 D85375

HS1O612OA Z8T3T3

HS179D3A 287364

HS179D3A 281364

HS179D3A 287364

HS179D3B 281370

HS179D38 281370

HS181N1 282899

H5227P77 281007

HS326L13 282770

HS326L13 282170

HS333810 28r450

HS369024 281008

HS369024 281008

HS397C4 281308

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSU48393 u48393

HSU48937 TJ48937

HSU49869 u49869

HSU50871 u50871

HSU51899 u51899

HSU521i1 u52t11

HSU52111 u52111

HSU52111 u52111

HSU52111 u5211i

HSU52428 u52428

HSU55847 u55847

HSU56438 u56438

HSU59831 u59831

HSU60232 u60232

HSU63833 u63833
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HS41P2A 287357

HS41P2A 281357

HS41P2B 2873t4

H541P2B 287314

HS41P2B 287374

HS41P28 28131.4

HS41P2B z8r3t4

HS41P2B z8r3r4

HS473J10 281009

HS5O6G2A 282907

HS5O6G2A 28290r

HSSHTlA 217168

HS67C13 280896

TISA128O 283307

HSA128O 283307

HSA1280 283307

HSA128O 283307

HSA128O 283307

HSACTH v01510

HSADHVIIl u16286

HSAFGFlB 274750

HSAFGFlC 274757

T{SAMPD3SO6 u29929

HSANXSSOl u01681

HSAPACPPOl u07083

T{SAPCSG x03120

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSU66082 u66082

HSU66083 u66083

HSU66083 u66083

HSU66083 u66083

H9U77732 u77732

HSUBAs2G x56997

HSUNGG x79093

HSUPA x024r9

HSVlRGl u11079

HSV6O2D8 283737

HSVGLY x64281

HSVMYCLC2 275030

HSVWF123 x06828

HSWRSXlB x67919

HSWTWITi x77549

HSX1lG 232676

HSXLRPGNl x94766

HSXLRPGN3 x94768

HUB384D8 u62377

HUB384D8 u62317

HUB384D8 u62377

HUM2OGDH D10523

HUM4F2HG1 M21898

HUMACTGA M19283

HUMAE1ERY L35930

HUMAGAL M59199
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSAQP501 u46566

HSASGSE x03258

HSATPCPl x69907

HSATPCP2 x69908

HSB11B7 28217r

HSBAXi u17193

HSBDONE1 u50930

HSBETACAT x89448

HSBM4ODNA x82259

HSBNGF v01511

HSBTKSl u10084

HSClINHIB x54486

HSC45B2B x06399

HSCAMHCA 220656

HSCHAT x56585

HSCKBG x15334

HSCKIIBE x571.52

HSCKPSEU x64692

HSCOLLX x98568

HSCYP4sC x04300

HSDAO x78212

HSDARC x85785

HSDBHl x73257

HSDNAHCGV x89902

HSDNATEFl x84839

HSDYSE5l x51934

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMAKl J04809

HUMALDBl M15657

HUNÍAMPDIX M98818

HUMAPEXN D13370

HUMAPOAIC] J00098

HUMARAFlG L24038

HUMARPR M58158

HUMATPlB2A L234t4

HUMATPACl M30309

HUMBCRE L02935

HUMBMYHT M57965

HUMBNSlPRO L15301

HUMCACY J02763

HUMCAiIII }1429452

HUMCD40Ll D31793

HUMCD43 M61827

HUMCELL M94580

HUMCETPl M32592

HUMCFCGRIl M63830

HUMCHRASl }/{77220

HUMCKMMl M2L487

HUMCOLSAlA L38808

HUMCRlSFOl L17390

HUMCYAROl M30795

HUMCYARO2 M30796

HUMCYPBl M32863
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GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HSE132D12 280897

HSE132D12 280897

HSE132Di2 280897

HSE132D12 280897

HSE132D12 280897

HSE132D12 280897

HSE132D12 2808s7

HSE92H8 281309

HSECPl x16545

HSENKBl x02536

HSENO2 x51956

HSENO3s x55976

HSESTEIl x62259

HSF67D6 281000

HSF77D12 282097

HSFAUl x65921

HSFOLA x69516

HSFURIN xI5723

HSGIiASKI x99296

HSG6PDGEN x55448

HSG6PDGEN x55448

HSGAAl x55079

HSGAPIGNA x74322

HSGDFs x80915

HSG13APR x54048

HSHB9HBl u07663

GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HUMCYPXl M31664

HUMDECORO2 M98262

HUMDMDPR M32058

HUMEFlA J04617

HUMELAMB M64485

HUMEMBPA }/I.34462

HUMESTTCT L35592

HUMFAS D31968

HUMFIXGl K02048

HUMFKBPAOl M92422

HUMFOLl K01612

HUMGOS2PE M72885

HUMGAD4sA L24498

TIUMGAPDHG J04038

HUMGASTA M15958

HUMGFAPJ M67446

HUMGLNIN L77744

HUMGPIIBl M33319

HUMGPXPl D16360

TIUMGRPRA M32284

HUMGSTPiA M37065

HUMHBGFl M23017

HUMHCF2 M58600

HUMHER2Ol M16789

HUMHIAPPA M26650

HUMHMG2A M83665
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GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HSHCGIX23 x95288

HSHH3X3B Z48950

HSHN4GICP x92518

HSHNMTOl u44106

HSHOXSl x17360

HSHSD11K1 u273r7

HSIGGFCII x68090

HSIGNTl L41605

HSIKLVAl3 x63395

HSII{LVA26 x63399

HSILlAG x03833

HSL165D7 268273

HSL247F6 268279

HSL25A3 268280

HSL3G9A 269387

HSLAMB2I 268i55

HSLDHBl xt3794

HSLG9B 2697I1

HSMECDAG x62654

HSMEHG x15459

HSMNCA9 254349

HSMOGG Z48057

HSMPR461 x56253

HSMYC2 x00247

HSNil9A7 280901

HSN119A7 280901

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMHMGCOB Mi5959

HUMHODBl M28162

T{UMHSPSgKD M27024

HUMHSP9OB J04988

HUMIDO M58159

TIUMIGFBPSX L27560

HUMIGFR1PR M69229

HUMIGHVU J04097

HUMILiiA M81890

HUMILlB M15840

HUMIL2RBA M32979

HUMiL2RC M16285

HUMIL2RGOl L72778

HUMILSA M28130

HUMILsR M994t2

HUMKINOl M11438

HUMKIP2 D64137

HUMLBPB L42r72

HUMLBROl L25932

HUMLFACD M87662

HUMLYAMl M32406

HUMLYRE M30447

HUMMGIl M10090

HUMMHDQlA IVIJJ I OÐ

HUMMRPl4A M21064

HUMMRPSA M21005
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GenBank Locus Accession Number

HSN53A9 Z,8r002

HSN8OH12 280902

HSNCAM5R x53243

HSNEURKl x65r72

HSNFKB2PR x83768

HSNNMT1 u20970

HSNPTX2Al u2919i

HSNRAMP2 x82016

HSNTRKl x7t445

HSODCG x16277

HSP3 x12458

HSP53G x54156

HSPSSTNF x69810

HSPABPSOl u68093

HSPCRF v00571

TISPITll x77223

HSPMLPROM K97752

HSPPOXG x99450

HSPRELPOl u41.292

HSPROPG x70872

HSPTHRPS x14304

HSPTHRPs x14304

HSRARG2D x57280

T{SREOR x95536

HSRNPAIIl u09120

HSROSSAl u13657

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMMTHll D38591

HUMMTHl2 D38592

HUMMYCBLK Mr2027

HUMMYCLYA M13211

HUMNAKATPl M25161

HUMNITOXOl L10693

HUMOPlSA M31303

HUMPAI2AAl M22469

HUMPAiA J03764

HUMPAP L15533

HUMPCI M685i6

HUMPCNAPRM J05614

HUMPDGFAA M58602

HUMPDKOl u54618

HUMPECAMOl L34631

HUMPGKl L00159

HUMPOLYUBI D63791

HUMPP2AB M60484

TIUMPPARG D83233

HUMPPPA Mr7726

HUMPRECX Lr3994

HUMPRFlA M31951

HUMPROFILX M96943

HUMPSAPA M86181

HUMPYYPl D13897

HUMRAFlPR M38134
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GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HSRPST 225749

HSSAAlB x56652

HSSB4B46 x03028

HSSP17 248570

HSSUBPlG x65t77

HSTAX1EXl x84419

HSTFAP2GN x95235

HSTGF3l x14885

HSTGFBGl x05839

HSTHDA x70286

HSTHR2 v00596

HSTNNTX9 x98481

HSTRAP x67723

HSTRElT x63596

HSTRP x05339

HSU01965 u01965

HSU11239 u11239

HSU11870 u11870

HSU15963 u15963

HSU17084 u17084

HSU173H7 280774

HSUi73H7 280774

HSU173H7 280774

HSU18671 u18671

HSU20499 u20499

GenBank Locus Accession Number

HUMREGIBB D7729r

HUMRIBRED L70342

HUMSAACT M20543

HUMSANT M38064

HUMSRDSA2X L03843

HUMSTATHl M31077

HUMTBXASOl D34613

HUMTGFB38 M60556

T{UMTGLl M29186

HUMTHROMPR J04835

HUMTNFAB M76441

HUMTPAAl Mi1888

HUMTPOOl M25701

HUMTRP2AA D28767

HUMTSHBAl M23981

HUMTSPY M98524

HUMVWFAB M60676

HUMWEGAUTO M97911

PLCB3XOl 237544

s54531 s54531

s55222 s55222

s67998 s67998

s68043 s68043

s68887 s68887

s70157 s70157
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GenBank Locus Accession Nurnber

HSU20860 u20860

HSU20982 u20982

HSU31519 u31519

HSU33208 u33208

HSU34301 u34301

HSU34804 u34804

HSU34879 u34879

HSU37574 u37574

HSU40391 u40391

HSU41315 u41315

HSU43901 u43901

GenBank Locus Accession Number

s74903 s74903

s75590 s75590

ò / ðoÐ+ J /ÐOÐ4

5 /ôvðð 5 /bg,b5

s77920 s77920

s78723 s78723

s79432 s79432

s79812 s79812

s80050 s80050

s81868 s81868

u00682 u00682

764
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